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Editorial 
1 HERE "'' meml ""'°'" fo,. ~Ji " hoping that this year will see a 
{1 gr.eat development in the eor­\~ pornte .<pi'it of the UniY'''itY of 
Queensland. 'l'he new Constitu­
t ion of the 'Gnion provides for the closer 
co-operation of all sections of the institu­
tion, not excluding that important bra11ch 
comprised of QTa<l11a tes and past students, 
and Yery soon ''"e are to haYe a lJniYersity 
-\Yeck. It src•m;.,, then, that real mean,; 
are being presented of impressi11g the 
Public with the Yaluable work which is 
done here, ancl also with the needs which 
must be met before the University can 
exert the influence it should. 'l'hat so 
much has been done towards raising the 
standard of culture in the State, provifl­
iug skilled men to ass;st in the " ·orl<l 's 
work and promotin"' research, however hmit~d, is striking 0 testimon~· of tl1e 
capable manner in which the Senah', al­
ways handicapped by paucity of funds, 
has faced its problems. To Jessen that 
handicap and to establish the U11ivPrs'tv 
in a degree of completeness cornmrnsurate 
with its importance. it is necessal'y to 
Y1·in from the Public a more tangible ex-
1•ression of its appr.cciation than mere 
\Yords of commendatio11. In the Fnited 
:-Hates, as is borne out bv reference;; macle 
iu two ar1icles pri11ied in this issue, rich 
men and women are Yery eag·er to ]H'l"­
['CtUate their memory in gifts or be­
qnests 1 o educational institutions, but in 
(!neenslancl, a land just as fortunate in 
many respects, the rich people-and un­
doubiedly there are many such-prefer 
t0 place their title to the respect of suc­
ceeding generations in less noble and 
more eYanescent forms. 
'l'he University does not beg for mone­
1ary aid; it places its achieYement and 
the proof of its potentialities before thr 
[!C'Ople of the State, and intimates that ati 
no claim to full citizenship in the finest 
s<·nse of the term could be more firmly 
based than on a practical interest in the 
promotion of higher education, a membe1· 
of the community could not do better 
than contribute to the ueyeloprnent of 
the home of learning so near to his hand. 
'N r should strengthen that intimation , 
;1ml. strengthen also the works by which 
:t is jnstified. 'l'o that end it is the duty 
of eYeryone to whom the UniYersit~· 
means anything at all, to labour whole· 
]l('artedly, and with strict attention to 
the value of co-operation, for the happy 
eonsummation of our various actiYities. 
May, 1:>2 il.GAI1MAHRA. 
Roadside Advertisements. 
Two of the great petrol compani e8 a re removing their advertisements 
from the roads . They deserve all honour; and no one will withhold thanks 
or r ecogn i.tion of a voluntary contribution to the cause. of the preservation of 
landscape beauty.-London "Observer." · 
Thus Aust ralia is not unique in its 
defilement by t he Roadsid.e Adver tise­
ment. I r emember that England was 
pretty gener ally mo,ttled with it . But 
:!: do n ot r emember that such advertise­
ments ther e were so indiscriminat.ely set 
up as in Queensland. Nor , I believe wer e 
they, in p r oportion , so numer ous. Any­
how, it is my view that there is. mor e 
1minspired individual hostility to this 
s0rt of t hing in England than in Austra­
lia . I am r eminded of a passage in\¥ ells 's 
''The Wife of Sir I saac Harman. '' The 
cnvner of a beautiful country house is 
showing a prospective buyer the grounds 
and the prospect. 
'' rr his is the only view I care to show 
y(·U now,'' he said, at th e crest of the hill. 
'' rrher e was a better one beyond ther e. 
But-it bas been defiled . Yet, after all , 
I mu. t show it you. You see, there is a 
hio·h-road. and the high-road has pro­ch~ced an abomination. Along here we go . 
Now . Don't look down, please." His 
g1•sturc coYered the foreground. "Look 
rjgbt over the nearer things into the dis ­
tance. There !" 
The lady regarded th e "-i.de view with 
serene appreciation. '' I don 't see," she 
said , "that it's in any 'va:-: ruin ed. Tt 's 
rerfect.'' 
''Yon don't see . Ah ! yon look right 
oYer. Yon look high. 1 wish 1 could, too . 
But that screaming board! I v.;rish the 
man' .· crusts would choke him. '' 
And , indeect , quite at hand, where the 
road cm·yed ahont below th em, the state­
rnrnt that Staminal Bread, the True Staff 
of Life, was sold only by the Interna­
tional Bread shops, wa s flung out " ·ith a 
yig·o1u of :n~ll ow and Prussian blue that 
im1de th e landscape tame. 
"T'hi: is the "~ork of one pushful, shov­
i:r:o· cr eature, a man named Harman. In~ag-ine him.' Imagine -vvhat he must be. 
Don't vou feel his soul c1efiling us ~ This 
summit. of a stupendous pil e ,of-dou~h , 
t11inking of nothing but his miserable, 
nwnstr·ous profits, seeing nothing· of the 
delight of life, the beauty of t h e wo-rld, 
bu t something that attracts attention , 
draws eyes, something that gives him his 
horrible ,opportuni ty of gettin g; ahead of 
all his poor lit tle competitors, and ins.er t­
ing-this ! It 's t he quintessence of all 
t hat's wrong in t.he world-squalid , 
shameless hucks t ering!'' H e flew off a t a 
t ang.ent. " F our or fi ve year s ago they 
ma.de this landscape-disease a knight! ·" 
The prodigality of these commer cial 
advertisements is said to var y inversely 
with the age of a community. At any rat e ~ 
it is notor ious that fresihly-founded coun­
try towns-the townships of neTir mining· 
fields and the like-brist le with the com­
mercial placard. Trade, as the accompan i­
ment of earliest settlement, sets up its 
adYert isements upon the Yirgin country­
side . It might be inferred that the fr e­
quency of the roadside advertisements in 
Queensland merely per. ists from the early 
cfays. were it not clearly on the increase. 
That a countn· is young is no excuse .. 
On tb e contrary, its youth is an argument 
for r efusing to let it begin to be be­
smirched. It should start clean. It should 
be kept unsulli ed while it i. still young­
bcf.ore its life has grown complex. It is 
easier to "nip in the bud " such blemishes 
af:: roadside advertisements than to sweep 
them away wh en the:v haYe blos,-;omed and 
seeded all over the land. Th e time to rn­
force a ·white Australia po li e>· is in 
Australia'. youth . It is e:sentially a pre­
ventive policy-quite impra cticable to 
C'11force once Australia has become pol~·­
£'·1ot . An d if th e blemish of roadside ad­
Yerti.srments is allov'i'ed to ,· pread, th e 
n10nev and the influenc0 of yested 111 ­
tc·r es ts (as they are called ) may in the 
rml be too powerful for its abolition. Two 
oJ th e biggest petrol companies in Enp:­
lrnd have removed their achertisernents 
from roads; but it vrns of their own voli­
ti011. Not·hing but the per.suasive powers 
o~! th e Scapa Society has brought tl1is 
nbout. The Scapa Soci ety has been work­
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ing long and arduously for the r moval 
-0£ such blights from the face of rural 
Brrtain. 'l1heir policy is to press for the 
framing of by~laws that will achirve this 
purificatio11. ConceiYably they tried to 
get these p et rol signs removed by law, 
and the wealth of the companies baffle cl 
th m. But to persuasion the companies 
succumbed. Voluntarily they · have don e 
it. \.nd othrr companies · are falling into 
lin . But how c1iffcrent the tale might 
Im ·e been ·with Jess enlight ened board. · 
of directors of these companies! 'ro de­
pend in this mattrr on the combination of 
persuasivenr s in the r eformers and sweet 
rea sonableness in thr offenders, js to take 
a risk that i.s too great. PreYrntion is tl1r 
Y:a tch'ivorcl. 
'l1lrn clay is past iii (~urrnslaml Eor a b­
;-;o lute p1·eye11tion. Some of the chief 
hig·lnrnys in com1tr.v cli.-tricts lrnw al­
ready suffer ed defilement. Even the 
lovely trackH about ~1o11nt Coot-tha clid 
not rscape . 
'11 here is a em·ions impiety in such a 
clefacrment of Anstralia's countrvside. Tt 
f.iccms to mattrr less in England. Englarnl 
i~ a mnrky cOlmtry, " ·he re it is raining 
more than lialf the )'ear- and fogµ:.\' mucb 
of the other half. During H great 1rnrt of 
En !:dish travd Y<Jll con h1n 't srr 1·oadsick 
acl ·crti .'C'm.f'nts,' eY<>n if tlir)r wnl' there. 
Hut Anstl'a lia is an ont-of-cloor country 
first of all. Tf bkrnfr:;hes are npon the 
roa dside tlH'Y ar r always to be seen, in 
th autumn as in the spring. 
u . tralian yjsibili.ty is one aggranition 
of the blight. Therr is one mor<' suhtle. 
Defacements of this sort arc an ontrag-t> 
npon the untrammelled beaut)- of this 
country-q na nntnunmellrcl. 'rhr beaut.'· 
of England i. more sophisticated, ·more 
11ark-likc, more man-made. Commercial 
placard.- are lrss an affront to it than to 
the untamed and largely-conceived beauty 
of Australian spaces. Besides, onr Ye1y 
c:Jimate reyoJt. ag·ainst them. 'rhe bleak 
and foggy atmosphere of England is lPss 
incompatible with commercial aggression 
in t h is form than th e voluptuous climate 
of temperate Austr alia. ''Australia'' 
c~aid E. B. Osborn ) " provides a SPnsu o11:;; 
-environmen t, somewhat resembling that 
of an cien t H elJ a. , in which all th e emo­
tional arts-sin ging, danc ing_, painting 
and poetry, above all, mu. t soon.er or 
lhter f:l.ourish luxuriously. '' ..:-\.re roaclsid.e 
advertisements to be to'lcrated in such an 
environment ·? They are incongruous, no t 
Gnly with our unsophisticated landscape, 
but with the nry air of this voluptuoul'J 
lan l. 
Tonce r ead an article .Ln the·' Bulletin,'' 
called "Hand.icapping the Landscape." 
The writer remarked on Hie curio;1~ 
ugliness of the term.- that had been ap­
plied to thr physical features of our 
col.mtrysicle-ancl even to . its trees and 
flo 'i\'ers; gulJy for dell and valley; scrnb 
for · grove; hump, nob and pimple for 
down, hill and peak. The coti.agr became 
a humpy, the pool a waterhol<\ the str.eam 
clld the brooks are creeks. :\Ieadow, ]ea, 
gJebe, and f ield are all embraced h)' the 
1
unJovely paddock...... . 
rrhe rationale of this was ex.pOlllH.lcc.1 as 
follows: "Tlie pioneers oI Australia saw 
chances of profit in the bu. h and .endured 
consiclrrahlc hard.-hip in the accumula­
tion of sheep and cattJc. 'l1hey took a 
gambl<>, with chances greatly in their 
favour; hut the spirit in which they did 
it was not one for praise. rrhat fact is 
written plai11 ly iJl the lan guagr of the 
Lush they han left us. Tn <'Yery tone of 
that la11gw-1ge there is hatn'c1 anc1 c.:on­
t cmpt which cloes injnry to their chil­
drC'n throtq1;h r,·cn· grllrra t ion." 
1 hese rpithets for the f ca tnrrs of thr 
c.:ountr)'Side, I frar, ar.e h ere to stay. If 
thry arc m1 loYel·)-, 1hry can hardly nmv b~ 
alterec1- m1lc'ss bv a Yerv slow cvol ntion­
a I')' procrss. But ·there a~' e other \'i·ays of 
liandicapping the landscape thHn by 
S<~c1dling it with a 1 izarre 11omenclatur. ; 
aul drfiling it by roaclsi c1 e advert i. e­
ments is one. But thr cliffrrencr is that if 
thr onr is unalterable , we can yet change 
th e other. 
Tt is a11 affair of local government, of 
course. Each Shire Council has the matter 
in its own hands so far as its O'iVIl r1omain 
fr concerned . I 'iv·ould even make this 
matter an election issue at the polls in 
1,ocal GoYernment contests . 
I think it is safe to say that tl1is never 
has been done·. I t hr ow ou t the suggestion 
for use in future election s. But the whole 
Sta.te h as lately re-constituted the per­
sonnel of its Sh ire Councils. Here is an 
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c·pportunity for the new Councils to de­
serve well of their country. Roadside ad­
vertisement is really a form of minorit'y 
tyranny. Its hideousness is imposed by 
a small body of commercial organisations 
on the great body of ratepayers. 'l'his is 
defiant of the spirit of democracy. How 
dare a few business men tvrannise over 
tl·e majority in this matter?.T haYe known 
free citizens of Shires so incensed by 
these achertisements tliat thev have torn 
them c101n1. or effacrc1 them.· (T, mysrlf. 
gTea tly c~armg, haYr on occasion a . ;;sisted 
1.( such rites). 
Tt is amongst tlw funct'.ons of local 
goYernmenis to uphold the rights 
of the majorit.'·· But this sort of 
defilement doe,r.; not become tyrann~· 
nnless the majority expresse:; a1J­
horrence of it. ?\or (T fear) will 
Shire Councils mnch be'itir themselw-; 
unless they are bestirred. In other words, 
un'ess some organisation is set up to be 
th e mouthpiec \C' of the public on this 
question, r oadside advertisements will 
continue to flourish exceedingly. \Ve 
haYe no Scapa Society, such a bas 
triumphed owr the Petrol Kings of 
Britain. We have. in the Capital of the 
State a Yen· livclv an(l enterprising 
'l'ow1; Planning As.sociation. But this 
question lies outside its field. Something 
CJnalogous to the Scapa Society might 
vet be founded. In the meantime. could 
~ot the Queel'lsland Authors and Artists' 
Association be tempted to undertake this 
work? Tt is a State-wide> organisation­
0ven if most of its member-; liYe in the 
Ci:<pital. And to whom i;, an unsullied 
ccuntrysicle clear if not to the author:' 
who write of it and the artists who paint 
it? 
HECTOR DTXXTXG. 
TEARS. 
There is a little time 'twixt Death and me·; 
There is a little road that I must tread 
Just to the edge of Life, and then ahead, 
The nothingness of a ll Eternity. 
A little sound of song, 
Before the sile·nces of all the years; 
Life is too s!H rt. and Death is far too long. 
Grey shadowy fears 
Creep in and haunt the portals of my mind. 
I know that I must die to leave behind 
The beauty of this world. 
And so shall pass 
Voices and clouc1.s and great plains green with 
grass; 
Jewels and song; 
.A thousand colours laughing in the light ; 
And all the throng · 
Of lovely w'men; garden-perfumed night; 
Storm's rumbling thunder-drums; the feel 
of rare white furs and si lk . 
\Vhite stars will reel, 
On, on, throv ""h opace, the nm will shine 
A$ brightly wh<>n I pass. and still will shine. 
\Vhen I am duot, 
Grey dust ... . 
.And all theop things are mine, 
For just a Jittl n while, a few bright years. 
So brief a Lif0 ohould have no time for tears . 
Yet all mank'nfl shall pass. as I sha ll pass­
The mucic 8r>ri the colours from earth's face, 
J.nd still thn rtnr<; will reel on, on through 
Sf\flf'P 
.And 2till tJio 0"~ will light the ear th to se!' 
The thin wJi" n hone-dust of humanity. 
A little '" nnnrl ·f con.~. 
BPfore the onpT)('e of Eternity. 
Life is too short. and Death is far too long. 
-N. E. R. 
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Bogeys. 
It is astonishing that the r ep etition of 
rhrases eYentually impresses a great 
number of people~ and that so many are 
·willin g to accept a. · truth statements 
·which are made e.n'lphati ca ll:v. or ·which 
Hey see in Jffint. 
It does not :-:C'em to occ nr to them tlrnt 
the Jinr of th o n~.d1 t ,,.h:cii holcls ~·o :; ;l in 
one sphere of li fe ough t i1ot to b e con . 
·s:dered foolish in a11otl1et· one. 
Yet it i s taken fol' granted often tliat 
.affairs of r eligi on are absolutely clistinct 
from anythin~· e~se. For instan ce . we ac­
.C('pt a great many things <h'> facts which 
' ve cannot ]H'O\ 'E' not onl~- in any science 
you like , but i11 <'Hryday life. But w e 
stumble a t once wh en askC'cl to C' x c r ci."i< ' 
th e faculty of fait h in ou1· rrligion as if 
we acceptC'cl t he schoolb(J~·' s clC'fin itio11 
tbat faith is our belief in something tha t 
we are sure is not tnw. Tn religion, 
lJ,,weYe1\ w e live b~' fai th even · clay and 
nll da~-. \\Te give our trust to people 
whom ,,-e h avr n o m eA 11s of testing. ancl 
th 1ongh occasiona11y wr suffer for it , t!H' 
C'xception provrs the rnle that our fellows 
r.i ·ay be trusted. 
\Vh_v th en should it h ~ thought un­
desirabl e to trust God in the sam e way, 
for c;nrely ex perience .·ho\\''S bot.ll in onr 
own and in other 1•roplr\ li\' PS that onr 
trust is n ot clispla crcl. As Profess0r 
\Villiam .James .;;;aic1 once: " .Just a . a m·-111 
who in a co mp<i ny of !2·en1lt•rn en he 1 iC'YN1 
no one's worcl \\· ithont proof wou1c1 
ent himself off b~· sn r l1 ch11 r]ishn ess 
from all the socinl r r \\·;-l!'cls that a more 
trusting- spirit won1d l'a 1·n. :-;o ow' wl10 
~hould shut ·himself up in snarliDg 
logicalit:v, <i.nd tr:v to make the Gocls 
<'X tort h is recoµ:nition wi l1y-nilly nr 
not o·et it at all. rnig:ht cut himself off for 
f·Yerrfrom his 011Jy ~ pnortnnity <if r:u1k:ng 
the God's acqua intance." 
But of all tlie h oµ: evs which an' r;1is rc1 
tn frig-l1t e11 u .s . th r re is nnnc mor~ eff"'c­
fyf' at the moment than the por..nlar con­
d.emnation of Dop:rna. Tt is a '"ron·t 
that terrifi es a.s it is usecl in- SlA'eches and 
art.icles. ·w:h~: shonlcl it? What are w e 
really afraid of ? 
Po sibly th ere- 1,s a dread that w e 
should be asked to accept statements 
which haYe 11 0 foundation in .ev1der.ce, or 
\'i hich are contrary to reason. At any 
rate dogma is often called irrational. l>u,t 
,surely there is something to b e said on 
t lw other side. 
Tt is npparently thought desirable ewn 
]) ~· pen]Jle \\·ho a cct'pt Christianity that 
ddinition sh oul d bC' ayoided. Bu.t if re­
1;~-: 011 i:..; 1rue at a l l, there must b e cl e­
i i1'.ihm1s, a11d something must b e used as 
D founc1a ti011. The Fatherhoocl of Goel, 
cin cl the R e.-nrr ect ion of .Jesus Christ mns t 
be acce pt ed as tnir· it 0n1· nligion a s 1;· 2 
knO\\' it is to exi.st at all. Now in ordin a 1y 
;ife \\"e swallow dogmas whol esale w ith-
1.ut a murmur. And they are not a1lways 
fact s th ongh they arr the r ecognised 
1ea e:: hinµ:s of a particular time. 'J.'l 1c 
:--<('ie11tists of th e day w ere Yer y definit e· 
1hat t~1c snn went ronnd the earth, a11d 
\Y(' re qnitC' sure they had the proof of 
\•:hat they taught. And much of our 
~ · tient ifi c knowl ed ge to-clay will have to 
lw rno(lifircl, to say the' least , in futur e 
t im es. ·wh e ther the thing is right or 
'nonµ: matter s nothing for the moment. 
Ther e it is, and w e just accept it. Of 
cou rse tl1e proofs w e have are open for 
<1u r inspecti on . 1t may be that we have 
not t h e technical training to apprec iate 
tJ~em thoroughly , but there they are , and 
if \Y<, cannot make adeqHat e ju(1g·ments 
,,-e trust someone els e. 
Wh;;· not trust i·eli g ion similarl y as far 
<! ~ we can? It may be urged that it 
makes no differ en ce to u s if the ea rth or 
the :· l111 b e th e centre of our s;;rst em, and 
that it is onJy a matter of int er est to 
m ; d erstirnd the constitution of th e atom. 
, ~ r::1erras it rnalrns all the difference if 
ther e is a God or not. 
That is true. It is not only our out­
lcok on thr future which changes. \V r 
luive to lin very clifferent,l;;' if Goel 
e.xi. ts. Bnt \H are not r eally clriYen 
into a corner by that argument. If a 
<rne.-tion is Yital it is foolish to i!.!.·nore i1. 
Rath er should we b e stimulated to use 
t h e light w e han, and to .seek clilig e11t ]~· 
fo r more. 
The eYid enc e for the truth of rel i1:6on 
js op en for inspection just as frankl ;;· as 
the evidence for any other knowledge. 
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And if ,,.e Jiaye religion, there must be absurd, or which had no l)roof, or were 
some definite teaching about it. It can­ inapplicable to human lifr. But to mauy 
not be all Yague sentiment. There must of us the spiritual side of things seems. 
be some axiom in any discussion. The the one worth cultivating most intem;ely, 
.American Constitution says: "AH men and that the world would be a ridiculous 
are free and equal.'' That i':i a do 0 ·ma. travesty ·without God. And if there is a 
You would be hard put to it to prov.e the Go l, Christianity is the· rational expres­
truth of the statement. Yet it is the sion of religion. The great truths ex­
social cTeed of America, and a very good pounded in, the Creeds are the considered 
one it is, too. ideas of the Church about religious truth. 
rrhey are man-made ini outward form cer­Dogma is necessary m science and tainly, and it may well be that some day
society. \Vliat is wrong with recog­ men in th e light of clee11er knowledge
nising that it is necessary in religion? will wish to express their ideas of GodMost of us do not want to argue about more adequately. But the Creed are­
the existence of God. vVe have_not been the best we can do at the moment, and
able to find any other s'a,tisfactory main­ men who accept their teaching find their 
spring for the Universe, or to make the spiritual needs are met. You cannot
world and life rational or intelligible have r eligion without definition, so th e
without religion. It is just a question eondemnation of dogma offhand is as.
nf what will fit the facts. No enlight en ed hig a bogey as the distrust of faith. a11d person would be .willing either to offer can only be maintained by loose think:ng. 
or accept dogmas which were manifestly 
\V.II.\V.S. 
--**--
THJi; PLU)IBER'S LA)l.RXT. 
I wish that I wasn't a plumber, 
And I was a poet instead; 
For at times I have beautiful thoughts, 
Which just float around in my head. 
Oh! I wish that I wasn't a plumber, 
F'or I say the wrong things and get dumber. 
·ow take last night for example- · 
I had met a mcst beautiful girl, 
And I wanted to tell her I loved her, 
But my heart was all in a whirl. 
I saw that h e r lips were like coral, 
Her nose had the tiniest tilt, 
Ile r hair was as black as a raven, 
And as soft as-er-an eiderdown quilt. 
Do you think I was able to say it? 
To express what I clearly could see? 
To say : "My darling, I love you; 
"You're the light of my life!" No, not me'. 
I am not what ye u'd call a fast worker 
- My training's against me, you know­
And I felt I would do a lot bette r , 
If I went just a little bit slow. 
So I crept just a tiny bit closer, 
My arm round her cai1tiously stole; 
Then my mind went all blank, and I stam­
mered, 
"You 're the acetylene gas of my soul!" 
Oh , I wish that I wasn't a plumber, 
For I say the wrong things and get dumber. 
-KOKO. 
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The University of California. 
An inability to nalisc th e magnitude 
-0f: this institution is the deepest impres­
8ion of a student from the Queensland, 
.one of the .smallest of Universities, on 
;his arrival at Berkeley-the largest 
University in 
the world. TJ1i ~; 
claim for Ber­
keley is, as I ar:1 
well a w a r <'. 
1ikc1 y to be 
contested 
strongly. T.Ji k e 
the ''Courier '' 
" Dnily Mail'. " 
a n d "Tele­
graph," in their 
·circulation cou­
troversies, the 
1T.S.A. CODtains­
sevcral Un iver­
siti s each of 
-vvhich claims to be th e laq.?:est in the 
world . Unlike them, howevr1., th er e is 110 
singl'e l niv ersity \\·hich claims to be 
larger than any two of its riyals. 
Th r 1 niYersitv of California is diYicled 
1into .seve1·al sections, each bring situated 
in that part of the State which suits its 
r2rticular needs brst, but the greater part 
is housed in BerkeJ.cy. The Campus, which 
-comprises some .);)0 acres, li es on the pic­
-toresque slopes of the Berke l c~ Hills, and 
rises to a h eigM of 1300 feet; from this 
point 011 e gazes upon a wond erful pano­
rama of San Francisco , the Ba)' Cities, 
the Bay, and the famous Golden Gate. 
'I1h e 1 ~11v ersity is in the happy position 
of being· endowed liberally, both by the 
.:3tat€ and by priYate benefactors- unlike 
our Queen:sland '' plutes, '' who stead­
-1'.astly ignore 'Varsity needs, the cro·wn­
·ii.:g joy of a Californian'. Jife is to endow 
l1is 'Varsity with a cool million (lollars or 
. o. It is making; rapid progress in all 
<lirecti"on.·, and pa1·ticularly so in the mat­
ter of adequate accommodation for all 
faculties; :some of the structures rank 
with tl1e finest public buildings of Aus­
tralia. Outstanding among these is the 
Iiibrary, with upwards of 600,000 volumes; 
the Campanile, 302 fe et high apd ·with an 
excellent chime of beli<;;; and the Greek 
The.artre. rrhe latter will accommodat e 
about 10,000 persons upon seats uphol­
stered in concrete, in imitation of the 
luxurious tastes of the ancient Greeks. A 
\vell equipped 
Infirmary is 
maintained up­
on the Campus, 
:rnd each stu­
dent is entitled 
to medical con­
sultation and 
ho ..pital treat­
ment, and also 
to cl ental. treat­
m.ent, for \\·hich 
a small hourly 
charge is made. 
Upon t h e 
Acaclt:mic side 
the 1 niYersitv 
of California offers the student an asto1{­
ishingly wide range. There are in Berke­
1e)' about 50 fully equipped Chairs, \\;ith 
opportuniti es for " ·majoring" in an in­
fin ite number of . ·ubject . The Graduate 
DiYision contains about 1,400 student , 
and has very ext ensive facilities for in­
struct]on and r e earch. Students arc not 
rrquired to pass a qualifying rxarnina­
tion befor e entering, but are .accept ed 
when they have passed through certain 
grades in the secondary schools. 'rhis is 
t ermed ''Graduating from the High 
School'': ]t sounds ever so much more 
"toney" than mere Matriculation, a11c1 in 
addition is not nearly so trou blesomc to.' 
.achieYe. Arts and Science are each fonr 
year courses; the first year i . , I sho!l1 l 
judge, of much the same standard as is 
tl1e final year of the Queensland seconclary 
schools. Examinations are held rach 
semester, and in addition a ''quiz' is 
bkely to c1escend upon th e student at any 
inconvenient old time. The examinatiow; 
are carried ont \vithout any .'Upen·ision 
on the part ·of the autborities, tlH' hornHlr 
system having been adopted hy the 
~tudents. 
The most interesting side of the 
Varsity is, of course, the students, their 
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activitie.', and thei.r organisation . In­
clusive of the Summer Session enrolment 
there are some 17 ,OOO students, represent-
mg in all, 
48 nationalit­
ies and every 
hade of colour, 
from the Scan­
dinavian blonde 
to the coal black 
~ons of Ham. 
':L1o attend a 
gathering of 
foreign ·stu­
dents, with its 
babel of many 
tongues andUn.­
usual yarieties 
of form, fash­
ion and deport­
ment, is indeed a unique experience. The 
women students form a larg:e perceutage 
of the tota L and represent the finest typ~~ 
of American womanhood. They arc uni · 
ye1·sal]v known as '' Co-E·ds, '' and all men 
laud the inauguration of the ·co-educa · 
tional. scl1emes. The male element, upon 
entering as Fre. hers, are required to 
achertise their unS'ophisticatecl youth, by 
wearing absurd littl e blue hats. Tn the 
second year, aR a l:::lophomore, the now 
blas{> 1man of the world 
clisca1·ds the hat and 
takes unto himself a 
pair of blne dun ­
gar PE' t l' o u s e r s, or 
''Gea n.'. '' which m 
turn arr exchanged for 
''Corduroys'' in the 
third aud fonrtb year::;. 
Prohabl:' more than 
fift:- per cent. of the 
stuclrnts support th em­
selves and pay their 
way throug·II college by 
means of outsidr work; 
tl1rse arr sbown n either 
a(lmiration nor condes­
cension by the T ni.­
Yer~ity and the public­
they are taken simply 
<is a matter of course. 
To tnw of work is 
''infra dig,'' all will \vork in restaurants 1 
c11 the wharf, or in offices with equal 
r ea din ess-the 011ly determining factor is. 
t h e elusi y r~ 
green back. The 
lfrl:!·e11ts of t~w 
University 
maintain a v~g­
orous Employ­
ment Bureau 
"''hich devotes 
its energies to­
ward::. provid in~ 
students with 
means for self 
f·mpport. 
No r<'s: dential 
colleges or dor­
m~tories a:..·p rn­
c or po rated 
withi11 th e lJniYt'r~it y, and accommodation 
is obtainecl in apartment houses, lodg~ng 
l•c,uses, and so1·ority or fraternity houses. 
The latter al'e maintained by the A' umni 
for small bodies of students who, as a 
nJc. fill any -vacancies by e1ec1.ing 
Freshers clecmed to be desirable addifons 
tc the particular Fraternity. Consequently 
e::..ch g:roup is usually composed of indiv · 
ic.-nal s enc1o'n'c1 with similar id iosyncra­
sir.'. and thus great is the hilarity. or 
diligence. or opnlencr, as 
the case may be. Each 
Frafrrnity or Sorority i:::: 
nistingnish ec1 by two or 
thrN' Gretk letters, such 
as the G<imma. Alpha. 
Lc·1mbc1<i Fraternity. 'Th e 
re ..ponsibili.ty of finding 
accommodation is under­
taken b.'· tl1e Y .M.C.A .. 
" ·J<ch clors Yery fin ·:; 
,,·ork. and in partienfa1~ 
is a neYer-failing guide. 
philosoph r r. all(l friencl 
to tl:r foreig·n stuclrnt. 
\Y ~th such an r11 •) r­
rnous C'n rolment it 1s 
of course impo. sib1c 
to suppl:- all t .he facil­
Hies "·hich mjp:bt he 
cle:;:;ire<l for sport and 
The Campanile. 
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recreation. Instruction is however o·iveu 
. . ' '0 
m gym.nasties and many branche~ of 
sport, and every under graduate is r e­
qu~red to take certain cour se:-; in physical 
·.exercjses before he or srhe is permitted to 
g-radua.te. All the mo1·c important ath ­
letic contests ar·e held in the Memorial 
Stadium, built to honour the memory of 
the Californians who fe ll in the late war. 
'11his huge structure is capable of seating 
some eighty thousand person:-;, and at the 
annual Stanford-California footba ll match 
jtF- capacity is taxed to the utmost. 011 
tliis occasion the admission fee of fiy e 
c~o ll ars is eagerly paid by all, ancl thus in 
this sini:de match th e gate 1·eceipts are in 
the vicinity -of NINErry TIIOUSA ND 
P01T:NDS I! 
'l'hc t:'ndergrad. reigus surn·erne and 
L'.Ontrols all socia l and sport in g acti vi(es; 
th e graduate stud ent is to ler ated, but can­
not represent the 'Varsity in sport or 
n1ise a loud voice in the management of 
affairs. Of the number of Associations, 
Unions, Clubs, Sororitie::;, Fraternitie.. 
and minor Societies, nobody has had the 
time to compute nor the courage to guess . 
All organisations and activities within 
the Pn-iversity come nn clcr the jnrisdi c­
ton of the Associated Stuclents of th r: 
T;niver:-:ity of California. 'l'his As:-;ociation. 
rirnidst other nmn<'rous side linec:; , runs !'!. 
co-operative store- stocking- hooks. sta­
tionary,sporting requi.s'ites Rnd noYeltiC's; 
<t cafetaria with an effic irnt sen·ice; ancl 
rrint~ a morning paper. tit(' '' Dail~· Cali­
fornian.'' The store and cafetaria, well­
2ppointed club rooms, reading rooms. 
·meeti11g' rooms and offices of the A socia­
tion are to be found in the Henry Morse 
Stephens Hall-a remarkably fine edifice. 
A membership card to thr A.S .U.C. costs 
ten dollars per annum, and entitles the 
holder to free participation i·n Associa­
tion affairs and use ·of club rooms, frer 
rntnnce to mor-;t athletic conte ts, free 
Fmbscription to the "Daily CRlifornian, 11 
and a rebate of ten per ce11t. on all pur-­
chases in the co-onerativ e store. Ontsi<lP 
the Association building stands a mut<' 
trstimon~' to the size· of thr 'Varsitv-­
r.11 ink fountain about eig·ht feet high , at 
whirh stucl0nts mny nll tbeir fonntain 
p l ns. At the annual meeting of the 
A.:::; . LJ .C. held in December of last year, 
the trea~urer presented his report which 
;;how ed that the profit on the year's opera­
tions was just under £45,000 ! ! I sin­
cere .y hope that thi:::;. statement will not 
ca use the ·much harassed treasurer of tne 
~ueenslancl 'Varsity Union to commit 
suic:dc m despair. Nevertheless it would. 
Le a 1inr thing for th e Union, and the 
d udeut · individually, if t hey would fol­
low th e example of the University of 
California to the extent of establishing a 
small co-operative store and to expend 
the profits in making the Common Rooms 
rnore habitable. 
rrhe students on the whole show a most 
w aiseworthy desire to take the·ir part in 
thr <.dfairs of the State, and often do so 
,-.·ith great credit to themselves and their 
Alma Mater. The daily Press gives good 
publlcity to these efforts, but , like its 
contemporaries the world over, tends to 
i~· ;ve fa r too much publicity to those ac­
tivities which do nio1t ;bathe the Alm(ct 
=\1ater in reflected glory . \Vith regard to 
1he latter, the "stndes" show much mor1~ 
enterprise and originalit y than in Aus ­
tr::ilia , a11d dabble in "speeding," divorce, 
c·lopement , deali'nµ·s 'iYith boot legge-rs, in­
:1 eri tancr of fortunes, and so on to great 
i1'ngth. 
\Yhat ha. · been written wil1. I hope, 
in<licate the importan ce a11c1 interest of 
1hr Pn iver<..:it,,- of California. B~· virtue 
nf its r-; ize and the excellcncr of its staff 
rincl rquipment, it is doing a great na­
tional v:ork, the importance of which 
cmrnot be oYer-estimated, and throug·h thC' 
Jrir~·e Jlumber of foreign stnrl ents it is ex­
trnrling its influence for 1:rood into the 
f:it her·mo ·t corners of tl1e g·lobe. Manv 
of these foreign stndents a;e clestincCl to 
becomr the leaders of thou!2.·ht in theit· 
O\\..Il countrif's1• ·and rememberin!2· the har­
rnonv anci g·o')d fe ll owship v,··h :eh prevai l<..: 
in the c:rni'I 11 though real Leag·up nf 
1'\ritionc: . h ()re in Berkeley. they will do 
mnrh to bring about that sympathy and 
i1r1Clf'l' ~·t>incfo1Q· ·which will leacl to the 
Brotl1erbood of Nations. 
ARTHUR BELL. 
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Joho Masefield's Theatre. 
In England it requires a strong attrac­
tion to lure one out-of-doors on a damp 
night in mid-November. On such a night, 
however, a small party of students under­
took a five-mile tramp from Oxford to 
Boar's Hill, the occasion being the first 
performance of a new tragedy at the 
priyate theatre of Mr. John Masefield, 
which he had recently built in the 
grounds adjoining his home at Boar's 
Hill. To the literary enthusiast, a tempta­
tion suc·h as this is irresistible-it is not 
every day one gets the chance of attend­
ing a theatre in a poet's garden! 
But for the fact that English winter 
weather does not tend to foster illusions, 
we might easily have persuaded ourselves 
that we were making a veritable Pilgrim­
age to Parnassus, for the n eighbourhood 
of ]~oar's Hill has been, and sti'll is, thP, 
haunt of many a British muse. The road 
passes through the Hinkseys, one of the 
favourite haunts of Matthew Arnold and 
Thyrsis (''the two Hinkseys,'' where 
"nothing keeps the same") ; and then by 
a steep ascent leads to the brow of Boar's 
Hill. On the left, as one attains the top 
of the hill, is the home of Mr. Robert 
Briclges, poet-laureate, and a little farther 
on the right is the home of Mr. John 
Ma. efield. 
A. soon as one entered Mr. Masefield 's 
theatre, one perceived that this was no 
ordinary dramatic performance-there 
was tbat atmosphere of eager expectancy 
whirh one remarks in a Parisian theatre 
before a performance of Racine or 
Moliere, and v,rh.ich is nevrr met with in a 
London pnblic theatre, unless it be at 
the "Old Vic." 
Thr play produced was a tragedy by 
Mr. I;aurence Binyon-" Trrw Young 
King·." Tt was prefaced, Jn or­
thodox fashion , with a prologue, 
which vrns to haYe been read by 
l;acly Keble, but as Lady Keble was 
i11d:sposed, it ·was read by John Masefield 
hirnsrlf. Genuine as ,\ras our sympathy 
for Lady Keble, it was not unmixed with 
a certai n satisfaction at the prospect of 
hearing Mr. Masefield read forty lines of 
blank verse (opportunities of hearing 
poets read verse are all too rare ! ) Ex­
tremely tall and lean, with sunken cheek~, 
dim eyes, which seemed to lodge perpetual 
tears, a vague introspective look as of 
a disappointed philosopher, it was diffi­
cult to realise that the sad-countenanced 
poet bef.ore us was. the author of 
"Salt-Water Ballads," "Dauber," and 
" Reynard the Fox;" of "Captain Mar­
garet" and "Sard Harker," poems 
and novels inspired by a passion 
for muscular adventure by land or 
sea, of a r.elish of human life at its 
!St urdiest-difficult, indeed, until he com­
menced to read. But then the sonorous 
voice of the poet recalled us from our 
speculations to the business in hand. The 
prologue was a sort of manifesto, a de­
c]aration of faith in the future of blank 
nrse, stating in plain terms the author's 
conviction that blank verse might still 
be used to advantage in the drama. 
Followed a eulogy of the great drama­
tists who had deigned to use that blank 
verse as their medium to the lasting glory 
of the English Muse, after which the 
poet's voice rose to the climax :­
"And because we know that Muse can never 
die, 
We dedicate this room to poetry." 
" The Young King" was a worthy vin­
dication of the author's claims. The theme 
was the ambitious de. ign. of Henry U. 's 
eldest son, who, though crowned King i11 
hi s father's Jife-time, was incited by 
French nobles to rebel ag·ainst his father. 
The r,onflict of filial ]o;re a11d vouthful 
arnbjtion in the son. and of kingly resent­
ment and paternal indulgence in the 
father, was admirably portrayed. It is , 
of course. a dramatic theme par excel­
lence, with every virtue as a subject save 
that of novelty. It was appropriate, too. 
ihat the first performance of this play. 
in thP opening· scene of which King· Henry 
returns from lnrnting:, should take n lace 
on the very ~nonno over which (jf ther.:. 
be any truth in a strong tradition) Henry 
used to hunt the boar. The psycholog·ica] 
i1; sig:l1t of the author and his mastery 
over dramatic technique, were evident 
throughout the play, but what struck one 
chiefly was the excellence of the blank 
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vE-rse. In the mouths of the different 
characters, the v.erses gave the effect of 
eloquent speech, not of mere recitation, 
a sure criterion of good blank verse. No 
small share of the credit for the success 
of the play must be attributed to the 
actors for their excellent elocution, and 
their tactful handling of the blank verse. 
Indeed, herein lies the gist of the whole 
matter. The question with which we are 
faced to-day is not so much whether it is 
possible to write a good drama in verse, 
but rather whether such a drama is adapt­
ed to modern stage requirements. No one 
acquainted with the best modern verse 
can doubt that we have writers in Eng­
land who could probably produce blank 
verse as good as the average blank verse 
of fhe Elizabethan drama. But is it worth 
while~ Would not verse be a drawback 
in the modern play? For every theatrical 
company in existence capable of dealing 
satisfactorily with a verse play, there are 
s~ores which can do justice only to a prose 
drama. We have, it is true, a number of 
Shakespeareap. companies, but they are 
mere survivals of a long-continued tracli­
tion. Isolated examples of the verse 
play, produced under special circum­
stances, mav succeecl . but this does not 
alter the f~ct that the r einstatement of 
the verse drama as a definite genre is 
imposRible. It may be said that a revival 
0f the drama in Yerse would automatic­
ably lead to a g'eneral cnltivation of the 
art of verse-speaking. But even so, it 
must be remembered that the art of the 
theatre is subject to an inevitable process 
of evolution, and that it would be as im­
possible for a great dramatist of to-day to 
write in the manner of Shakespeare as it 
would for a first-rate composer to use 
the idioms of Handel. It is quite certain 
that if Shakespeare had been born in the 
Twentieth century instead of the Six­
teenth, his plays would not be written in 
blank verse or in verse of any kind. Has 
not Mr. G. B. S. assured us repeatedly 
that Shakespeare ~ould probably have 
written in a manner very similar to his 
own? In any case, if the theatre is to 
fulfil its great mission, it must never 
become academic, or bow to the dictates 
cf any literary coterie, but must meet the 
demands of contemporary society. 
But considerations such as these did 
not mar our enjoyment of "The Young 
King." The curtain fell on the last scene 
amid enthusiastic applause, and in re­
sponse · to repeated cries of ''Author! 
Author!'' Mr. Laurence Binyon mounted 
the stage, made a very shy bow, and 
modestly r etired. The p ersistent cries of 
the house for ''speech! speech!'' failed to 
move him, and the disappointed audience 
dispersed. 
And so, back to "the city of dreaming 
spires," wis·hing that a frw more poets 
would build theatrrs in th eir garden! 
II. r . 
--**·--­
LIFE. 
0 tell me what is life? Below, around 
Above , it manifests itself; I know 
It is; yet what it is , I know not. Ground, 
And sea, and air, all live-through ea h 
there flow, 
Its strong mysterious streams, and it endues, 
With pewer invisible my fl eshly frame; 
And yet the force that drives my brain and 
thews, 
Moves the poor, senseless worm! But 
whence it came. 
And whither it must go, vexes m e still . 
Until my brain with marvelling grows 
numb. 
Is it the instrument of som e force higher . 
That moulds it and assigns? Or has it 
will, 
And mov·es itself? Yet or unsent it come, 
Or be controlled, to what can man aspire? 
- "R.'' 
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The Late Chief Justice. 
Th e Commonwealth of Australia, a21d 
the State of Queensland mourn t·he loss 
of the services of Thomas William 
McCawley. Alike Chief tTustice of the 
Supreme Court of Qnr.enslancl, President 
of the Court of Industrial Arbitration. 
li ;s labours were gigantic. 'rhe sudden­
ness with w hic.h 
th e Angel of 
D e a t h snatched 
him away shockec1 
the mind and 
heart of every 
member 0f th1' 
community. 
Th o m a s \Vil.­
limn lVIcCawley 
wa s born in Too­
woomba on the 
24th of July , 
1881. At an early 
age he had to be-· 
g:n the bread­
winner's struggle 
f o r exis·tence. 
From s c ho o 1­
teaching he trans­
ferf'd his achvi­
b Ps to the study 
of law. H e was 
articled to a firm of solj cit oes in 'roo­
woomba, and then e-ntered the civi.l ser­
vice. H f' was employed in Yarious de­
1:artrnrnts of the ( ' ivil Service, but at last 
entered the Jn stice Department. Having 
been aclmittC'd ns a Barrister of th" 
Supreme Court of Queensland , he was 
fortunat e to find that the Crown 
Solicitor's pos1· lwcrimr vactlnt at a tint e 
'vhen tlw present Chief Justice, the II::m· 
J. \Y. Blair was the Attorney GPneral. 
Th e Attorney General's liki.ng for his 
subo~·cl'rn1te ' "'as equalled by his apprec ia­
ticn of hi~ tal ent; and it was through his 
support t.11'at th e young man beca·:11e 
Crown SoliC'itor . A" Crow11 Solicitor (and 
later also U11der-Secretary ·of the Depart­
ment of .Justice ) l\1r . .. foCawley was Yi c­
torious at the leg•al helm in the several 
engagements caused by the Labour 
Government 's legislation. His clo·se con­
tact with this legal-political atmosphere 
added a.n impetus to his zeal for studying 
rhe social and economic conditions of the 
I 1eople at large. 
When the history ·of the ·attempts ma<le 
to secure industrial contentment in this 
country coim·es to be written , the work of 
Mr Justi ce Macnaughton will not be over­
looked. As Presi­
dent of the Court 
established by Th e 
Industria·l Peace 
Act of 1912, he 
laid the founda­
tion and modelled 
the forms used by 
his lamented suc­
cessor and col ­
league in the· more 
recently crea t eel 
Court of Indus­
trial Arbitration. 
ln this Court tlH' 
l ate President 
·eagerly entered 
into the struggle 
to secure practical 
e:xpress·ion of that 
desire for social 
justic.e so deeply 
cheri1shed by him. 
It would be idle to speak here at length 
of the alert int elligence·, the driving force , 
the capacity for work of the late Chief 
Justice. His rapid adYancement in what 
\'/e r e thought to be but the early yrars 
of his career at one time evoked hostile 
critici sm and speculation. In the few 
short years since bis elevation to the 
Bench, he ha1d the opportunity to show 
how little both his integrity and liis 
car>:1city had been r ealised. What good 
t~se he made of his opportnnity, who rum; 
·i1 1 ay read in the general expres.··ion s of 
heartfelt so·rrow and rrgret ·at ·his sudden 
<lr~th . The g-enrra l public feels, and 
those who came into contact with him i11 
r :th cl' of the Conrts emphasize that with 
con spir non~ n bil ity he made p:enuirH' m1­
sparing efforts to do e, ;en-ha.nded jusfi.3p 
to a11 . Perhaps bis finest epitaph is to 
be found in the public expressions of th~ 
sorrowful admiration of those who knew 
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him best, hi s brother ,Judges of th e literature, by the study of economi c:-; , l:iy 
·Supreme Cnurt , and th e members of the t 1he pla cing to the best advantage m­
lt>gal profession who pra cfo;ecl befo r e dustrially of 1 niYersity graduat es, by 
him. the strengthening- of thE Civil Serv·ice 
Although the memb ers of the 1 ni­ through co-operation with the UniYersity, · 
ver sity may not at present r eali se it, they Ly th e foundation of a School of I .ia \v­
to o will feel the far-reaching effects of in th ese and other ways he stroYe to ad­
b'i s death. In the industrial fi eld th e late -vaucc the Univer sity 's: influence in foster-' 
Chj ef .Just ice was a potent factor in e:.;­ ing; the national wellb eing. His purpose 
tabli sh ing his Court in th e pnhl;c fa\"Ollr, was noble. Th e promi:;;e of f11lfilment 
and in promoting industrial pe1-1cr. As a " ·as gr eat. ':I.1o -day we mourn t he inex­
member of the 1 niversit_,- Senat e, h e plicable cutting short of a. life that seemed 
broup;ht to its debates the same k een in­ to be but . tanding on the ver y thre~­
t e ll P c t~ the same impati ence of forms , the ho ld of its su ccess. 
same a 1·c1rnt desire to wcaYe the Uni­
versity into the daily li ves of t Ji c p eople vVe extend to his sorrowing wido\1 arn1 
-0f this State . By the stucly of Anstra lian chil clren our deepest sympath~' · 
- ·--**-·­
ECONOMY. 
Does t he spearmint loiSe its flavour on the 
bedpost over-night , 
When you park it there against another 
day? 
Does i t sof ten? Thicken? Harden? 
Should one park it in the garden , 
\iVher e. the flowers may breath e upon it as 
they swa.y? 
It's a most important question- for spear­
mint aids digestion-
Andl t h e answer to it should be brough t to 
light ; 
So if you'd preserve the flavour, 
In a P ep-o-Mint Life-save r , 
Park it a lso when you go to bed at night . 
-"KOKO." 
REQUIEM. 
When I am gc ne , let nothing more b e sai d , 
No lying eulogies on senseless stone: 
But le t t h e n eedy with my goods be fed , 
"'When I am gone. 
In life I 've h eard enough of sigh and moan; 
So grieve not for me, as for other dead, 
Others do waste their powers, in tears, alone. 
Lavish n c· flowers on my ignorant head, 
But keep them fragrant for some scent­
starved one; 
And rest my soulless earth in its earth-bed , 
·wh en I am gone. 
-"R." 
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War and Nationalism. 
It ·is now almost universally recog­
nised that war is an evil. The wars of 
past centuries have been glorified in 
the popular history books, and on the 
platform at patriotic meetings. Men 
have talked of the nation being purged 
in fire. They have emphasised the mag­
nificent deeds of heroism and adventure 
which war has evoked. They have ex­
toiled the high spirit of patriotism_which 
it has nourished. But these panegyrists 
have not fought in the wars they have 
praised; otherwise, th~ir, tale might h3:ve 
been different. For, mdeed, the glories 
of war are usually more apparent to 
the distant observer than to the man 
engaged in it. But the Grea.t War 
changed ideas somewhat, for it was 
brought home close to a far gre~ter 
number of people than were previous 
wars. The generally prevailing spirit in 
the last few years has been one which 
recognises the horrors and cruelty 
and waste of war, and which desires, 
if possible, to abolish it. We still pay 
patriotic homage to t.he memo::y of our 
glorious dead on fittmg occasions, but 
we don't regard the game a:s ,being 
worth the candle. The thing which 
people notice most about war is the 
enormous destructive waste of men, 
materials, and intellect, which it en­
tails. Its romance will appeal to people 
only when they have had time ~o forget 
the evils which are so promment at 
present. 
The result of this feeling has been 
the establishment of a scheme which 
its supporters hoped at first would pre­
vent wars in the future. However, peo­
ple are not now so sanguine about the 
prospects of the League of Nations as 
they might be. Indeed, th~ general 
opinion is that the League will be use­
less for the prevention of major wars. 
It will merely be ignored, as it was, 
for example, by Italy not long ago at 
the time of the Corfu incident. 
It would appear then that the scheme 
on which the League of Nations is 
based ignores some of the factors 
which go to cause war.. It either d?es 
not recognise their existence (which 
would be hypocrisy ) or it makes no 
adequate attempt to get rid of them 
(which makes the scheme useless). 
International peace must be based 
on one of two conditions: the absence 
of conflicting interests, real or imagin­
ary, between countries, or the abse~ce 
of a sentiment which regards physical 
force as being the only ultimate means 
of settling internationat - differences. 
Neither of these two conditions exists. 
at present; and so long as they do not 
the League of Nations is useless ex-· 
cept in minor matters. 
We come then to a consideration of 
the opposing interests of nations, and 
of the sentiments which play round 
them. It will be seen that, as a whole, 
the people making up any one modern 
nation have very little in the nature of 
a conflict of interest with another 
nation. Wars have almost always been 
fought in the interests of a few. Eng­
land entered into the French Revolu­
tionary Wars to protect her trade with 
the East and with the Baltic, which 
would have been endanger ed by 
France's control of Holland and the 
Cape of Good Hope. The last war rose 
out of a conflict of interests of invest­
ors in the Near East and other places. 
In these cases the interests at stake 
were the interests of a very small pro­
portion of the populations at war. The 
trading classes in England at the time 
of the French Revolutionary Wars, and 
the financial interests at the time of the 
Great War, were a very small minority, 
and the benefits of winning the war 
affected only them. The underlying 
population in England long after the 
Battle of Waterloo, were either on or 
very close to the starvation line. And 
similarly with · the Great War. The 
splitting up of the Near East into man­
dated territories, and the grabbing of 
the German colonies have not mater-· 
ially improved the average condition 
of the people of England, France, and 
the rest of the Allies. "By their fruits. 
shall ye know them." Wars are never 
profitablt to a country as a whole, as 
Norman Angell showed conclusively i_n 
his ' Great Illusion." Of course, during 
the war people said they were fighting 
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-for other than purely material things. 
'They said, for example, that they were 
fighting to make the world safe for 
·democracy (an ill choice, even if it were 
true). But that was only so much eye­
wash and self-humbug. It is the mod­
,ern counterpart of Machiavelli's advice 
to rulers to provide their subjects with 
religious reasons for going to war. As 
Hilaire Belloc remarks, when a people 
is ruled by an oligarchy it must be 
nursed on legends. 
The question to be asked then is: 
how, if wars are fought in the interests 
of only a few, can great masses of peo­
ple b2 induced to fight them? The ans­
wer is that it is the spirit of national­
ism which makes this possible. This 
spirit had its origin in the great period 
of state-making which marks the close 
of the Middle Ages. This state-making 
was an enterprise carried out by the 
various dynastic establishments of 
Europe and their supporters of the 
landed aristocracy, having for its aim 
the existence of "princely dominion and 
prestige, and unearned income for the 
civil, military, and ecclesiastical per­
sonnel by whose concerted efforts the 
traffic in state-making was carried out." 
Further dominion and prestige could be 
gained by any establishment only at 
the expense of other establishments, and 
of the underlying population which sup­
ported it. To this unashamed enter­
prise of mutual damage and grab, the 
Chu.rch gave its sanction and endowed 
the monarch with a sort of supernatur­
.al grace and divine right. The combined 
·efforts of the nobility and the Church 
soon persuaded the underlying popu­
lation, who seem generally, both then 
and now, to have a remarkable aptitude 
for slavery, that all this was just and 
right and necessary and eternally fit­
ting in the nature of things. In this 
.atmosphere of mutual hate the spirit 
-0f patriotic nationalism arose , in .the 
upper classes because it suited their 
-pockets and prestige , in the lower 
-classes because they combined a strong 
suggestibility with a well-developed in­
feriority complex. The political theor­
ists worked out the situation and pro­
duced the sovereign, a being set far 
above other men, a "new Messiah," with 
divine right. The masses worked out 
a system of morality, and servility be­
came not only a point of law, but a 
point of honour and morality. "And so 
this spirit of dynastic state-craft spread 
down and outward by diffusion, by pre­
cept and example, throughout the 
underlying population, until presently 
they were, all and several, bound - to­
gether in the service of their preda­
cious masters by an inveterate and un­
reflecting solidarity of national conceit, 
fear, hate, contempt, and enthusiastic­
ally slavish obedience to the constitut­
ed authorities." In England the spirit 
described above arose early, reaching a 
comparatively full development in 
Tudor times. On the Continent, it did 
not spread to such an extent over all 
classes. The lowest classes there had 
indeed the slavery, but they were· de­
nied a strong sense of nationalism to 
solace and add enthusiasm to it. Per­
haps they were so thoroughly enslaved 
that it was not necessary to hide the 
fact. Some small increase of freedom 
and well-being in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, how­
ever, improved matters, and the nation­
alistic spirit began to develop very 
nicely. 
Such was the origin of the spirit of 
nationalism. Then came the Industrial 
Revolution, followed by Democracy. 
Theoretically, of course, democracy 
ought to have meant the disappearance 
of a ruling clique, and cons·equently of 
the need for any aggressive national­
ism, especially in view of the fact that 
the world's work was becoming more 
and more international. But old habits 
of thought die hard. If they do not con­
flict too obviously with hard fact they 
hang on. A good proportion of our 
data and habits of thought 1are hold­
overs from the past, and such studies 
as political economy and politics have a 
quite considerable folk-lore of - this 
nature. So when the change came 
from monarchy, or in the case of Eng­
land, from oiigarchy, to democracy, the 
soul of the old system went marching 
on. The national fears, hatreds, and 
jealousies continued unabated. The 
attribute of sovereignty, hitherto vest­
ed in the monarch, did not fade away 
out of existence but was transferred 
by the political theorists to the nation. 
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. The men who lived on a certain area of 
land became the Sovereign People. In 
consequence, instead of being a mere 
commonplace work-a-day organisation 
of men for the better conduct of indus­
try and the government entailed by it, 
like any other corporate business or­
ganisation, the nation became the sub­
ject of all sorts of fantastic rights and 
patriotic nonsensicalities. If it were 
not for this legacy of past thought, 
national integrity would be mere fool­
ishness; treason ·would be nothing but 
a matter of inconvenience and bad 
taste; protectionism would be -crimin­
ally wasteful folly; and patriotism 
would be no more admirable than any 
other form of intolerance. 
The religious attitude which was 
taken up towards the nation naturally 
also applied to the Government of the 
nation. Failure to abet the Govern­
ment's political intrigues, if dangerous 
enough, was a high crime, and was 
surrounded with the semi-religious tone 
associated with the idea of treason. So 
those men who stepped into the shoes 
of the statesmen who did the political 
work of the old dynastic establishments 
had behind them a religious force which 
gave almost irresistib:e strength to 
their aims. If these men had really 
been representatives of the· people, hav­
ing the interests of the masses at heart, 
no great harm would have been done. 
But men are iust as servile on the one 
hand and dishonest on the other as ever. 
The big landed propri.etor still continued 
to receive the homage which had been 
paid to him in the past. And as the 
Captain of Industry began to supersede 
the landed proprietor this homage 
was extended to him also. The Cap­
tain of Finance now occupies the place 
of the Captain of Industry, and receives 
the same homage. This homage has 
also been assisted by the cupidity which 
the industrial system has increased 
enormously in men, so that wealth has 
become a god, and its possessor has par­
taken to some extent of the divine attri­
bute. There are few of us who would 
not like to be on speaking terms with 
a millionaire. 
Accordingly, when the democratic 
system came into existence, there was 
a body of men ready to occupy the 
places vacated by the dynastic states-· 
men. They stepped in, and ruled the 
nation in their own interests, just as the 
statesmen of the dynastic establish­
ments had done, at whatever cost to the 
. underlying population it might involve. 
The same traffic in force and fraud con­
tinued, and the same spirit supported it. 
" Civilised mankind is still divided 
against itself in a predatory scramble 
to get something for nothing at the cost 
of any whom it may concern; which 
usually foots up _to mutual defeat at 
the cost of the underlying population." 
:Such is the state of things as it exists 
at present. A minority of vested inter­
ests receives the homage of the multi­
tude, and is able to make use of the 
enthusiastic support of the multitude in 
the attainment of its aims-aims that 
have no particular relation to the gen­
eral well-being of the community. Of 
course, it is not implied that this ex­
ploitation of popular sentiment is done 
with a conscious knowledge of the true 
facts of the case. Men are mostly too 
naturally benevolent for that. The op­
pressor of widows and orphans is often 
found to be· a most amiable man in pri­
vate Ufe. Even politicians may be well­
meaning. But the human mind has a 
rcal;y ·extraordinary capacity for self­
deception , and by means of this the 
egoisti.c are able to overcome the altru­
istic instincts. If the real aims of inter­
ested parties do not warrant the ·evils 
entailed in attaining them, more highly 
moral aims, which would make any 
evils worth while, are soon discovered, 
and the Statesman simultaneously fools. 
himself and the crowd. And the wars 
go on. 
The writer does not offer any sug­
gestion which he thinks might be a re­
medy for the evil. Perhaps a broad 
study of history would help to remove 
the more blatant elements of patriotism 
which exist at present. But the feelings 
of a majority have an infinite superior­
ity in motive power over the intellectual 
opinions of a few, for it is only the few 
who have intelligence; half the popula-· 
tion of a modern State, as, for example,. 
tests showed in America, can only be· 
described as high-class morons. So 
there does not appear to be much hope 
in that direction. In fact, the great 
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movemfnts of historical evolution seem not concern itself with individuals. 
much too impersonal to be affected in And if the course of evolut ion is not 
any radical manner by the conscious what man would like it to be, the chance 
though t of individuals. The evolution­ of successfully fighting against it is not 
ary process shows no concern whatever very great. We can merely wait and 
for the individual morality of m en . The hope for the best. 
\-/1Jrld was not made for man ; it does W. N . H. 
---**- ­
Toe H. 
rfhese mYs.tic )etters am the initia ls was open ed in London to cheer m en up~ 
for Talbo1- . IIouse- '1-,oc bei 11 g: t1'1e army and to make t h em loYe one another, an cl to 
signa l ~ers' symbol for T.- a so·ldiers' band them together in "unselfish s.~ r­
club which was established at Poperingh e Yice. '' 
in December, 1915. by Padre Clayton, of Th ou g-h the inspiring- fo l'C e has come 
tbe Sixth Division, and which was main ­ from army men , Toe . H . by no means con­
tain ed through all the battering of th e fines itself to soldiers. It seeks to enlist 
::prt>s salient till the Armistice. It was Cn thnsias,tic VOUth . rfbe l110Yement has 
iwmed in m emory of Gilbert Talbot, the spread in England vvith amazing rapidity . 
:younµ:e!'.t ~on of the Bishop of Win­ Groups of men hav e gathered in many 
c:he:-:tcr, an Oxford man of extraordinary p laces, and have devoted themseh ·es to 
i,romise, who had already attractell the ~ny work that offers. When groups haYe 
att ention of the great men of England, hecorne strong enough, they hav e opened 
at~d whose ambition wa<-; to serve hi s a Hou e where several liY e together , 
country as a Christian statesman> but giving their spare time to social \York or 
y:h ose life was giYen in quite another anything that will be of benefit to 
y, <:y. humanity , in a happy comradeship that 
T0c . II. had a woncl erful repntation knows n eit1her rank nor cla "S hut " ·hich 
ancl fame, and its · influence was c'nor­ '1s iri_spired by unseHish sacrifice ancl nn ­
nw n:-: . Tts rn otto was ' ·A11 rank a ban don S{'lfish service. 
~:r ·who enter h ere. '' a11cl nftrr the Corn­ \ simi lar rnoYement has b egun among 
man <l ers had recovered from th r s hock , \\·omen. Toe . Emmas. and th eir fi r . ..;t h on"e 
th ey entcrec1 wl10lcheartecll.'" into th e has b een open ed in I1onc1011. 
~c·heme . EYer~' Ol!e was pnt at his ease, The Prince of ·wal es h a,. ta k en 
< · 1 ~c1 Grneral ancl PriYat e. ca t ching tht' a. k een interest in T oe . If. ll e 
spir it of th e place. met on thr common is th ~' rn1tron of Toe . ll.. <rncl i.· 
footin~ of hnrna11ity, anrl with rnntnal aC'ti Yc in it · :nterest. At tb c instance 
hndit. of ilie Govern or-Gen eral an att empt is 
Of course th e foundation of th e House uPing made to introduce 1,oc . IT. t o An . ­
\\'<ls religion. Th e top floor which ha<.1 tralia. 1t has caught on ahead~- in ~I e l­
011ct, been a loft for storing hops mid hourne and Sydney, ancl Padre Hay es ancl 
]umber, an cl which w<1s approached bv a - -1\hs. Hayes who arc entlrnsiasts fo.r the 
sicep ladder , was a chapel. and t ens of c ~rnse, have a:ready paid ::i Yi~d t o Bri ~­
tl1 ollsan ds of men of cYen ' rank knelt at bane in preparation for a Yisit from 
it" altar t o re ceiH the Br~ad of Life. The - Padre Clayton in July. 
Chapel was the inspiration of th e wh ol e Tt r emains to b e seen if Toe. II. and 
place . 'Tee. Emma will fit Austra1icrn co11clitio11s, 
After the war Society fell on ba cl times , hut there are keen hopes tlrn t ban cls of 
and it occurrecl t o some anlent spirits m en ancl women who giY0 th em-.: eh- fs nn­
t11a t the ideals of Toe. II. at Popering~1e spa1·in g ly to Social and Christian \\·o rk, 
m;ght YvPll find scope in London. Accord­ and wh o number no dron es in th eir 
ingly pressure was bronght on Padre ranks , for drones are sternly \\·eeclecl ont, 
Clayton to begin hi1s work ap:ain under wm be ab 1e to accomplish a great d eal. 
n ew conditions. Another Talbot Honse \V.H.\Y . ~ . 
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Sheep. 
The close of the year 1929 was hot 
beyond human memory. In November, · 
a celluloid collar in a Sydney shop win­
dow was fired by the heat, and a block 
of business houses destroyed in conse­
quence. During the month o-f Decem­
ber, in a country town in Victoria, a 
camel belonging to a travelling menag­
erie fell dead from heat-stroke. The 
beginning of January saw a slight fall 
in temperature, but a marked increase 
in humidity; but no rain fell, and 
drought conditions began to appear in 
the interior. 
The doctors reported a great in­
crease in nervous disease; .and with the 
human population in an abnormal con­
dition, slight eccentricities of animal be­
haviour might reasonably have passed 
unnoticed. This seems to be the only 
reason why the events of th-e later sum­
mer burst uoon the country without 
premonition or warning. 
During the last week of January, a 
-stockman on the Wharrigabunjee run 
in Western Queensland, while return­
ing to his quarters one evening, saw a 
mob of sheep struggling together over 
an object on the ground. Something 
unusual in their behaviour attrncted 
him, and riding up he discovered that 
the object in the centre was the dead 
body of a kangaroo, quite fresh , but 
partly devoured. He was somewhat 
surprised to S'ee how eagerly the sheep 
were nosing the body, but he was an 
unimaginative man, and though the 
bloody faces of the sheep struck him 
as curious, he did not investigate fur­
ther; and he rode off without troubling 
to report the matter. Months after, the 
story came out casually in the course 
-0f conversation. 
On February lst the cook's dog was 
missing. A week-old foal disappeared 
on the 3rd, and the following day its 
gnawed bones were found by a wat·er­
hole. Dingoes .were blamed for this, 
and baits were set. Sheep were found 
-dead, but this was ascribed to the 
drought. 
It was on the night of the 8th of Feb­
ruary that it first became clear that 
something extraordinary was amiss. 
About 11 o'clock, the manager of the 
station, who had gone to bed early, was 
awakened by a clamour in the hen­
house. He got up hastily and, lightly 
clad as he was, ran over to investigate 
the noise. 
As he reached the door a large ani­
mal rushed past him, bearing in its 
jaws a newly-killed hen. The shap€ of 
the beast was so familiar that the man­
ager could not believe his eyes, and to 
assure himself, he ran after it into a 
clump of stunted bushes some yards 
away. He had barely entered the 
bushes when he found himself in the 
midst of a mob of. sheep, who watched 
his every motion with a strange un­
sheeplike intentness; their jaws, he 
noticed, were slavered. 
As he pressed forward in pursuit of 
the beast he had disturbed in the hen­
house, his toe caught in a root. The 
momentary stumble was nearly his ruin. 
He was promptly charged by a big mer­
ino ram and sent sprawling; and no 
sooner had he touched the ground than 
the teeth of the nearest beast met in 
his right arm. He screamed aloud with 
pain and terror, and alarmed by his 
cry, the hands came running out with 
sticks and hatchets, and succeeded in 
getting him away, not, however, before 
he was severely mauled, they them­
selves receiving some slight wounds in 
the business. 
The manager returned to bed, but 
awoke at dawn to find the house sur­
rounded by thousands of sheep. The 
verandahs were full of them, and they 
could be heard rushing about in the 
rooms which had been left open. All 
that day they pressed about the house, 
making it impossible for anyone to 
leave the building. During that day and 
the next the siege was maintained; but 
on the eve1~ip:g of the second day, short­
ly after sunset, the flock, as if on a 
common impulse, moved gradually 
away to the east, and disappeared in 
the darkness. 
The horses had been stabled in a 
yard which had been closely railed 
enough to prevent ·the sheep entering. 
The manager rushed over to the yard, 
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saddled and bridled a horse, and rode agreed that some kind of carnivorous 
madly to the nearest township. Once madness had fallen upon the sheep, and 
only .on the journey did he halt. His that something must be done at once, 
110r3e shi ed violently at an object near or there was no saying what might not 
the ·track. He dismounted. On the happen. They therefore went to look 
:ground he saw the dismembered body for the telegraph operator, and after 
of a i:nan from the bones of which some about half an hour found him barri­
lumps of flesh had been roughly torn caded in his bedroom. When they had 
away. He remembered hastily and gal­ managed to reassure him that there 
loped on. was now no immediate danger, they got 
About three o'clock the next morn­ him to the instrument and wired a joint 
ing he arrived .at the township. The account of the matter to the Premier. 
houses appeared deserted, and in the This was the first news received in the 
dust could be seen the prints of hun­ populated districts of the strange peril 
dreds of cloven hoofs. In front of the which was approaching from Western 
Post Office three men were sitting on Queensland. 
their horses; whom the manager recog­ The message was at first adjudged a 
nised on drawing up to them as men hoax; but when telegrams came to con­
employed on neighbouring stations. firm it from all parts of the Central and 
Almost before he came abreast of them Western districts it became evident that 
he was shouting cut his story; but the country was faced with an incred­
when he had gasped through his tale ible and alarming situation. It appear­
to the end, he found that bis bearers ed also that the adoption of carnivorous 
had much the same story to tell in their habits by the sheep brought with it an 
turn. They then fell to discussing the intolerance of the dry climate which 
eause of these strange occurrences, and · characterised the sheep-raising dis­
........................9 ................................................................................................. .............................................................................. 
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tricts; and the resul t was that a kind 
of blind in stinct was driving th e sheep 
in dense masses towards the coast; and 
there were several millions of sheep af­
fected. 
The State Governments, finding that 
·for once they were faced with a real 
problem, resolutely refused to touch it, 
and hastily passed a Eeries of Enabling 
Acts giving the Commonwealth full con­
trol of their resources. Meanwhile in 
a line 500 miles long the sheep were 
moving steadily forward , and where 
they passed they left no living thing 
behind. Nevertheless, it was not until 
they had penetrated some of the larger 
western towns and the inhabitants had 
fled in horror for their lives, that the 
Federal Government was stung into 
action. 
Cadwallon Owens, the Prime Minis­
ter, -who would sacrifice anything for 
the spectacular, resolved on action on 
the grand scale. By proclamation he 
called up the 1910, 1911, and 1912 
classes of the Militia. They were some­
what unreasonably held back while uni­
forms \Vere being foL:.nd for them; but 
when Cadwallon Owens was satisfied in 
this respect, they were given ·each a 
rifle and a set of pouches and despatch­
ed to the Western districts. At the same 
time an Animal FJpidemics Precautions 
Bill was rushed through Parliament. 
'... his Bill enacted that all sheep, whether 
affected or unaffected, must be de­
stroyed; for there seemed no hope of 
checking the madness. 
The pastoralists of the South, whose 
flocks were not yet affected, objected 
to being ruined by a stroke of the Prime 
Minister's pen; and when police were 
despatched to their stations to carry out 
the destruction of their property, they 
rose in armed protest. The city popu­
lations, however, whose imaginations 
were keenly excited by affairs in the 
North and inflamed by the captions of 
the daily Press, and who had nothing to 
lose by the action of the Government, 
heartily supported the authorities; and 
after a week's delay a force of two bat­
talions and a field battery was hurried 
by rail to the Riverina. 
The military attainments of this 
force scarcely exceeded the ability to 
form fours by numbers. The infantry 
bad only a theoretical acquaintance 
with musketry, and the economy of the 
Governmen t had long compelled the ar­
tillery to carry out their loading and 
firing drills in pantomime. There was 
a serious shortage of experienced offi­
cers; few of the lower grades had ever 
heard a blank cartridge fired in the pre­
tence of anger. The horsed r egiments, 
which would have been best suited for 
the campaign, were either in the North 
shooting demented sheep, or in the 
South actually in rebellion against the 
Government. 
After two weeks of tortuous man­
oeuvring, in which the force, whose 
members had come soft from workshops 
and offices, lost a quarter of its strength 
in stragglers, the troops came in contact 
with the pastoralists near Hay, where 
they fought a straggling and half-heart­
ed action extending over two days, d ur­
ing which time the artillery fired eight 
mis-timed shells, and the infantry, after 
keeping up a roar of fire for about an 
hour, suddenly realised that their am­
munition was almost exhausted, and 
thereafter confined themselves to a sys­
tem of carefully restrained snap-shoot­
ing until about six hours later they re­
ceived fresh supplies. On the morning 
of the third day the insurgents surren­
dered, for the madness had at last ap­
peared in their district, and some of 
their wounded had been devoured. 
In the North, meanwhile, things were 
going more prosperously. The forces 
which had been hastily collected in the 
coastal towns had been pushed forward 
into the ranges; so that the whole west­
ern slope was now guarded by a line 
of retached posts at the entrances of 
the passes, linked together by mounted 
patrols. In the forces called up for the 
slaughter the nature of their work was 
taken somewhat as a jest; for , however 
panic-stricken the coastal population 
had been at the beginning of the out­
break, the using of military force to 
suppress it, seemed to the people in 
their calmer moments to be a ridiculous 
exaggeration of effort. 
The service was not, however, with­
out its peculiar dangers. The dry sum­
mer continued, and though black clouds 
frequently gathered, not a drop of rain 
fell. Many of the cordon were disabled 
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by the heat, and some who became 
separated from the main bodJ: in un­
familiar country, wandered aimlessly 
among the dry watercourses and perish­
€d of thirst. The danger from the sheep 
was not yet part of their immediate ex­
perience; but the tales of the refugees 
who passed from time to time through 
the cordon gave evidence that the 
strange madness had by no means 
abated. 
The protective cordon came first 
into touch with the sheep in the Fitz­
roy Valley, where a mob of about eight 
thousand sheep advancing along the 
right bank encountered a company of 
infantry with a machine gun. Short­
age of ammunition and lack of skill 
with their weapons prevented the men 
from destroying them all, but with the 
fire of their maxim and their rifles they 
killed about two thousand. 
The following night, about two hun­
dn~d miles to the south, a countless mul­
titude of sheep rushed into the sleep­
ing camp of the twenty-sixth regiment, 
and many men were badly injured be­
fore the camp was aroused and the ani­
mals driven out. Till dawn the occu­
pants of that camp crouched by their 
fires, blazing away at the ghostly forms 
that streamed past them through the 
trees. 
By the end of the first week in March, 
from the Burdekin to the Liverpool 
Range the battles of this strangest of 
all wars were being contested. In two 
or three places the beasts, by numbers, 
prevailed, after the humans had ex­
hausted their means of killing, and 
through the gaps thus made in the line, 
they poured into the coastal districts. 
Few of these survived; some were shep­
herded skilfully into valleys without 
outlet, and there destroyed with bombs; 
in some districts poisoned flesh was 
scattered broadcast; in others the whole 
population turned out to the killing. 
By the end of the third week in 
March about 500,000 sheep, it is esti­
mated, had been slaughtered, but the 
sheep affected had numbered about four 
million; and as the wholesale slaughter 
had produced a shortage of ammunition 
it was perhaps fortunate that man re­
ceived his final aid from non-human 
sources. During the whole of this time, 
north of a line extending from Jervis 
Bay to the mouth of the Murray, the 
temperature, day and night, had not 
been less than 108 degrees; but in the 
last days of March, sudden as the snap­
ping of a taut wire, the drought broke. 
The blood .of the killings of the past 
weeks had been the sole moisture on the 
parched earth; but the skies loomed 
ever blacker. On the afternoon of 
March 28th a soldier, pausing for a mo­
ment in the work of destruction, felt a 
drop of water fall on the back of his 
hand; as he cast his eyes involuntarily 
upwards the sky was rent with light­
ning, and the heavens resounded with 
thunder; before the echoes of the thun­
der had died a way the rain swept down 
in a deluge. Eighteen days the rain 
continued, and for four the face of the 
sun was blotted out. From the Ba:;:­
coo to the Murrumbidgee the rivers ran 
twenty miles wide in flood. 
The shooting of sheep continued dur­
ing the first days of the rains, but the 
rising of the rivers drove the forces to 
higher ground, and when the waters 
subsided the floods had left little more 
to be done. By the end of April the last 
flesh-eating sheep had vanished from 
the land. 
From the effects of this visitation the 
country never properly recovered. Cad­
wallon Owens made a royal progress 
through the devastated areas, with the 
Governor..,,General and other notables 
in his retinue, and scattered promises 
of assistance with a lavish hand; but 
the whole thinf; came to nothing. His 
policy in calling out the troops was at­
tacked. The pastoralists of the South, 
who now that the danger was over, 
could allow themselves to resent the 
official slaughter of their sheep, were 
his bitterest enemies; so much so, that 
when a vote of thanks to the troops 
was being put through the House, a re­
presentative of the graziers rose in his 
place and proposed formally that every 
soldier of the protective cordon ·should 
be invested with the order of the Golden 
Fleece. They stirred up the people 
against the proposed expenditure, and 
the Government went out at the next 
election. With its fall vanished the 
hope of subsidies to the Central and 
Western districts. In any case the fear 
of similar outbreaks would probably 
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have hindered the revival of the sheep bacilli had a real connection with the 
industry for generations. disease, the fact remains that cultures 
To ascertain the cause of the epi­ preparedArom them-have been injected 
demic, the bodies of dead · sheep were into healthy sheep with negative results. 
carefully examined. Cerebral lesions The cause of the outbreak remains ob­
of a grave type were found, in close.. as­ scure; this ignorance k~eps alive the 
sociation with colonies of a strange ba­ fear; years of fear have made the in­
cillus in the region of the taste centres, terior a desolate and unpopulated waste. 
but while it seems probable that these I. F. JONES. 
--**­
SONNET OF ENDEAVOUR. 
When to the freedom of the hazy hills, 
The restless seeker for the gold of Life 
Turns from the peaceful banks of lazy rills, 
And armed with splendid Hope, and forest 
knife, 
Carves through the tangled undergrowth his 
way, 
Till on a clear, bo.Jd summit he doth stand, 
Seeing below the moving mists that, grey 
And cold, hide the dull features of the land; 
Then raises he his eyes to that high plane 
Whereon the cairns of great achievement li e, 
Built heedless of the lesser joys or pain, 
And to the climber comes the certain cry· 
"Take thou .the everlasting stones of Trnth, 
And rear a beacon to the soul of Youth." 
-TRISTAN. 
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Apology for Examinations. 
(By an Examinee.) 
\Vith apclogiP-s for plagiarism: a habit contracted in working for LXaminations. 
In the words of a once popular song, 
" Every little movement has a meaning 
of its own." Every year, in every State, 
we are getting more and more examina­
tions. The only exception is in the mat­
ter of income tax; there the examina­
tions have been reduced by 50 per cent., 
without proportionate relief to the 
contributor. I have often wondered 
why so much of the brightness of life, 
hours of sunlight, gold off fountain pens 
and edges off tempers should be sacri­
ficed mer ely to convey completely bor­
ing information. At last, however, an 
explanation has occurred to me . 
It happened in this way. Somehow 
or other I came to attend an exhibition 
of modern paintings. The secretary to 
the exhibition had attached to each pic­
ture the name of its subject. What 
would otherwise have been to me a view 
of Vesuvius became promptly and con­
vincingly ·' The Brisbane River near 
Goodna," and what might have been a 
damp canvas accidentally droppetl in 
the dust became compr ehensibly a 
"Nocturne." As I strap-hung my 
thoughtful way home I observed that 
everv waistcoat or t un ic in sigh t was 
adorirnd with a badge. Obviously each 
wearer was labelled . Tramwayman, 
compositor , r ailway-servant, ex-soldier, 
and so-for th at once took th e place of 
so many anonymous encumbrances to 
my corns. 
It was not until I had aligh ted from 
th e t ram and been sworn at by an im­
patient mot orist, that my attention was 
directed inwards. I had no badge, not 
even on my watch-guard (I wear a 
wristlet) , not even a gold pass to raise 
me above or along with the dust to the 
eyes of my fellow men. Then came il­
lumination. Was I not fully and glor­
iously card-indexed as I. D. Ontnow, 
Bachelor of Arts with third-class hon­
ours in Apologetics; had I not appeared 
with blushes, before at least three hun­
dred citizens, with a truly huge label 
in black and white on my back? 
How6ver, the people who mattered 
could discover my less ceremonial label 
without seeing me; its seclusion in cal­
endars or files spared me the embarrass­
ing adulation of a multitude conscious 
of its lack of education. I had been 
examined. 
My readers may remember that, 
There was a young man of Toowong, 
·whose exams. had endured for so long, 
That, when asked his d_egree, 
He averred ' twas B .C. 
And conferred by the Rajah '.J f Bh011i;: 
and they may recollect this other sad 
case: 
There was ,a stout student of stink '3. 
\Vho dabbled in aniline inks, 
But just after exams., 
He exploded in d--ns, 
For obesity'd buried his thinli ~. 
The moral to be drawn from these 
distressing fables-I am not alluding to 
th e versification- is, as the great Huno 
Huimeen put it, three-fold; perspective. 
temperance, and get-on-or-get-out. 
With your permission we will take 
each of t hese fundamental principles of 
sitics, the experimental science of being 
examined, in t urn. Any student who has 
r ead th e prescribed books and discov­
er ed nothing about those principles in 
them may consult, for the fir st prin­
ciple, the works of any ex-Cabinet Min­
ist er , such as Mr . Winston Churchill or 
Mr . W. M. Hughes; for th e second prin­
ciple, the files of the Brisbane ' Courier ' 
with refer ence to Socialism ; for the 
third, the traffic statistics of the Tram­
way Trust. 
Perspective implies capacity t o distin­
guish means from end. If you desire 
knowledge or training in th e method of 
a cquiring it, you need not sit for any 
examination. If, however, you desire a 
label to catch the eye of an employer , 
if, in other words, your merits stand in 
need of advertisement, be examined. 
Yet merely passing an examination. of 
no matter how high a standard, will not 
necessarily be a good advertisement. To 
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be effective, an advertisement must be 
properly drawn up, display the good and 
conceal the bad points of the commod­
ity offered, and be published in the ap­
propriate journals and places. As 
Shakespeare might have said: 
"0 who can hold a thousand pound job down, 
Share-broking on a B.Sc. degree?" 
In other words, the choice of subjects 
and grade of examination should be 
made with due regard to interest, abil­
ity, and the class of mental goods most 
likely to attract prospective clients or 
employers, and not to one only of those 
considerations. 
Temperance is a quality we possess 
in imagination and find lacking in our 
neighbours. As a principle of sitics it 
may be applied intensively or exten­
sively. A very foolish Greek once re­
marked oracularly, "Man, know thy­
self." He had evidently not observed 
that a right-hand hair-·parting shows 
left-handed in the mirror, or that most 
of our knowledge of ourselves is gained 
from others, who see us in relation, not 
to the general harmony of our own life, 
but to their conception of the world as 
a reflection of themselves. (By the 
middle of next term essays are required 
on the theme of the preceding sentence) 
In point of fact, by sitting for examina­
tion, we confess that we neither know 
ourselves, nor can, unaided, convince 
others that we are worth knowing; we 
abandon extravagance of self-compla­
cency and temper depression with hope. 
Extensively, the principle indicates 
the unwisdom of drinking more beer 
than we can with dignity hold; of using 
lecture periods for purposes of corres­
pondence and borrowing the corres­
pondence notes in compensation, an in­
stance of burning the candle at both 
ends; of taking an Arts honours course 
beyond our capacity with a view to 
dodging Mathematics, which, with ap­
pli.cation or the aid of a coach, could be 
passed; of trying to live three full lives 
of eight hours per day, whereas one and 
a half are a:s much as are compatible 
with health, mental or physical; of con­
densing the academic year into the last 
half of third term, or, alternatively, 
transferring it to the long vacation. 
As a counsel of perfection, temper- . 
ance may be recommended as an atti­
tude of the examinee's mind when 
thinking of the examiner. He deserves 
neither reverence nor fear. If he knew 
a better job he would go to it. As it is, 
he has the weary task of sticking labels 
on candidates; why, even a girl in a 
packing-house tears one occasionally. 
The third and last fundamental prin­
ciple of sitics, get-on-or-get-out, is bru­
tal but just. The consistent patron of 
' posts ' is not likely to adorn the pro­
fession in which the degree he seeks 
or the subject of a particular examina­
tion might be expected to assist him. 
There are ' submerged tenths ' in the 
black-coated occupations as well as in 
the grey-shirted. One failure may rest 
at an examiner's door, but not repeated 
failures. 
After our exhaustive study of the 
principles of sitics we are in a position 
to affirm that, in this jostling, over­
crowded world of ours, in which people 
will never pronounce names clearly 
when effecting introductions, it is a 
good thing to have a generally recog­
nised system of classifying humanity by 
the use of such labels as come from 
the examination press, and that it is 
probably the fault of the candidate if 
the label is not affixed or if the wrong 
one is supplied. 
--**-­
RONDEL. 
Thy dainty feet have trod the way, 
I hear thee singing low and sweet. 
Fain would I call thee, dear, to stay 
Thy dainty feet. 
To pass one hour of this fair day 
·with one who loiVes thee, I entreat. 
'Tis vain. I have no power to sway 
Thy heart. Relent, sweet one, I pray! 
Thou stop'st and smiling turn'st to greet. 
I kneel and kiss, with heart. so gay, 
Thy dainty feet. 
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Wendouree. 
A rippling lake, dark swaying pine 
trees, and silver moonlight on the wat­
ers; that. is a picture of Lake Wendou­
ree as we saw it. The beauty, the depth 
of light and shadow, the unceasing life 
and movement, were characteristic of 
the Lake, and of the Christian Union 
Conference which met on its shores. 
Modern youth is never what it should 
be; amongst other things it is accused 
of indifference to religion. Indifference! 
To study our programme would make 
one marvel at the versatility and enter­
prise of student youth. Keen wit, 
bubbling humour, and a natural zest for 
life, found spontaneous expression in 
the inimitable student way. The same 
enthusiasm was carried over into study 
and discussion. One would have search­
ed in vain for any sign of that dullness 
and dreariness with which religious 
gatherings are frequently charged. 
All the joyousness of life, which may 
be found in any University, was there 
evident abundantly; and, side by side 
with it, the deeper current of a quest 
after the things that matter, those 
things which must form the founda­
tions of our lives. There is nothing 
stilted or forced about a Student Chris­
tian Movement Conference, everyone 
is free to think and say what his reason 
or his faith leads him to believe; some 
are uncertain where they stand, others 
are sure. 
Some people seem to think that 
Christianity narrows a man's life, but 
nowhere could any evidence of this be 
seen. In our leaders we found men with 
the strength of conviction, with no dog­
matic insistence on a score of minor 
beliefs, but with the most broad-mind­
ed interpretation of the teaching of the 
Christ. It was a privilege to listen to 
the opinions of these men as we heard 
them in the Tutorials. There were five 
of these, and a student might attend 
whichever one interested 'him most. 
Each had an eminent leader; "Biology 
and Religion" (Mr. E. E. Unwin, M.Sc.) ; 
"The Liquor Traffic and Related SoCial 
Problems" (Principal Lade, M.A.) ; 
"Problems of the Christian Faith" (Pro­
fessor Albiston, M.A.) ; " Christian 
Principles and International Relations" 
(Mr. H. Duncan Hall, M.A.). The small­
er Study Circles, consisting of eight or 
ten people, dealt with "The Kingdom. 
of God," and at these we could talk 
freely about the things that we wanted 
to know. 
We didn't think hard all the time; we· 
played most strenuously every after­
noon. Tennis, cricket, athletics, picnic 
parties, by motor bus or on the Lake,. 
all provided outlets for the energies of 
a hundred and eighty students. In ad­
dition to all thi·s, there were Convention> 
as. distinguished from Conference,. 
meetings; at these, the policy of the­
Movement and its financial situation. 
were animatedly discussed. 
A Conference such as this, which is. 
open to all, and Inter-'Varsity Sports ,. 
which are restricted to a few, are the­
only opportunities for students of one· 
University to meet those from the other 
States of Australia. Nor does the pos-­
sibility of widening friendship stop 
here; for the A.S.C.M. is part of a World 
Federation, the only world federation 
(religious or otherwise) of students in 
existence. Therefore, through this 
alone can an Australian student hope· 
to meet those from other lands in his, 
own country, or be sure of friendship 
in any University which he may visit 
in other countries. 
This one week did give a glimpse of 
an ideal community, one of which the 
keynotes are happiness, good comrade­
ship, and noble ideals. If the spirit of 
the Wendouree Conference be any crit­
erion of the sort of life that may be 
built up on a truly Christian founda­
tion, then it was overwhelmingly con­
vincing that Christianity is the strong­
est and best basis. 
E.N.H. 
THE ASTOR 
TEA ROOMS, 
AD E LA ID E ST RE E T. 
Morning and Afternoon Teas. Light 
Lunchecns. 
Open 7.30 to 11 -l>·m. Sunday also. 
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The Journey. 
I nearly missed the train. I dislike 
missing trains. At the same time, miss­
ing a train completely is better than 
catching one and then letting it escape. 
Far better. It wasn't my fault I was 
late. They forgot to. call me at the hotel. 
Consequently I awoke very late, rushed 
to the bath, turned on the hot shower 
a.nd scalded myself. Then I packed all 
the loose things lying about my room, 
closed my suitcase, fnund I'd forgotten 
my pyj2mas, rammed them in with 
grea.t force, and .rushed dowrn;1.tairs into 
the car. 1was hungry! I was annoyed! 
I was nearly too late! But I have re­
paid those hotel people-yes, repaid 
them in full. That is, of course, only 
metaphorically speaking. I haven't 
really paid them at all for last week. 
Well, they deserve it. As I was sa.ying, 
1 nearly missed the Sydney Mail. 
I had a window seat. The lady next 
to me had a cold. The gentleman op­
po:!!ite had traces of egg around his 
mouth. Nobody had come to see me 
off. But I must say that one of the port­
ers was particularly kind and attentive 
to me, a stranger. He adjusted luggage 
matters, obtained a magazine, and said 
he hoped I would have a nice journey. 
I replied that I hoped he would have a 
pleasant day. He kept quite close to me 
until the train left, hoping, I suppose, 
that he would find 
Some little deed, some trivial task to do. 
We left amid confused murmuring 
and waving of innumerable white 
hands. Such partings always affect me. 
Consider the psychological effect when, 
at the blast of the whistle, a thousand 
people say " Good-bye " simultaneously 
and with tears in their voices. 
We reached Ipswich without any 
trouble. The engine-driver was in good 
form and drove very well. We left Ips­
wich. The man opposite took off his 
tie, collar, coat, and waistcoat. The 
lady next to me looked anxious. How­
ever, nothing exciting happened until 
we reached Helidon. The railway time­
table has opposite the name Helidon the 
letter R. Now I know what it means. 
It signifies "Rush.' I sprinted from the 
end carriage to the refreshment room, 
and found a hungry, surging crowd.be­
fore me. I elbowed in and said loudly: 
" Tea and five sandwiches for a lady!" 
After I had repeated it the girl gave me 
preference before twenty others. When 
I began to eat the sandwiches the looks 
I received became so f'mbarrassing that 
I bolted the sandwiches and drank the 
tea too hot. I don't remember anything 
between · Helidon and Toowoomba ex­
cept that I was suffering from acute in­
digestion. At Toowoomba we lunched. 
I drank my soup, reached for the salt 
to sprinkle on my roast beef, and the 
warning bep rang. With a potato in 
one hand and two slices of beef in the 
other I finished lunch on the carriage 
platform. 
I discovered that another lady had 
entered our compartment at Toowoom­
ba. Immediately she distributed tracts 
to each of us. I admit that I've never 
taken prizes for honesty or morality, 
but I must say that what some of those 
tracts said about me was positively 
scandalous. I gained relief from the 
1inal paragraphs, as they held out some 
hope for me. I must indulge in a little 
introspection. Perhaps I'm not all I 
should be. Every time the navvies 
along the line called " Pa-a-a-per!" the 
lady with the tracts dropped a handful 
overboard. On one occasion I looked 
back to see two men race for one of 
the bundles. I didn't hear what they 
said when they reached it. 
We ran into Wallangarra in the even­
ing. Changing trains was as exciting 
as usual. Fortunately I had a sleeper. 
It was good to leave the lady with the 
tracts and the gentleman who refused 
to wipe the egg off his face. The Limit­
ed roared on into the night. I was 
slightly disappointed when the conduc­
tor refused to tuck me in. I was sleep­
ing soundly when the conductor woke 
me. I was cold and angry. " What 
d'you want?" I asked. "Are you the 
gentleman who wanted to get off at 
Tamworth?" he questioned. "No!" I 
shouted, and woke everybody else. 
Then I consigned him to eternal dam­
nation. At last I became warm and got 
to sleep. I was dreaming I'd won the 
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Golden Casket. Someone rudely shook is that the refreshment rooms can use 
my shoulder. I awoke. It was very cold. it over and over again, while the travel-· 
A different conductor was peering at ler is forced to assuage his hunger by 
me. " Excuse me, sir, are you the gen­ purchasing sweets and fruit from the 
tleman who wanted to get off at Armi­ boys on the train, thus helping to swell 
dale, because we'll be there in half an the revenue. 
hour? " I eyed him calmly. Then I After Newcastle I decided to shave. 
stepped out of my bunk. "I want to Have you ever tried to shave in the 
show you something," I said. " Come train? Don't! Every time the train 
this way." He followed me to the car­ rocked I cut my face. One man looked 
riage door. I opened it and looked out. in, saw the razor in my hand and the 
" Can you see it?" I asked. He had a blood all over my face , and rushed out 
look. One push- and the dreadful deed shouting, "Man cut his throat- dying 
was done. I've never heard of him since. - suicide- man cut his throat! " The 
The N.S.W.G.R. won't miss a conductor whole train came along to see me. I 
anyway. I couldn't sleep for two hours. think they were rather disappointed. 
I awoke to find us near Newcastle. Here We reached Sydney on time. The 
I swallowed some breakfast and scram­ only interesting points of my arrival 
bled aboard. I think that there is a were that one of my portmanteaux had 
conspiracy between the Commissioner been left on the Brisbane platform; and 
and the refreshment rooms, in which my friend who was to meet me arrived 
it is arranged that the latter will always an hour late. I decided to return by 
serve food too hot to eat. The result boat. But that is another story. 
N.E .R. 
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Some Glimpses of American Colleges. 
Trees red and gold against the blue of 
the sky in beautiful Fall weather, acres 
of green ]awns with metalled roads and 
pavemented paths intersecting them; 
buildings old and new and of varied 
architecture placed some,vha.t irregularly 
over the large campus; and .everywhere 
girls and girls, and yet more girls, riding 
bicycles or on foot , running, walking, or 
strollin g, on business or pleasure bent. 
Such was my first impression of an 
American Women 's College. 
Vassar College is in New York State, 
some seventy miles from the city, and 
Vassa1· College, The Library. 
adjoining the charming village of Plough­
keepsie, on the beautiful Hudson River. 
It claims to be th e oldest "'Women 's 
College, founded as such, in the States, 
and dates from 1861, ·when , as the story 
go es, one Matthew Vassar 11a cl a niece, 
wh.ose lon ging for -higher edu ca tion could 
not be r ealised owing to lack of facilities 
for wom•en. ''It occurred to me ,'' runs 
the preamble to the Vassar Charter, ''that 
woman. havin g- received from her Creat~>r 
th.e same intelTectual constitution as man, 
has the same right to intellectual culture 
etnd development," and so Matthew 
Vassar became ' ' the instrument in the 
hand of Providence'' which laid th.e foun­
dation of the College, which to-day has 
in residence one· hundred and fortv-three 
1members of tlrn teaching staff. ~neRrl y .r 
forty officers of admi~istrati ~n , an ~l 
eleven hundred and fifty students. 
As the guest of Profess-or Marion W1hit­
11ey, of International Council of Women 
fame , I was entertained at the luxurious 
Alumnae House, the recent gift of two 
College Alumnae, or graduates, and giv.en 
the opportumty of seeing as much a~ 
was. possible in two days of the College 
and its members.. Here I may on]y 
no.ention a few features which may be of 
special interest, and which I afterwards 
found in -somewhat the same form in 
other Universities and Colleges. The 
Library building was erect ed in 1903 to 
J 905, as a memorial to Frederick Ferris 
Thompson, a one-time trustee of th.e 
College and a generous benefactor, by his 
widov.r , and in 1918 she added two new 
wings, forming an enclosed court. Tihis 
librar y contains · ome 130,000 volumes, 
and here, as in ·a number of College 
libraries, one s·aw a constant str eam of 
students consulting the card catalogues 
and goin o· freely to the shelves . Science 
buildings, blocks of buildings for Arts. 
work, reside11ce halls , or dormitories as 
they ar e ea lled, the infirmary, students,.. 
adivihes hon.se, and many other places 
of interest were shown to me, and I wa 
entertained at lunch one day at one· of 
several taff tables in a corner of the 
lar ge Underwood Hall, a dining-room 
with seating accommodation for about 
five hundred women, w·hich , judging by 
the babe1 of voices, must have been nearly 
full. l\fain Building, erected under the· 
personal supervision of Matth ew Vassar , 
<:~nd one of the .three original buildings ,.. 
<~ontaim;. much of interest. In addition to· 
living- accommodlation for about four hun­
dred students and the dining hall above· 
rnenti..oned , and offices for administra­
tive and business purposes were two 
features of special interest to me-a Col­
lege book shop, opei·ated by the students 
and graduates, and Raymond Room, 
furnish ed as a quiet reading room, or as 
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tliey freque11 tly called it, a browsing 
r oom, by two graduates in memory of a 
former President, by w110m the room had 
been used as a study. One could go far 
without finding a more fitting memorial 
to a man who }oved his books. 
Drives in the ·afternoon through the 
beautiful district round the College and 
past the College· farm, and in the evenings 
chapel, to see the body of undergraduates, 
and pleasant parties to enable me to meet 
some members of the staff, completed the 
time at my disposal. 
One gradually gathers from comparing 
of notes that Vassar and simi1ar Women's 
Colleges are primarily designed for stu­
d(~nts taking a course for an A.B. degree. 
This is, as a rule, a four-year course, the 
student becoming in turn freshman, 
sophomore, junior and senior-names so 
familiar to us from novels. Science or 
Arts subjects may be taken; music, art, 
and other cultural subjects are not only 
encouraged, but may count for a certain 
number of points. Physical training is 
eompulsory, and counts for points in the 
eourse; attendance at public lectures, 
given at th e College, is expected, and Art 
2.nd other exhibitions are constantly ar­
ranged. It is a much more general train­
ing than that at our Australian or British 
Universities. More subjects , and less of 
eac:h of the academic ones, appears to b e 
th e rule fo:i; what is called an under ­
graduate course. 
In ifue course of my three months in th e 
States I had the chance of vi . iting everal 
other Women's. Colleges in the Eastern 
States. Bryn Mawr, a few miles from 
Philadelphia, rem'inds one of Oxford in 
the architectural heauty of its buildings. 
This is a relativ.ely small College, limited 
t o about six hundred 'vomen. Again one 
found a delightful library, with its own 
quadrangle, round which were tutorial 
rooms or seminars for senior work in 
special subjects. Bryn Mawr remains in 
the memory as an ordered series of beau­
tiful buildings, covered with Virginia 
creeper turning red, and witb til1e golden 
leaves of the trees dropping, and making 
bright patches. of colour on the grass. 
In contrast with the quiet aspect of 
Bryn Mawr were my four days at Smith 
College. Its v.ery name sounds ordinary 
-and cheerful and bustling, and so I found 
it. Snow everywhere made beautiful 
what would otherwise have perhaps been 
rather plain-looking building . T-his, the 
largest of \Vomen 's Colleg.es, mu ·t no,t, 
howeve~· , be judged by the want of uni­
formity or beauty in its arc11itecture. 
Each building is seen to be suit.able for 
its own particular purpose. There has 
been no sacrifice of usefulness t o please 
the architect; the laboratory, with large 
windows, lives cheek by jowl with . a 
·minute-windowed building, and at any 
moment a building may be "torn clown," 
as they say in America, to make way for 
a more suitable structure. Most of the 
students at Smith were housed in r esi­
dences of from sixty to eighty students, 
which were on or near the campus. 
During my stay I had the opportunity of 
dining in, and seeing both old and n ew 
residences, and of meeting many students 
and members of the large staff. Here 1 
would mention .that in all the Col1 eges I 
visited the members of th e staff wer e men 
and women, sometimes the one, ometimes 
the other predominating in number s. 
Smith has fine traditions of work and 
scibolarship , and though it is in th e main 
an undergraduate ColJ'eg e, ther e ar e keen 
members of the staff who are organising 
a sp~cial Honours course. and Smith 
offens annually even more ·cholar,.hips t o 
oversea under graduates than the other 
Am.erican Colleges. They all offer some' . 
From Smith I paid a fle eting Yi sit t o 
Mount Holyoke, two hours' j ourney by 
tram, or, as it' is called , .trolle:·-cal.·. A 
delightful College, wber e I would gladly 
have stayed longer. This a1so ha s a t r a­
dition of scho1ars:bip, and graduate of 
Mount Holyoke are many and di s­
tinguished in the educational world of the 
Stat.es. 
Back again to the bustle of the busy 
town of Northampton, in which Smith 
College is situated. Here, in this rath e-r 
ordinary prosperous commercial town , 
was the Hampshir.e Book Shop, about 
"\vhich I must write a word ,or two. It is 
run by Alumnae of Smith, and contr.olled 
by directors, the most outstanding woman 
]n connection with it being Miss Dodd, 
who combined with a business and 
library training a ·passion for books 
Absolutelg the Best Piano 
In appearance and results the finest instrument yet 
produced is the-
IIBechstein Piano 
(Stocked in Grand and Upright models) 
Artists should inspect these beau­
tiful pianos, and obtain particu­
lars of the EASY TERMS 
arranged. 
Cata loguPs F ree R eliable Gun.rantees 
Sole Agents : 
PALING'S 
86-88 Queen Street, Brisbane 
and at 
ToowooMBA, RocKHAMPTON, and TowNSVILLE 
" QUA Ll'L'Y " our Keynot e since 1853 
======.!II 
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an cl pictures of ships and the sf'a. It vrns 
with extreme difficulty that I managed to 
tPar my ·elf away from Miss Dodd and 
her fascinating shop, but T did so, armed 
with the n e'ivly printed "Christmas Cata­
log, ~' to while away the journ ey to 
further Colleges. 
·welle ·ley next. It 'is1 situated a few 
mile-s out of Boston, and here I was in­
Yited to stay the night as the guest of the 
C0Jlege. A "smaH" College again, witl1 
cnly eight hundred women. but like 
Vassar, Bryn Mawr, Smith, and Mount 
Holyoke, ranking high academically. 
Whether it wa the honour of being met 
hy the President, Miss Pt>nclletnn, in hct 
f' lectric car, or the gentle miklnes~ of the 
late autumn, or the charm of the members 
of the staff I met, certain it is tliat Nie 
c~mpns of '\Velles1ey seemed that after­
noon a particular.l'y lovely place. l.Jawns 
sJcinecl clown to the b eautiful lake, and the 
buildings were far enough apart fnr ear;h 
fo haw· its own srtti11g of trees . Here 
and there were long. low, whitr buildings. 
l'eminders of the fire when most of 
\Ve lJ rs] c>- burnt . and an undaunted staff 
and students set to work after a ten davs 
-vacation to ''carry on'' witl1out librar·v. 
without scientific' or otbrr eqnipmer;t, 
in these ~·hacks wl1ich h ac1 been built in 
e ight clays. :\fow. taki11g the p lace of the 
hnrnt ont building, is a new library, 
with asulin its pl ea.sant reaning room , a 
block of lecture rooms, ancl Towrr Conrt. 
1b e gift of a graduate. the lrnilding- of 
which is very fine, with a rentral recep­
tion halL which in beauty would be hard 
to rfral. The fire happen ed twelve years 
ago. and evrn now the events of the fate­
ful night are told and retold hv those 
who 'i~rere present. In the comfort and 
security of the guest room of the fire­
proof Tower Court I read far ir1to the 
night a History of W ellesle:y Col1eg·e, 
written by a graduate who had a brmiant 
and facile pen, as 'iYell a~-; a love for the 
College, and I absorbed some of the spirit 
of th-e place. 
Barnard College, the Vvomen 's1 Under­
graduate Collegr of Columhia Pnive·rsity 
in New York, formed an interesting con­
trast to those CoUeges of whic·h I have 
been writing, as it is very much a city 
College. Not all the students are in resi­
d ence, but some hundreds live in the 
Yarious halls. The Dean of Barnard is Dr. 
Virginia Gild l\ leeve , the newly-eleetcd 
}'resident of the International F ederation· 
of University \Vomen. At her i1witatio11 
I spent a, night and two full days in resi­
drnce, and had opportunitie.· of .. eeing the 
life of the students and of the C0llege it­
self. One intere. ting feature of t'he man­
agement of the Coll ege was that no meals 
'vere served in the residencr halls. Dining 
rooms 'i·vere jn the Students' Hall , and 
t'here, for lunch and breakfast. cafe teria 
arrangements h eld for re,.ident .. and non­
r(•sidents, while in the evening there was 
a set dinner, which only r esident students 
attended. On the ·whole, Barnard had 
rn~1ch moTe t1w air of onr Australian resi­
dential Colleges. with many of the same 
problems. 
·sweet Briar College, in Virginia. the 
c::impus and whole atmosphere quaint a.nd 
OJcl-world aN its name, Goucher, in the 
busy streets of Baltimore, Simmons in 
Boston , with spccia.l' a.rran~·eme11ts for 
de;:?,Tee courses in domestic science . al l 11acl 
indiYidual int erestfi. hut space forbids 
more of them. 
C'omparabl e " ·ith these Collrg· l, .., for 
\,Vomen, are man~· men's 1111cle1·~Ta c!nate 
Colleges, whic:h al.·o giYe an A.B. d l' .!.Uer. 
Of one of the well-known onf' s T lnHl n 
pJssing glimpse when twelYr ('ollrge 
women and th r ir chaperon. 'iYh o had 
travelled with me from Mount Holyoke, 
werP met bv twelve men from Am bnrst 
College without a chaperon, ancl wrnc1ed 
their wav slow]v thro11Q·l1 the sno"· 1o thC' 
College, . just 0visihle . rn tl1e clnsk of 
the wint-e1· afternoon. Saturda~v ''hops.'' 
which last from four tmtil eig·ht o 'cloek. 
are a winter pastime well adapted to the 
special weather conditions, and in strict 
eontrast with t1l1 e motor car trips which 
in summer are possible owing to the good 
roads and cheap motor transport. 
As mentioned· before , all these Co11leges 
train for the very general course for 
which the A.B. degree i.s given . Having 
become an A.B., those who wish to have 
a profession-teaching, medicin-e. library 
'ivork, dentistry and so on-or a researc·h 
degree, proceed to a Universary ·Or f:ipe­
cial graduate College £.or their 1hig1her 
degre.es, only in spe·cial cases doing re­
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earch work in their undergraduate Col­
l:ge. l\Iany of the outstanding Universi­
ties of the Eastern States have their own 
undergraduate Colleges for men or women 
"·hich are quit-3 apart from their Univer­
sity '' s0hools,'' which except in special 
cases only receive as students those who 
already have an A.B. degree. The fact 
tbat students may, and in many cases do, 
earn the whole of their fees by yacation 
and term outside work, makes it possible 
Yale- part of Harkness Memorial 
Quadra11gle. 
for them to spend the length of time 
necessary for such professional courses, 
and want of cash does not appear to be 
the insuperable bar that one might 
imagine. 
I paid visits to three of these larger 
Universities, and found that they differed 
c0nsiderably in their attitude towardis 
women. Columbia, in New York, treats 
men and women alike , and graduates of 
Barnard and 0H1er women's Colleges are 
allowed to work at any higher degree 
course there. 
Yale closes her doors to women under­
graduates, but prides herself on admitting 
to all professional and post-graduate 
courses any women with a recognised 
A.B. degree. Many of the leading women 
on the tea0hing staffs of the Colleges of 
which I J:tave written had a Yale M.A. or 
Ph.D., and there is a very large graduate 
school t'here. Many women are to be seen 
abo.ut the buildings or in the library 
which, though inadequately housed at 
J ~ res~nt,. is one of the best University 
hbanes m the States. Since there are no 
undergraduate women no official resi­
d ence halls or dormitories are necessary 
for them, and residence in the exquisite 
Harkness Memorial quadrangle, with its 
series of inner quadran o·les and its beau­
tiful doonv'ays, each 0 dedicated to a 
famous Yale man, is a privilege reserved 
for the undergraduate man. 
. !l~rvard, ituated in Cambridge, ad­
JOm.mg Boston, has a different system 
agam. No women graduate,s or under­
gTaduates are admitted. Radcliffe Cnl­
lege, however, is a graduate College for 
women. At the doors of Harvard, it has on 
its staff Harvard professors and lecturrrs 
with a few additional women of its own' 
including the President and in "'eneral1 
Radcliffe women have ah the ad,~ntage~ 
of the teaching of Harvard, w'ith the 
ac1ditional benefit of residence in their 
own halls if t'hey so desire . In the matter 
of the library, however, things are clif­
ferent. Radcliffe has a small librarv · I-lar­
Yard has t11e ma:,rnificent \Viclener i\iemor­
ial Library, given by Mrs. WidPnPr in 
memory of her son, who went down in the 
Titanic. Up to date in every possible way 
in the stacking, housing, and cataloguing 
of the books, and the reading accommo­
dation for men , whether students or 
graduates, the library admits women into 
only one room, which would look small 
even to Queens1Hnd undergraduate eyes, 
out which is reserved for the eight hun­
dred Radcliffe women . Professionally, 
Harvard is unsurpassed in 1.he State8 for 
men , and the Radcliffe degree is regarr!fll 
as outstanding also, any little difficultiPs 
which an outsider may criticise as to lack 
of privileges being' far outweighed by the 
standing of the degree conferred. Tnci­
dentally, I was invited to a delightfol 
"Christmas reading," given at Radcliffe 
by the Harvard Professor of English, in 
the auditorium. 'l'here were sen·rnl 
hundred women present. Thi's is an 
annual affair, w'hich is always en joyed 
by the women. 
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Quite another type of lJni ,·er~ity WRS d ~ dicated so lely to men only, has opened 
that of Virginia, at Charlottesville, in the its doors to women, and at the time I was 
State of Virginia. Originally, this Univer­ there eig.hty-111ine women attended among 
sity consisted of a library, from which the nineteen hundre.d men. 
passed tYrn long rows of alternating one One longs for the power of compr.ess­'' 
and tvrn story building.· , opening into ing into a fev,r shining pag.es'' the mani­
pillared arcades, and h1ousing professors fold types of Universities and Colleges
and students. The professors, who were in America. There are 'O many of in­
an unmarried, each owned a two-story terest. I had only short, though inter.est­
house, liYing in the upper floor, teaching ing, vi it to 1isome of the great co-educa­
below, and the students each had a single tional Universitie. founded by individual 
room in the one- tory building between. 
.States. Chicago, on the last day of the 
One can imagine that work v,·as su~·wr­ "Fall" term, with the thermometer at 
vised Yery closely! This UniYersity "\Vas 9 degrees below zero , atoned for the 
founded about 1775 by Thomas J effer. on. hitter cold of the day by the warmth of 
who was its President for some years. the hospitality within its walls, but there 
Now t.l1e old architcr.tural featur.es re­ was Jittle opportunity of seeing thing:;; in 
main, but t.he rows of hous es are used as working .order. T1he University of Cali­
offices, proft>ssor~' private rooms, etc ., fornia with its campus s ituated on the 
and more modern buildi1ws have been slopes.' of the hills of Berkeley, a beautiful 
erected upon the beautift1Jt campu for suburb of San Francisco, and its fine 
the various schools. There are a good lrnildings, w.11ich a.re being gradually
modern hospita.l and medical school, arts erected in place· of old buildings as part
hnildings, science laboratories, for the of a general cheme, g~ave one a vision 
whole University, reminding one much of of what our Queensland UniversHy may
Melbourne and Sydney in the arrange­ be :;;ome day on the somewhat similar site 
ments. Recently this seat of ]earning, once of Viictoria Parle 
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My farewell took th e form of a Sunday 
afternoon ca11 on the President of Mill 's 
College , a w ·omen 's UnderoTaduate Col­
lege, some miles from Berkeley. H er e we 
found an informal afternoon tea in pro­
gress, where the member s of the Mills 
staff, and their wives or husbands, as th e 
case might be, wer e being entertained on 
t.he vacation Sunday bet\lireen Christmas 
and th e New Year. It was an appropriate 
farewell, as Dr. Aurelia Reinhart is not 
only the brilliant President ·of Mills, which 
~he has improved in r ecent years, until 
the degr ee is a r ecogni. ed one, but sh e is 
this year Presid.ent of the· American 
Association of 1 niversity Women , and 
as such might be thanked for the 
wonderful hospit ality with ·which on e 
had met everywher e in the States. 
Ever ywhere among these T niver«sity 
women was hospitality . Every op­
portunity is given to visitors to see 
f'olleges and 1 niversities, and t o discuss 
th e many problems incidental to stndent 
life. From on e College I »vas passed on to 
another with lettrrs to per sonal friends, 
and with official 11'ett er s from the Inter ­
national F eder ati on of University Women, 
with which ou · Australian ·w omen 
Graduates' F ederation is linkeel np. 
. ..................................................................e.-.......................... 
SWEET CO~TENT. 
Oh, I'd like to s pend a summer , 
Far away from sage or mummer, 
Where the polly-wolly-doodle polly-doodles 
in the breeze· ; 
And the sad-eyed crocodillo 
Goes to sleep upon his pillow, 
In hi s river-bed beneath th e weeping, 
waving , willow tree·s. 
Oh, how r estful it would seem 
Just to lie about and dream. 
While the goc gle-fish are googling and the 
snooky-ookums snook; 
And the sportive jabberwocky 
Play the platypuses hockey, 
And the wamble-looza wimble-wambles 
round abou"t the brook. 
There would surely be no bustle­
Just a swishing arid a rustle, 
As the skiddy-skaddums skidded softly 
into the lagoon; 
With the snipper-snappers snapping, 
And the flipper-flappers flapping, 
I would sleep in sweet contentment, under­
neath the summer moon. 
"KOKO." 
The outstanding memory of th e Eastern 
American Colleges and Univ er sities . apart 
from their hospitality, is th eir wealth. All 
College are not wealthy, but those I . aw 
had wealth . uffici ent to carry out the 
1deal.s of their founder s, and to go far 
beyond th em. America do es undoubtedly 
place hi gher education for women in a 
for .emo t place in its policy of develop­
ment, and as it is consider ed that the 
Colleges are a s·ound mean s of gainin g 
that education, bequest s laro·e and small 
ar e fre.ely bectowed on th em. Such money 
left a a legacy, or, as is very fr equently 
the ea e, given dm'in O' th e life of a per­
son, seems to be used wisely, and to attain 
th e end desired. There are gr eat and in­
creasing number · of students in most of 
the good College , many of them wealthy, 
many poor and earning their fees as they 
go, and with the high ideal. of th e men 
and women on th e staffs, and the fact 
that .student. are drawn from all classes 
of the community, t.h e Colleges can be felt 
already to have an important place in 
American life. One could not hope for a 
mor e pl easant and pr ofitabl e holiday than 
the thr e mont h,c:; spen t in seein g suc·h 
in sti tutions. 
FREDA BAGE. 
WE WANT YOUR BUSINfSS. 
Box Calf Oxford Shoes, welted 
soles. Marshalls' Famous makes 
24 16. 
SEE OUR WINDOWS 
FOR GOOD VALUE. 
19/6. 
Gent<> Patent Oxforrl 
Shoes, µlain toe, Flexible 
pump sole, in many 
makes and fittings 
12/II, 15/ II. 
Superior all 
Patent 17/11, 
21/-, 22/6. 
Check Camel Hair Felt Slippers, Leather and 
Felt soles 6/11. Buckle Felt Boots 8/ 11. 
VIC. JENSENS, Queen Street, Brisbane. 
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The Ovens. 
Jack vVeston was ram-driver on No. 2 
battery of the coke ovens of the Stead­
man Steel Vlorks Co. He had just begun 
his eight-to-four day s·hift. The sun sug­
gested that th e day "·ould be hot, and 
ram-driYer No. 2 "·as a'vare that bis shift 
would not be -pleasant. He pulled off his 
coat, and took his seat at the controls. 
The.re were sixty-fin oYens in No . 2 
battery. Before 12 noon the men were 
expected to charge, leYel, and ram fifteen. 
The ovens were long and narrOlv and 
built side by side. They were so narrow 
that a man could just walk throug-h tl1em 
without bumpin°· his head or scraping 
his shoulders. They were black and dirty. 
The years had coated them with soot. A 
door at each end alloy\·ed access of the 
ram and egress of the cok e. On top there 
were hole. through w:hich the coal 'iva.s 
dropped. 
The c1harger rattled along to an empty 
oven and the lid-man hauled off the lids 
from' the four holes. With a sigh the 
charger poured seYen and a half tons of 
fine coal into the glovi·ing oyenf.>. Pouf ! 
A cloud of yellow smoke rush ed out. 
choking and 11ot. The men were unable to 
distinguish one another . The heay~­
smoke stifled them; it got into their eyes . 
But they could not , nmst not , moYe. The 
sweeper was ready to shovel any . catterecl 
coal into the oven after the charger had 
gone. The lid.· were replacel1 and clayecl 
up. For the ga must not burn. lt 'ivas 
sucked away to the condensers . 
TTn and down ~1e battery the men go, 
with thP heat blinding and scorching-­
lifting the lids, breathing the poisonous , 
thick. creamy . moke. The heat on their 
feet is ~o jntense that they are forced to 
wcnr t1, :r>k wooden slippers und er their 
boot8. 'rhPse are by no means effective 
in~. 11 1 a t (\1'" and their feet are dried and 
crip11J prt ~1') a fPw years. But t:J1 ey g·0 011 
.... nn ~n:l down. There is rxtra "heat 
money" fnr them. and that will keep 
them fl,,r.>1·p nntil they are nseless. Th en 
the stP" l wnrk~· will discard them. 
Down hplow Jack \Veston cursed vigor­
ouslv. Tt '''as growing hotter and hotter . 
A ,;iP,;i rnn .-. hlowin!! the heat ot the ovens 
directly in his face. IIe jerked the controls, 
Yiciously. He did not sweat. H e did not 
get a chance-the heat dried the perspira­
tion as it emerged from his smarting skin. 
His job 'ivas to run the ]e-nller through 
the small top doors of the oven to leve1 
off the coa l the charger dropped in. The­
gr eat iron arm slowlv entered the oven 
then emerged quicldy, follow.ed b~ 
tongues of flame feet 1ong. Jack then 
moved on to the fifth oven, which was 
"cooked." 'J.11he coal is gas-heated, with 
just sufficient air to make it smoulder. 
but not enough to let it burn, for twenty­
hour hours. By that time it has become 
coke . The valur-man ree1·s throug-h hi s. 
Jittle inspection hol es . and when he thinks. 
the coal i. cook ed he turns off the gas and 
giv-e. the signa l. The OYen is til1en 
rammed. 
Jack moved on to the next oven . He· 
swung over the winch control , and tllC' 
eJectric motor 'ivhin ed as the hook dropped 
:lmdy for the waiting ram attendant to· 
push it into the ring- on the top of th e 
oYen door. Jack reversed, and the door 
rose. Th e 11ot blast increased as the blaz­
ing coke was exposed . The air rush ed 
out, scorching, choking. Jack Weston '. 
face felt like a ma k of dry, burning· 
paTchment. He shielded his eyes , and 
"·aited for the signal from the winch-man, 
'ivho was lifting the door on the other 
side. Three knocks! He put t~1e ram in 
gear, and pulled the control handle . With 
a jar the cumbersome rack poked itc; 
heaY>' h ead into the OYen. It struck tbr 
red-hot mass of coke, and, with the power­
fn] s l owne~s of an e:leph~nt , hegnn to 
pnsh. The eoke enH·r~·ccl in a µ:low in g­
~lice C•f rrims·on on the tp1encheT sj<l<' . As 
ii i::;lowly crept out, the quencher-man a:od 
his assistant pla>·ed on it with heavy 
hoses. With a savage hiss it crnmhled 
and ,,·ent ont . ThP air w·::,s filled wit11 
~louds of steam as the waters struck the 
fierv mass . From his seat .Tack coukl i::;ee 
th e · ram-he11d movP further Find furtper 
into t11e oven b etween walls of shimmrr­
jng- i; Carlet. Th e air RhiYrred in thr in­
tense h eat so that t~1r ram apprared to he 
moving: through the cl ~ ar est of crims1'n 
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water. As soon as the oven was clear h e 
Teversed the ram and it rattled hack. Ue 
closed the door, and then ran back to the 
1ast oven he had rammed> for it had been 
been charged meanwhile and needed 
levelling. 
Ram and level, he thought, ram and 
level. ... up and down. And t'his h eat was 
becoming unb earab le. IIe had rarelv 
-struck such a rotten day. IIe pulled hi~" 
hat dov;rn OYer his eyes. Breathing· was 
becoming difficult . H e moved on to ram 
the next oven. ,What was that ? On e of 
ihose fool daubers was n~arly run clo1vn. 
..Why the hell didn 't he watch the ram~ 
Ram-drivers didn 't ring alarm-bells. 
'Tliank God, he wasn't a dauber! Th e 
poor beggars had to mov e- from door to 
·door with buckets of muck, stopping up 
cracks where the flames burst 01~1t. They 
-gasped as the fire scorched their face.s 
and burnt th eir a.rms. Th e man he had 
run down was almost unconscious, and he 
didn 't know what he wa~ doing . Poor 
cows! 'l'hank God, he wasn't a dauber .. 
or any of the men on top. either. Their 
legs ·were scorched , and the hea t dried 
the marrow in the hones of t heir feet 
and crippled them. He swore as a flame 
from one of th e levellin g doors flung a 
hot wave in his fac e. H e could stand it 
no longe-r ! But he must g-o on. H e had to 
k eep ~iis job. The foreman was sitfo1µ: in 
his office in a white shirt. But the oYen 
men must go on. ·what was that ? ,Jim 
·Craig, a lid-man , had fa inted and h ad 
fallen with his arm over one of the open 
boles . His hand and wrist were badly 
burned. Soon after, " Pomm~T " Young, 
-a dauber, staggered back from a blazing 
door into th e filthy pool of oily watrr that 
is u sed for k eeping t'he muck wet. Thry 
1ifted him clown to the water tap. 
Jack Weston sat on Ni e floor to see if 
-the control hoxes would afford any pro­
tection. It was a little better there. But 
it was just as difficult to breath e th e 
stifling air , and .jt was not possible to 
work a11 th e controls from that po·sition. 
Blast that foreman. What the hell did he 
want to come poking about for ? Didn 't 
they do their work as well as fli ey could "~ 
vVhy did ·he , Jack vVesJon. ever take on 
-the job as ram-driver. Eight to four for 
one week, four to midnigh r th e next , a11c1 
twelve to eight the next, year after year. 
'l1he OYens never stopped. Men were 
burnt and crippled and maimed, and 
thrown out-useless. But th.e ovens 
burned night and day .... like hell .... 
night and day. Tll1 ey scorched a · man's 
soul; they burnt all the kindness out or 
hi1?'· Christ! if he only had a long cold 
drmk ! H e took a mouthful of the wanh 
water from his billy, but it was sicken­
ing. He kn ew that the pipes at the water~ 
tap ran thrnugh ice, anc1 the water was 
good and cold. But he could not leave 
his job for that. He had rammed thirteen 
o\·ens and it was only just eleven o'clock· 
H e would soon finish the other tvrn and· 
he would have completed hi s mo'rnino· 
work. Then he would sit in the shad~ 
nea r the tap and eat his "crib " and rest 
until 12.15, w~1 en he would have to o·o on 
again. 'rhat, at least, 1vas sometl1ing'. 
There was that foreman again! He spoke 
to Les Kennedy . Les didn 't look pleased: 
He approached the ram. 
"Jack!" he yelled. " Ja ck !'' 
" Yes. " 
" Do you know what tha t bastard said ~ 
IIe sa id that he dicln 't like the· idea of 
us knockin g off .early fo r crib. vVe 'vJ 
got to string the ovens out till tweln. 01~ 
else, if we get them clon e early, we \ :e go , 
t o sta:v " "here we ar e till thr wi11istl ~: 
goes.'' 
" \Vhat?" cri.ed Tom. 
"You dam' well h eard what 1 said. 
\Y e 'ye got to stay there.'' 
" In thi s bloody heaU You'd think we 
didn 't do our work. The fool ! ' ' 
And Jack W eston cursed with a 
vigorous flue11 cy sngge,stiYe of long 
practi ce . 
Th e ovens burnt on. 
N. E. RAY:\IOND. 
MISS EVA LANG, A.T.C.L. , 
TEACHER PIANO AND HARMONY. 
'Phone, 4269 . 
TREASURY CHA, lBERS, 
GEORGE STREET. 
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Unveiling of War Memorial. 
The Governor of Queensland and 
Chancellor of tl1e rniversity, His Excel ­
lency, Sir Matthew ~a.than , on March 16 
unveiled the War Men;iorial T;ablet on 
Virhich are inscribed the names' of thirty 
three University heroes ·who gaye th eir 
lives in the Great War. Jn an address 
imbued with a large humanity I-rs Exce.l­
lency said: '' rrhe TTnive!'Sity of Queens­
land a1S a teach:Jlg' body liad existed three 
and a half years when the v,rar broke out. 
It was thus a new national institution 
through the fateful time· of that drawn­
out international struggle, and th e ton 
that was taken from it was of its. first 
scholars and of its first staff. Frank 
GranviHe Haymen, a fourth year engin­
eering student, after showing what a 
Queensland lad could do and endure, lost 
his Iife in the evening of t.h e long first 
A nzac Day. Leslie Norman Collin, a boy 
of 20, whose undergradunte career had 
but begun, was .shot on May 9, in a later 
rhase of the Gallipoli campaign. And so 
the ·ad tale went on through the years, 
active service still claiming ·its victim, 
when on August 18, 1919, Roger ,James 
Cholme1ley, a ripe scholar and our lec­
turer in Classics, who had been decorated 
for conspicuous o·allantry and d evotion 
to duty, was drowned going: into action 
at Lake Onega, in Russia. Even then the 
end .had not come. rrhree and a half year,. 
later, on February 7, 1923, passed away, 
a lingering victim to enemy poison gas 
the pathetically plea ing personality of 
John Denis Fryer. rr,he list is too long 
and time is too short for me to refer in­
dividually to all those who w'ent from th > 
University to die for Queensland. 1 have 
by unve~ling the War Memorial ginn to 
the world a permanent record of their 
names. There are 33 of them. a sadly 
large proportiQn of the total of 140. ':rho 
went out, all ready to make the sacrifice, 
and knowing that they mig-ht be tried to 
the utmost limit of human endurance and 
beyond that himit. This little band of 
warriors, associated by the.ir Univers ity 
training-those that have passed out of 
the w'Orld, and those that have come back 
from overseas-have been a strong 
unitin g force , and so a forc e adding to 
their country's :trength. They ·have 
linked the University still more closely 
with t•he schools whence come its scholars, 
through the names that appear a·like on 
school honour hoards and on the tablet 
here unveilecl. rrhev have Jinked the Uni­
''crsitv with the se.ats of learning bot.h in 
the ol.d country whenre our peoples came, 
in the new world of America, and in onr 
newest world of Australia , through the 
support they gave to a cause that ap­
peal.ed alike to trained thought and to 
generous youth. They have further not 
only made the University a more national 
body by associating it with a struggle 
adjudged rig.ht by the nation, but they 
have linked it in closer bonds to those 
nations that carrY' on that body of aspira­
tions that are both the justification and 
the strength of the Britis·h Empire­
aspirations for the progress of its peoples 
and for the ordered freedom of the wodd. 
l;et us now for an instant look to the 
future and ask ourselves whether the 
linking: up process-the process that has 
brouo·ht the life of this 1 niversity closer 0 
to t·hat of other educational institutions 
in tlie State, of the Universities in other 
lands , of the nation itself, and of th .e 
Empire includin o· it is to cease in the 
6me of' peace and to' cease to interest us 
as we turn away from the memorial of 
the men who have don e so much for it. 
Assuredly 11ot. If the Jlnking up in the 
fntnre is to be mainly of a different orner, 
these ;other conn~ct.ion1s will 1 be but 
tio·htened in the process . If ignorance sc~Rrate., knowledg'e unites; a wicler 
understanding comprehencls more gre::itly 
and connotes more general sympathy. The 
work of th e University v,riH a]ways be to 
spread this wider undtlrstanding in all 
branches of life. Engineering: that 
enhances the effectiveness of labour; the 
Sciences - chemistry, and those that 
spring from its organic and inorganic 
divisions, and 1.ead to the increased pro­
ductivity of nature; Medicine that lessons 
individual suffering and adds to nationa.l 
vitality; J_;aw that work~ out the prob­
lems of human justice and tempers their 
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solution ,,·ith insight into human nature· 
Economics that apply other knowledg~ 
to the increa ·e of the '"Tell -being of all 
the people; ihe Arts that brino' the truest 
enjoyment to their liYe.·; all these , 1)\· 
adding to th e sum of human .happines~, 
Jyssen the causes for human enmity. If 
io know eYcn 'thing i. · to forgive every­
thing, attairnnent of the l esser aim of 
knowing- mueh means that greater toler­
ance of opinions that smooths the path 
of the great soc ial machine. lTnit.r within 
<i nation i~ thus helped by knmYledge, 
and so I am convinced will be agreement 
between the nations. The University, 
through the men who went from it to 
fight, did splendidly for the country and 
the Empire in the world's war. fay it 
in peace, working through the whole· body 
of its members, do splendidly in helping· 
on that knowledge which should not only 
further advance the spirit of unity in 
(~ucen~land , Australia, and the Empire1 
but should lead toward. t lrnt oTeatest of 
objects, th e world 's peace.'' 
The Brisbane Centenary. 
(Po1·d ~Iemol'ial Prize Poem.) 
A hundred years ago, th€· tire less tide, 
That rose and fell between unquarri ed 
banks, 
F e lt on its breast the convict galleys ride, 
And heard the chains of men bes ide the 
cranks-
Grim engines of punition; curlews cried 
In magi c corpses on the serri e d ranks, 
Of unillumin ed hills when dayli g ht died; 
Winds from the island-bounde d bay gave 
thanks , 
In whi s pe r s for the fr eedom of the land; 
But Prophecy within the h earts of those 
\\' ho lived in fetters and despai r , lay dead , 
And scar ce ly on e was th ere whose res tle s<:; 
hand 
Lent labour wher€· the giant gum-trees rose, 
\V h o looked not thrc ugh the year s ·with 
vision r ed. 
And now , to-d ay beside th €' winding stream. 
\Vh e r e once untrammelled ature frown ed 
disdain 
Upon the road gang and the S€Hle r s' team, 
A broad and thriving City, born in pain 
Lifts to the sky its building-tops agleam 
\Vith h ea lth-compelling sunlight. From the 
main 
Unceasingly the ships of Commerce steam 
And fill their roomy hold s with wool and 
gra in 
The prosp'rcus hinterland supplies; the feet 
Of Progress, she whose goal no eyes have 
seen, 
Tread clay by day through counting house 
and street, 
Through school and council hall to where­
lie green 
The pasture fields of that Ambition sweet, 
vVhich scorns the Pas t as if it had not 
been . 
Keep free the c1v1c life from tainted gold , 
Frc-in that dishonesty whi ch wrecks the· 
State-
Th e secret con tract and the service sold 
For doubtful ends , and thou must ye t be· 
great, 
0 Brisbane: let thy eager Youth behold 
The bes t in Art- stone inarticulate 
May speak as loud as if the heavens told­
And hear the Music which survives t h · 
hate 
Of warring nations ; seek that all the wor ld 
Should know thy culture ; honour, too, thy 
name, 
\\' h en petty jealousies have ceased to be­
\Vhen battleflags for ever have been 
furled 
And mE:n march n et through human blood to 
fame, 
But o'er the gods of their idolatry. 
COLIN BINGHAM. 
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Our Book Page . 
. T ihe re is nothing like a book-except per­
haps anothfff.-vVilliam Bi.nks. 
THE LATES,T R.EFUSE. 
Encyclopedia Britannica (10 vols.) 
All the earth has contributed to this 
p< werful book. From East to West th.e 
p llot runs through ever-clrnnging sc~nes . 
T·b e writer displays a remarkable know­
le·dge of geography, history, science, and, 
im fa ct , almost everything. There is a 
clharm about the alphabetical arrange­
ment of the chapters \vhich one misses in 
the work of so many of our contemporary 
n ove1ist s. \Ve think, however, that the 
wrrit er 1has attempted to cram too much 
iuto th e one book. N eYertheless, we 
tlhink that there should br a seguel, and 
wre know that when it is written we shall 
r (ead it with as much plemrnre as we ·have 
p erused its predecessor. 
Telephone Directory. 
rrhi s little book makes delightful read­
i -n ~ g , \vhenever we haYr a snare moment 
vwc pi ck it up. Not a. da~r passes wit1hout 
o>nr havin g dipp ed into it s pages. Th e 
i J.troductory chapt ers ha ve a charm all 
t h eir own , \vhile the r emainder of the 
wok leaves not hing to be des ired. vVe 
dlo not r ecommend it fo r a rai1way 
j ourney, but for ordinary cv en rday r ead­
in g . ther e is littl e that surpas. e it. 
The Bible.. 
Thi . coll ection oE excellent short stori es 
b as just come to hand. Tl1 ey have been 
select ed from some of the less modern 
,·writ ers . and range from grave to gay· 
~ n e of them, ''Genesis , ' ' is a striking 
ffantasia by an anonymous author, and 
e r egard it Cl . · a su htl e attack 011 the 
ith eory of eYolution. Pirnl 's selected 
etter s, and John's ni ghtmares are th e 
lbe, t jn H e latter half of th e book. 
" ! " 
-Ultra-modern poetry is startling. Mr. 
Sysyphus Seesa has written a book of 
poems entiVe<l: '' ! '' T think they should 
C A ]~ ecl '' ?" 
Let me quote from ' ' The Telephone.' ' 
Lifting the smooth black bell .. . . 
Asleep¥ 
3846 .... 3846 ... . 3846 . . .. Yes. 
Hullo ! HULLO ! HULLO ! ! 
Strange noises, noises, noises. 
Wag! Pluck! Mrrrrrr .... "~ok ! wok! 
Yah ! Is that 3846 ? 
Wrong number, thank-you .... Gasp! 
And so on. A few lines later:­
Zat you ~ Huh-uh .... 
Strange voice crying: ''Did you get 
them~'' 
Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr ..... . 
Ak ! ak ! Hullo! 
HULLO! 
Central, thou .hast cut us 0ff. At! me .. 
Yes, first, supper, last, and eight 
others '? Goocl-01h ! 
Parewell . . . . farewell . ... 
P1arabolic Parables. 
Some great writer- probably myself­
once said that there is more in it than 
meets the eye. I agree with him. Take 
for example, this parable selected from 
Mat. E. Matic 's book, entitl ed '' Parabolie 
Parables' ' :­
And each put on the garments of Life and 
went down into the Valley of Men. Each 
child grew to manhood, gained knowledge, 
and lived in his own way. 
Then Death called them up from the 
Vall ey of Men. 
One man said, 
"Death , why do you call m e so soon? " 
But Death smiled and was silent. 
And the man said to De ath, 
"I have not ye t seen all that I d es ire of 
Life . In m y youth I was indus trious . care­
ful. I worked hard to learn ; I gained g r eat 
knowledg e: of certain things . I strove in th e 
mart of Life, and won w ealth and pos i t ion. 
But I h a v e not seen enou g h of Life . In my 
desire t o gain money and t.hat knowledge 
which would bring me money, I forgot my 
Youth. But I r6·ceived we&.~th as a r eward. 
I have done little with ·.ny mon ey a s yet. 
Why did you call me so soon?" 
But Death did not reply. 
Th e ot h e r man said. 
"Death, why do ye u call me so soon?" 
B11 t Dea th smiled , a nd was sil e nt. The 
eyes of th e man twinkl E:d, and h e s:niled 
also . 
He said to Death, 
"I have not seen all that I desire of Life . 
But I never shall ... . and so I do not care . 
In my youth I was careless; I was not in­
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d us trious. I g ained no special knowledge, 
but learned a little of all matters and men. 
I was a w anderer: I had little money, no 
fame, and gr eat happiness. I have been 
happy from the beginning of Youth until 
now. Ye t . ... why did you call me .so soon? " 
But Deat h did no.t reply. 
E ach man heard what the other said. 
The rich man asked Death, 
"Is it n ot better to be ambitious in one's 
Youth , to s trive for knowledge, money, and 
fam e , and to ultimately achie·ve them, than to 
wander ove r the face of the earth almost 
p E-nniless, having a great knowledge ·of 
trivial things o.nly , wastiug Life-t hat is 
all, wasting Life? " 
The other man said to Death, 
"Is it not better .to fully enjoy the beauty 
of the world while we have Life, caring f or 
no great wealth or position, plucking the 
trivial fruits in the byways, than t o strive 
for money until one 's Youth is gone, w orry­
ing and frettin g, wasting Life--that is a ll , 
wasting Life?" 
But Death smiled and was silent . 
The eyes of o'Il e man shone, and he smiled 
also . 
N .E .R. 
LIFE WITHOUT LOVE. 
Ocean without its waves; 
No sun above; 
Mermaids without their caves; 
- Life without love. 
Deserts without their sands; 
Cliffs without cove ; 
Watches without their hands; 
- Life without love. 
Bush-birds without their 
The ark and no dov-e: 
Sunrises all day long; 
-Life without love. 
- *­
song ; 
- "R." 
Ferin Durence. 
The old woman who kep t th e only 
flow er shop in the little Florence town of 
Erito , u sed to say that F erin Durence \Vas 
a foun t ain of fun; his eyes ever parlded 
~:ith th e joy of the clean-born, and his 
limb , even ben eath the clumsy fold of 
hi s home-made clothes, told in firm out­
line and ea y movement, the r ed-blooded 
fitn ess of the athlete. Ferin was a potter , 
and a good potter , too , for his hands w er e 
light in their touch as a Ven etian zephyr ; 
moreover hi was the soul of a poet , as 
the exquisite tracery on many a bowl in 
Haly wil1 t ell you to this day . As he work­
ed he , ·ang in a robust t enor, and hi s sono· 
were of love--love for the little dau~tht~r 
of Enrico, the white-haired postmast er in 
Er=to. And F erin laid his heart at th e tiny 
f eet of. Rosa , a wisp of a girl , who for 
scarcely sixteen summers had made glad 
th e life of her father , and each dav of 
th e week he sought her out when u the· 
pott ery doors were closed, to wander 
down th e byways to the little church 
wh ere h er fingers won soft but solemn 
chords from an ancient organ. What h e 
t old her t her e was only for her and God 
to hear. 
* * ¥ 
Two years he had fought in t h e ranks 
'Jf Ita ly, when the sun dropped from the 
sky and burst at his feet. Dark n igh t 
shrouded the body and mind of Ferin but 
b e built a blood-red pot from the ~oist­
t:n ed clay by his shattered side and 
groped in the velvet bla cknes. fo~· th e 
stars, aimin.0 ' to work a silver pattern 
i·ound t~ e nm. 'l1hen someone put an a rm 
about h1~ sh oulder s, kissed hi lips, an d 
h und his wounds, but F erin could not 
r~i e h~s eyes to see which way his ben e­
factor passed, leaving him comfo rt ed. 
Deep sleep possessed hisi wea!'ly being . till 
afar beyond the star-sh ell 's flame , t her e 
rose the music of an organ gently played , 
th e hymn tunes of a happin hour. Over 
th e rough and hrnk en ground cra ,vl e<l 
i:erin Duren cr. w=th his dry lips mumb ­
lmg a tale of love t o his Rio-. a on a nd on 
as the music swelled from a ru'stic church. 
where. at las.t h e ended his w eary j ourney, 
and died, his blood-stained mouth hard­
pressed to the keys of an old harmonium. 
SOLSTICE . 
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The Rhodes Scholar. 
Th e election o.f the Rhodes Scholar for 
J925 in October last year, resulted in the 
choice of J. E. Barry, who will leave for 
Oxford in a few months' time. He began 
1i · .- econdary school education at Nudg0e 
College in 1916, pa ·sed the Jnnior m1918; 
the Senior in 1919, and ga in ed second 
cholarship to the University in 1920. On 
coming to the 'Varsity he took the 
HonOUl'.' 'ourse in Historv and Economic 
Science, going in to resid ;11ce at St. Leo 's 
College. After doing brilliantly in his 
fir t two years, he ended up by taking 
first -clas. Honours in his final in March, 
1924. 
Apart from h:iis cour. e hi. chief interest 
at the 'Varsity was in the Debating Society 
and th e ::Jfao·azine. H e was u . ually to be 
seen and hea.rd at our own debates, and 
last 'year he led' the Queen. land Debating 
tt>am in t:he Inter- 'Var ity debates h elil in 
Bri. bane. This year ·he was a member of 
the Graduates' team which debated 
against the Oxford representative . who 
visited u . recently. To the ~fagazme he 
bas been a constant contributor, and has 
always been ready to refute the argu­
ments of any "Red" propagandists using 
t.he Maaazine to air their view . Mr· 
Barry intends to enter l\fao·dalen or New 
College, Oxfor.d, to undertake more ad­
vanced specialised historical studies. \Ve 
feel sure than with his ability, sincerity, 
and strong personality, he will amply 
justify his select.ion and worthily repre­
sent Queensland at Oxford. 
DEATH OF MR. SWANWICK. 
The University l!as lost in Mr. Kenneth 
ffoulkes Swanwick an enthusiastic teacher 
¥'7110 won the affection of all his stu­
dcnt . 'l'he inspiration of men like Mr. 
Swanw1ck with a w<1rm inter.est in many 
hr-anc.11 e of knowledge, helps to r reserve 
a gen erons love of learning in the midst 
of the more narrow thouo·h useful and 
necessary work of giving professi1onal 
training to teachers, engineers, business 
men, lawyers, politiciam and doctors. 
He was one of those rare minds to which 
material success seem less import·ant 
than the pursuit of al1t knowledge capable 
of adding to the happiness of the corn... 
munity. He had a be1lief, wbjch was al­
m·ost r eligious, in human equality. We 
may not share· his convictions, yet we can­
not but pr1tise highly his extraordinarily 
,<.!.'enerous intere t in all ocial and educa­
tional ~·cforms which would help to level 
up the gr eat .existing inequalities of ·op­
portunity. Adrnl't education and frank 
interchange of knowledge- were advanced 
by him directly through his own labour 
arid hi influence on many friend and 
students. By aUowing free play to his 
generous sentim ents of duty to his 
rrlatives and service for the community. 
he lost chances of gaining mater '. a1 pros­
perity, but his friend. appreciated and 
lo-\'cd him for the tirelessness and the 
quixotic readiness with which. amid his 
laborions teaching to make a living, he 
placed his knowled·ge , his books and his · 
time at the disposal of any who needed 
bis help. Though debarrecl from some 
activitie.- that a sman a. surecl income 
would have opened out to ·him, h e never 
lo st heart , but continnally gaw his ener­
gies to whatev·er useful work came with­
in his power. 
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An Aspect of the Relation between Life 
and Literature. 
The names of those who 'have pondered 
over the problem of existence are legion. 
Doubtless many have satisfied themselves, 
though th.ey have failed to satis.fy others; 
hut many more have been forced to admit 
that t1he solution of the gr2at puzzle'' life ') 
j s beyond their powers. Yet still the quest 
goes on. '' -vve are all s.eekers still;'' and 
the day which marks the cessation of 
questioning of unknown things will mark 
also the day of th e beginning of race de­
generation. Thus all men, being rational 
creatures, are inspired by some problem 
or some a. pect of life , allCl their inspil'a­
tions yield us literature . This do'3s not 
11ecessarily mean that the modern novel, 
or what. is often termed ' ' popular litera­
ture,'' is eliminated from the hig'li pedes­
tal of "literature." 'r ;he c riterion is 
iIJ-Spiration, which can well be turned 
ir?to the ordinary chann el of entertain­
ment. 
Rightly, considerable attention has 
from all time been pa-id to what one might 
call the "mystery" of life.· Mysterious is 
our entry into life, mysterious our exit; 
on the high road whicb li es between 
entrv and exit we meet succ e::;sive events 
--ar~ engulfed and overwhelmed by them. 
The journey i. mysterious, unclrnrted and 
unknoi.-vn; all have somewhat the same 
adventure. Yet each retains h·is own -in­
dividuality. ·There is no volition to enter 
into the ~vorld , nor can it be a' oided. 
Th ere is no prospect of defeating it, no 
prosp ect of so lution. Surely a stran ge 
conundrum .... Life . Professor Drum­
mond, wit:h tearful voice . once com­
plained tlia t "no definition of life that 
h as yet been given can be sa id to be cor­
r ed. Its mysterious quality evades us; 
and we have to be content wit'h ontstand­
ino· circumi;;tances and acc01npaniments. 
k;YirQ· the thing in itself an umolved 
mystery.'' True! we can observe the 
ph 0n"mena of life . but the essence evade. 
118. 
But while admitting the mystery and 
eon:;;eqnent fascination of life , it has also 
to thr ma ioritv another side. rrher e are 
who feel that for them at least, life is but 
empty chatter, or a trot along a: dusty 
road. To some the journey is imaginative, 
others find a more realistic interpreta­
tion, and some collect more dust on the 
journey than oth-ers; but since it :is pot 
a perfect world, some dust is bound to be 
collected. Yet in their hearts these p1en 
cherish a vis,ion of ·,;vhat life might be, 
and it is in this connection that J:it er~ture 
becomes of vital importance in relation 
to the life of the average man. He is not 
pre-eminently occupied with the m,r:;t ery 
uf life, bnt is actively conscious of 4 more 
or less monotonous round of daily routine, 
bringing a proportion of worry and 
trouble in its train. A perfectly good and 
happy people would have no i11eed of 
lit eratu re-the hero of th e literarr effort 
represents what we should all like to be, 
yet what very few of us, are. I-le repre­
sents . om ething worthy of attainment­
an id eal. He compensates with his good 
qualities and happiness for tlJe ~;l10 rt ­
comings -and chronic -inclemency which 
is apparent .eve-rywhere around, In :-iuch 
n :alms dreams come true anc1 ju ­
tice is granted to mortals. Th er ein lies 
the n earest approach to heaven upon this 
earth. For the time being, at least. the 
reader is li fted out of the w·or1d of com­
mon things into one of noble endeavour; 
and may not thi" be said of the hero of 
the typical modern novel, ' vhp ha . to go 
t'hTough he]] in the form of umnerited 
per~ecntion, before he eventua ll~· find~ 
heaven , where the good are rewardrd and 
the bad punished ? 
In this sense thrn , l iterature is hig·her 
than life. It r eprei;;ents someth =ng· of th e 
ideal state of affairs v;rhirh mip:ht be. but 
is not under existing conditions. Litera­
ture t!hen can claim a high purpose in 
that its priml:lry function -i the exaltation 
of life. "Literature was meant to ~rive 
pleasur.e, to excite interest, to ban~sh 
solitude, to make th e fir es,ide more attrac­
tive than the tavern, to give joy to those 
w.-ho ar.e still capable of joy, to drug­
sorrow and divert thought." 
manv o'oocl and ea rnest men in the world R. \V. S. ~ r­
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Our Societies. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. 
This is the Union's first year und.er 
the new constitution, and present indi­
·Cations are that it will be a most suc­
cessful one. The Grads. are showing 
·fligns of keeping in touc-h with the old 
'home, and some have even sent in their 
subi;;criptions. The 'Varsity is made· up 
-0f many and various parts, and the 
Union, as now constituted. provides .a 
better means for all sections to pull on 
the same rope-and in the same· direc­
tion-to the benefit of the 'Va rsity as a 
whole. 
The library outgrew its quarters and 
had to be shifted, and no"·· to ou1~ great 
.d elight, the Senate in it wisdom has 
-grallted the use of th e Main Hall, with 
the rooms opening off it. :More than 
that, the ve ~ tibnle again holds several 
notice boards, and consequently returns 
k its higl1 position in the ·ocial life of 
the rl .ace . 
The year's Union activities commen­
ced, as usual, with the Freshers ' We1­
com e dance in the first week of .term. It 
was held in the Men's Common Room, 
and suffered a record attendance, with 
just a slight majority of men. It was a 
very successful function-at least we 
C(1uldn 't find anyone particularly dissat­
i~fied except Walter, w:ho had to wait 
and lock up. 
The Main lfaH has seen three good 
dances already, and with th.e Moderns 
Room and the old Library, forms a 
splendid hall for the purpose. 
Social activity generally reache.s a 
' ' max. '' in second term, and judging by 
the present activity of early first ~erm , 
it lo·oks like a case of "out seven nights 
C'•l1 t of six'' in second. 
The all-important event of this year 
will be "University Week," in the first 
week of seco'nd term. It will comprise 
Commem. 
1 
a combined Union and Sports 
Union Ball , shows by the Dramatic and 
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Musical Societie , and various other 
odds and ends calculated .to wake the 
public up to the fact that they have a 
University. It is to be hoped that the 
l'nclergrads, will get too·ether and kick: 
up th.e very devil of a dust. 
At the Annual General Meeting of the 
( nion, held in November last , the follow­
ing officers were elected for the year 
1925 :-Pr.esident: Mr. Anders.on; Vice­
President, Mr. Raymond; Hon. Secre­
tary, Mr. Barlow; Hon. Assistant Secre­
tary, Mr. Ellis; Treasurer, Mr. Cramb. 
The representatives elected to the 
l nion Council are as follows :-Arts, 
l\fiss Park, Miss Dowri.e, Mr. Rankin; 
Science, Miss Oxnam, Mr. Nash, Mr. 
Paull· Engineering , Mr. Clappison, Mr. 
\Natson , Mr. Lavery; Staff, Mr. Bryan, 
M:r. Cas.tlehovir ; Graduates and Past 
Students, Mis,s Bartholomew and Mr. 
Bingham. 
---0--­
THE DEBA'TING SOCIETY. 
An important stage in University de­
bating was rea.c.hed on April 25th, 
"·ben a team representing the University 
of Oxford debated in Brisbane against 
a team of local undergraduates. The 
Oxford team, Y\rhich had r ecently success­
fully debated against the Universities of 
Canada, the United States and the 
Pacific, included Messrs. J. D. Woodruff 
and Jf. C. HoHis, ex-presidents of the Ox­
ford Union, and Mr. M. MacDonald, 
W"l10se father i an ex-Prime Minister of 
Great Britain. The accommodation at 
the School of Arts Ha l1 proved inade­
qnate for the numbers who des~red ad­
mission. Th e subject ''That this House 
condemns the principle of Prohibition'' 
is one of much local inter.est just now. 
Oxford affirmed-for the seventeenth 
fone. They were opposed by Messrs. L. 
D. ·watson, C. Seymour and F. Thomas. 
\Yhen the chairman (Mr. S. Castlehow) 
called upon the audience· to give a. de­
cis ion. a draw r esulted. \¥ell done, 
1 nclergrads ! 
A more serious debate to.ok place on 
the 27t·h, when three Queensland grad­
nates, Messrs. E. J. D. Stanley, J. E. 
Barry and R. J. H. Risson proposed 
'' That Australia must look .to the United 
States rather than to Great Britain for 
i:,npport in her externa.l policy.'' Th e Al 
bert Hall was packed, and crov,rds were 
turned away. The result was another 
draw. The Vice-ChanceJlor (t·he Hon. 
A. J. Thynne) presided. 
University students, the world over, 
it would seem cannot remain on their 
"Sunday" b.ehaviour for lono'. When, 
therefore, an invitation was extended to 
the Ox-onians by the Women's Club to· 
the dance of the 24th, their ausvirer was 
an emphatic " Rather," and, when ,they 
had divested themselves of baggage) Press 
r eporters, etc ., they tripped the "light 
fantastjc '' until morning. 
'rheir stay was al1 too short, but it was 
a busy one. The visitors ·were shown 
Brisbane and its surroundin~:s, both from 
road and ri vcr, and thr OxoniRns left 
'vith the regret that they could not travel 
more of Queensland. 
Naturally our internal activities had 
been arranged with an eye on these Ox­
ford Deba.tes. Our first subject drew the 
largest audience that has attended a de­
bate in the Common Room for years. It 
read: ''That domestic science should be· 
made a compulsory subject for Vil.omen at 
tb eir matriculation examination." 
Mr. Fry, Miss J. Stephenson and Mrr 
\V. Rankin took the affirmative, whilst 
Mr. Kelly, Miss Julius and Mr. Hall . poke· 
for t·l1e n eg·ntive. The next wRs a prac­
tice debate for the undergraduates. They 
were oppo ·ed by Mr. Peg:p:, l\fo:;. · Rhode , 
and Mr. Skerman. Following this. a de- : 
bate vvas held to give the graduates a 
practice with their subject. Messrs. 
Barry, Risson and Cooper took the af­
firmative, and Messrs. W?tson. Se~·monr ,. 
cind Thomas the negative. 
T.he freshers' debate has been dela~·ed 
by the preparations for the O.xoni:ms. 
but should be a thing- of the past when 
these not es ar.e published. 
The growth of Univcr~it~· · debating· 
i·-, distinctly encouraging. Inter-Uni­
versity debates are now regular ;md 
popular, and the 1•mccess of our first inter­
m; tional debates also augurs 'nll for the 
future. Certain A1merican 1 niver si ties 
now wish to send a team into Australasia, 
and it is quite likely that the Australian 
Universities will this year discuss send· 
ing a team abroad. 
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CHRISTIAN UNION. 
This year promises to be a most success­
ful one for the C.U. The usual Monday 
.addresses began early in the term. 'l'he 
first one was to be given by Dr. Robinson, 
who was to explain the aims of the C.U., 
and give some indication of its work. 
Cnfortunately illness prevented Dr. 
Robinson from delivering his address, 
but Mr. ·watson took his place. Miss Bage 
ar:d Professor Priestley have both given 
us intere ting addresses. 'l'he attendance at 
the.,e Monday addresses, especially of 
men, up to the present has been quite 
abnormal, and w'e sincerely hope it will 
continue to be so. The addresses are not 
for members of C.TT. only. All are cor­
dially invited. 
.Another activity of the C.U. is the hold­
ing of Bible Study Circles. At present 
there are about thirty-seven women at­
tending study circles, and it has been 
neces:ary to divide them into three 
separate groups. But the convenors of the 
-circles have arranged to have Sister Teresa 
(St. }1argaret 's) conduct a cornbined 
·study circle once a month. T·he book the 
women are tudying is ''The Kingdom of 
God,'' w·hich was studied at the annual 
C.U. Conference, held during last Long 
Vac. at Ballarat. 
So far there has been no study circle 
among the men, but we hope to haYe one 
started in the near future. 
The social work that the C. U. carries 
on in a smaU way is a practical manifest'.1-­
tion of its aims. Members of the comnut­
tee would gladly supply information on 
this subject, and would as gladly receive 
help from anyone who is interested 
(whether a member or not.) 
---o--­
DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
Since the last notes were written we 
have again completed a successful year, 
having been able, without very much 
assistance from the undergrads. as a 
whole, to keep our heads above water. 
'l'he elections at the end of yast year re­
sulted :-President, Professor J. J . Stahle; 
Vice-President, Mr, J. H. Buzacott; 
Treasurer, Mr. M. White; Committeemen, 
3rd Floor, 
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Messrs. N. E. Raymond, A. F. Clappison, 
W. G. Rankin; Secretary, Mr. I. J. Paull. 
Sjnce then we have lost the services of 
l\fc~·srs. Buzacott and Raymond, who l1ave 
in the past both worked ·hard for .the 
Society. The office of Vice-President has 
b(~en filled by Mr. Clappis.on. l\fr. Rankin 
has taken Mr . Raymond's place as 
lilDrarian, and Mr. G. -Wilson has been 
elected to the committee. 
At the-annual General Meeting a recom­
mendation was made to the incoming 
committee to the effect that strenuous 
efforts should be made to retain the in­
terest of undergradua.tes. It was sug­
gwted that monthly entertainments. 
should be produced by different members 
of the Society. However, we ·have this 
year undertaken .the production of two 
plays, one th e mora.Tity play, ''Every­
man,' ' to be produced in University 
·week: the other V{ildr 's " Importance of 
Being Earnest," to be played about July; 
the Society thus has its hands ful,l, so to 
speak. There are about twenty studeni·s 
H ttending rehearsa.J.s. 
\Yr have ~ecured th e services of Miss 
Sisley as coac11 for "Earnest," while Pro­
frssor Stable has undertak en the produc­
tion of ''Everyman ,' ' for which Dr. 
Robinson has kindly proffered his ser­
vices as stage manager. At present the 
enthusiasm of tho~e a.ttendinf!_' the r r­
lwarsals augurs well for our success . If 
WP are as well support ed b~- the rest of 
the rrni-versity at the timt• of product.ion, 
that succes.s will be cmmr d. ­
---0--­
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
The activitie. . of the Mus.ical Society 
for the first term are being directed to­
warcls doing our part, as a Societv, -to 
make Pnivers·ity \¥e ek the success it 
clc.sen-es to be. 
The influx of freshers to the ·soprano 
anc1 contra1to departments at the com­
men cement of term 'va s most enconrag­
jn!:!: . but both t enors and - basses are 
111.'o,enth· needed. Surelv we can find more 
th;n fo~u tenor voices. in the 1 niver.sity ? 
Tbere can be no doubt that the talent 
exists, and men would benefit not onl>­
th e Society, but themselves by becoming 
me:n-0 c :·,.;; . 
We hope to maintain the high standard 
that has been . et in pa ·t years, and " ·e 
are still keeping to our purpose of bring­
ing before the public the madeigals of th e 
Elizabethan composers. 
Bach 's ''Peasant Canta ta, '' which last 
year proved to be .i;;o popular, both to 
~embers and to the audience, is being 
practised again . 
Mr. Dalley-Scarlett lrns again consented 
to be our conductor, and the Yarious. 
works are now quickly being brought up 
to concert pitch under his direction. Mr. 
C. Nash ably filled the pos•ition of 
Assisfant Conductor in 11.is absence. 
Finally we appeal to all the under­
graduates to assist in making the concert 
:n University vVeek a success. The .sup­
port of undergraduates ~as been ~tea~lily 
on the increase . Let this be mamtamed 
throughout the year. 
---0--­
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
Our sole dissipation before the Yacation 
la.st year was to entertain the Professors, 
othe~ members of the staff and the Men's. 
Club at what vrns intrnded to be a Gard('n 
party· rr.he heavens Wept COpiou~l~· ( Ill 
the afternoon, so the function -was held 
in the Men's Common Room. Iloweverr 
everything went along swimmingly, and 
jazzing took the u sna l prominent place 
in affairs . 
On the evening of the 3bt Nowmber, 
the second and fir t year women enter­
1a1ned their third year com l'ades at a 
children 's party. All frocks sh°'ved the 
\'erv latest in d1ildren s modes: and after 
tea; the "tiny tot " pla~_-ed . uitable 
games until their early bedtune. 
T·his vear we welcomed our fin e band 
of Fresher vVomen at a morning tea in 
th e \¥omen 's Common Room on 14th 
Telephone Central 2772 
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March. l\Irs. Douglas, our Presicl e11t, 
very abJ .\· supplied them with all informa­
tion of the rnrious clubs which they are 
expected to join. Th e Freshers are a 
splendid lot, and from the first have 
b·ik en a very keen interest in "Women 's 
Club affairs. We also took this oppor­
tunity of saying a few words of welcome 
t o ~1iss Bage. In rep.lying·, Miss. Bage 
gave a very short, but very interesting 
sketch of ..Women's Coll ege life in th e 
Gnited States. 
rrhe Women's Club dance was helct in 
th e Main Hall on 24th April. This ~- ear 
the women gave their whole-hearted sup­
port , but we regret that quite a number 
of men did not accept the invitation. We 
'vere also very pleased on this occasion 
to entertain two of the Oxford debaters. 
The LB.T.D.A. is still a very actiw 
body, and through the support of all its 
members, can show a Yery creditablr bank 
balance . W e can now boast of a.H sorts 
of convenienc es, and no ·!onger haYe to 
search feverishly for ''The'' fork or 
' ' The'' knife. 
The ''Beautifying Committ ee'· ha s 
once more come to li fe , and is doing ~·ood 
work. ·w e haYe to thank Miss Georo·e 
. e 
and 1VI1 s.s Eden for their very kind and 
acceptable donations· The ''Beautifiers',. 
are Misses Harris, Oxnam <ind ,Jolly, who 
are most energetic in k eeping the Com­
mon Room tidy, filling the vases daily 
with fresh flowers, and providing us with 
8everal little useful ''etceteras.'' 
rr .his year the Brisbane vVomen 's Club­
bas challenged us to a debate. Our for­
midable opponents will be led by Mis. , 
Highfield , ' vlhi.le w·e s·end forth Misses 
Don (Jeader) , Bulcock and Julius. The 
subject is : ''That woman's abilitv is. 
practical rather than imaginative.'' Vveu 
only hope that we will do as great justice· 
to the subject as the men undergrads dicl 
to theirs in the contest against the 
Oxonians. 
---0­-­
MEN 'S CLUB. 
Since the last issue of "Ga lmahra " th e­
·'.'.r e11 's Club ha s held its two usual func­
ti nns--the Anrrnal Dir:ner ancl th: l\len 
Fresh Prs ' \Y elcome. 
JOHN 
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The annual dinner was quite successful , 
~h ough the Committee had hoped for , and 
111 fa ct , been Jed t o expecl, more support 
fr om tb e under g raduates. 
'l'he staff was well represented bul 
ther e were f ewer graduat e pr~sent 
i han usual, due, doubtle~s, to the func­
tion 's bein g held on a T·h1rnsday in­
st ead of t he usual F 'riday . Speeches and 
musical it ems made the eYenin g a Yery 
enj oyable one. 
rrhe Men Freshers' Welcome was held 
in fir st week of t erm, and was a Yery 
sncc essful and vvell patronised affair. 
Fresher s were well represented , and the 
old hands did their best to make the 
C' Yenmo· a success. 
Speeches, somr, serious a11d others mor e 
or l ess humorous, but all w·ith the obj ect 
of disillu.·ioning or enlightening the 
fresher , were heard at intervals, (I nd 
doubtless left them with miXJed id eas. 
about Varsity institutions in general. 
---**--·­
THE TREVESSA. 
·O little hotir , to everlasting rest, 
In the wide bosom of the noble past · 
''l'hou takest now the tale of one great test, 
When on tumultuous waters there were cast 
Men of our race; a thousand miles of sea 
'Twixt them and land, and cnly three frail 
barks 
'To bridge the leagues. What sons of Drake 
should be-
The sons of those whose deeds old History 
marks, 
Into her scroll with 
gold­
'\iVere Foster and 
there die, 
With blistered bodies, 
Brave hearts, torn 
cry, 
words of burnished 
his crew; and though 
men of weaker mould , 
by the gulls' unpitying 
Failed not, and bending weary to the oar, 
Found at long last a sympathetic shore. 
TRISTAN. 
SONNET. 
So, weary, ever weary, through the gloom 
And horrors of impenetrable night, 
'Mid seething, clustering Shapes of Things, 
which fright 
My timid steps, I stumble toward my tomb. 
'Then peering up where gulfs of chaos loom, 
Star-flecked, through steeps of dreary 
space , a bright 
Lone world I see, burled down in blazing 
flight, 
By patient Atlas , wearying of his doom. 
How, then, may I, ·whose li fo is but a span, 
Compare my futile pai!ls and transient 
WOE:S 
'\Vith pangs and anguish such as hi3 
must be, 
-Condemned to lan?:u ish by the Eternal plan; 
Knowing· drear Time to be, as well h~ 
knows, 
A point, c r le ss, in all Eternity. 
--I. J. P. 
THE ETERNAL SHI~cr.B. 
" vVe are a shingle short to-day," 
The stern Prnf said; 
F'eet deep his books around him lay-­
He scratched his head. 
"A shingle short," soft spoke a lad, 
"Our Prof. is absolutely mad; 
He says so, so he must be bad." 
"One, two, thirteen," the doctor saith, 
And whispered soft beneath his breath, 
And five are ne-ither here nor there; 
And two there are who have long hair. 
We are a shingle short to-day, 
Will the young lady who's away, 
Please to sfand up. By Jove, I say! 
These shingles have me wet. 
Whe·n girls wore long hair I would bet, 
I ' d pick out anyone by that, 
There were so many styles. 
Some wore 'the wireless listener s tunt, 
And o.thers ha.d a plait in front, 
A few wore it in piles. 
Which jutted far into the air; 
Now, ladies, I don't think it fair 
F'or Profs. can't tell you by yot{r hair , 
When you adopt the shingle. 
In future when I come te. feet.­
Ure in this subject I expect, 
" That you will each in mc~de unique, 
Do up you hair- howe'er antique, 
I care not, Spanish, Dutch, or Greek. 
If I can pick you, so to speak, 
When in this room you mingle." 
* * 
The gallant Prof. hath had his way, 
They let their hair grow from that day. 
And in tha.t room, I 'll bet a trae, 
That ye u won't see a sin g le 
Shingle. '.'LEMLARA." 
YATES & JONES, 
SURVEYORS' DRAF.rSMEN 
AND AGENTS. 
Treasury Chambers, 
GEORGE STREET. 
P.O. Box 385. 'Phone Cent. 621. 
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'Varsity Sport. 
BOAT CLUB. 
'l'he annual general meeting of 
the Boat Club was h eld early in 
first term, ,and the election vf 
officers for 1925 resulted as fol­
lows :-Capt,ain, J. H. Buzacott; 
Vice-Captai11, L. C. Fisher; Hon. 
Secr etary, A. P. Douo·lai:l · Com­
mittee, J. E. G. l\fa~tin ,' rr. E. 
Collin s and G. W. Barlow. 
The n e" · tub arrived toward.· 
the end of the vacation and was 
not allowed to ' 
remain idl ~ ~ ong;. 
Several people 
who were rn 
Brisbane h a d 
managed to get a row i11 
now and again, and when 
Hie new tub arriYed it 
was rushed. 
In connection with Hi !°! 
se:eetion of t h e eight: 
quit e a record nurn bt· i· 1f 
r owers presented them­
selYes for t 11 e coach '.. first 
"once over." Jack Grier 
and .Jim Bnzacott (la. t fot Sante 
two >·ears' seYen and two c'est la G~·nrnastique ! 
r e. ~prctively ) wer e known 
to be unaYai lable, before term com­
menced, but th e Club got rath r 1· a jolt 
wlw n Eric Freeman, our veteran stroke. 
ard .Joe Hard ing , who rowNl fo u r for 
two year:, one da~r greeted ns with 1h e 
cheerful news that thev also would be 
mrnblr to row. · 
rrhe fina l selection of the eight rrsul! 
ec1 :- .A. P. Douglas (bo,,·): 0 . F. Arnl•'r ­
son (2 ) ; JJ. c.Fish er (3). X Ti. Kc.·lh <-n : 
,T. R. fr Cooner (5) · T. R. Groon (6 ) : r+. 
W. Bar'lo" · (7) : 'I~ . E. Collin s (st r nk e): .r. 
E. G. ~fartin (cox) . 
'rhf' crew had been baclly hanrlicRnnr·d 
in its training by t l1e ab ence of \11' . 
·watson, who went do"·n tn f elb :rnrn<' 
witl1 the inter <::.tate cr ew . ,Jim Bnzacot t 
became "Watty" :n t l1e rn ea 11" ·h :le . 2 11cl 
d ir ected t.hing:s in a workmanl ik e mannrr. 
He wa. a s1~ t ed by Eri c Freeman when­
ever the latter had tim e. 
After many week s of d e1ay, md11µ' to 
the shipping c·o.mpanies being un­
able to accept her a freight, the· 
new eight arrived, and was car­
ried triumphantly to the shed ~ 
The swivel rowilocks were slightly 
strange at fir t, but now that they 
are accustomed to them the crew 
regard them as a pronounced suc­
cess . 
TENNIS CLUB. 
'l1he annual m e.eting was held 
Tuesday, April 14th, when 
the following office­
bearers were elected 
for the ensu ing year: 
Captai n, W. G. 
Rankin; Vice-Captain, C. Ellis ;. 
Hon. Secretary, A . P. Muir; other 
members of the Committee, 
l\1essrs. Yeates and l\'.Ie1lor; Dele­
gates to t he Sports Union, C. 
Ellis and the Secretary , Dele­
gates to the Q.L.rr.A. , W. G. Ran­
k ·11 and the 8ecretar y; 8election 
Committee, W. G. Rankin , C. E ;1i.. ·. 
and A. P . Muir. 
At the beginning of th e season 
it wa decided to enter two team.· 
for the Q.L.T.A. fixtures the first 
tei nµ· ~Tade l AU, and th econd team 
H. Grade . Both teams have played two, 
r cnncl , a11d hav e " ·on on each occasion,. 
"o we anticipate a very sncces. ful sea . on . 
1\ lc1rgr numbel' of e11trie. for this ?ear': 
:tournament have been r eceiv ecl, and 
ih e nrnt che.- themselYes will probab l~· 
hBYe commenced before t]'! e end of first 
CRICKET NOTES. 
Thr nnst season 1ha.- been a poor one 
for th e -club , the two t eams playing in the 
Q.C.A. fixtures gainin g only a meagre· 
J~ points . Th e fact t hat Crc ·1 Thomp. on 
and Lendrum were absentee:; for t.lw 
greater part of the season undoubtedly 
accounts. for the poor p erformances of 
t he A . ,id e, while th e B ide han yet to 
find those three or four p~ayers to form 
a backbone. 
To show the deman<ls made upon our 
Yen· fe"· bowlers, G. Cardno '"as placed 
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m the A team for the last three matches 
iwo of which were one-day affairs owind 
to the weather, and he bowled over 400 
balls. Notwithstanding, he did very well. 
securing about 16 wickets , at an aYerag~ 
·Of 15. 
Bert Rahmann, as usual. had to bow1 
practically unchanged ewry match , but 
his average of about 29 for each wicket 
in no way indicates the merits of his 
bowling. 01· his worth to the side in th e 
batting and fi elding depa.rtments. 
~I. Biggs, a new member of the team, 
heads the batting averao·e for th e side 
with 34.5 per innings-a~1 excellent per~ 
formance for his first season in A grade 
cricket in any case, but esp.ecially praise­
worthy ·when it is ·seen that the next. bes t 
a ,·erage is in the early twenties. 
B ert Mellor has once again flitted over­
.·eas, and did not pla:v with us t 11is seasm1. 
Murray Graham skippered in his place, 
.:and did it well , while h·is k eeping w:1s 
also first-class. 
Financially, we have. not lrncl a happi er 
season for four years . Our onlY li abi lit v 
is a loan of £8 from a member of the club. 
\Ve have a .small balance in hand, and 
in June it is the intent•ion of the ·club to 
hold a dance. 
It is hoped in this way to raise enough 
money to p;:1y off this sum and to lUtYC 
sufficient over to form the nucleus of a 
fond for travelling expenses against the 
clay when we will be able once again to 
compete in the Tnter-Va.rs-ity matches. 
Tl1 e club 's congratulations are chw to 
F. C. Thompson, on his fin e performance 
in the match, Engfand v . An Australian 
XI. IIe made 114 off his own bat- the 
first century ever scored a.gainst England 
in a match of this nature- and with 
Taafe, of W.A. (86 not out ), put up a 
sixth wicket partnership recorcl of 170. 
The secretary is indebted to Mr. "\'". T. 
A . Wetzig , the officia1 re·cording offi ce r 
of the Q.C.A. , for the above figmes. 
'rh e club cannot thank too muc'h 1\'Ir. 
Eric Maclntosh, who again acted as offi­
cial scorer for th e A .side. A glance at 
th e score-book is all that is necessary to 
make one realise 'vhat an efficient officer 
he is. Cn1wforc1 , :.i :--cholar at th e B .G .~ .. 
\•:ho actrcl in a . milar capacity for th e 
r··············-·····..·-·-··-··-·-..... ................... ......... .............--·····-·····················:~~·~:·~::~···;:;:·--····1 
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1 340 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE. j 
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B 's, also carried out his duties in an en­
t lmsiastic and praisewort:hy manner. 
It is the intentjon of the Committee to 
go thoroughly into the matter of trying· 
to find a practical . ·cheme whereby 
Queensland may apply for re-entry to the 
Inter- 'Varsitv matches with th e certainty 
of fulfilling ~1 11 obli~rntion s. 
---0--­
FOOTBALL CLUB. 
'fhe Football Club he1ld its annual 
l\1eetino' in the Co·rrmon Room 011 March 
19th, about 60 members being present. 
:Mr. Gellatly, Hon. Secretary of the 
1orth Brisbane Club, addressed the 
mretiug; and asked for p erm; ;sion for his 
. V . ''C'' S . tClub to play as ' ars1t.v emor earn . 
'l'his permission \vas granted on the c.on­
dition that on the occurrence of anythmg 
not com;jstcnt with 'Varsity sportsmai1­
s-hip the North Brisbane side anto­
' l' h'. fnu1.tically forfe.itecl all rights. Not 1n!2: o 
Bn nnpleasant nature has occurred. and 
the North Brisbane Club has .vet to haw 
it s colours lowered. 
Tn past y ea r s attendances at practices 
have been yery poor, and consequently 
the standard of our play is rather low. In 
an attempt to remedy this, the Committee 
decided to employ a profN;.sional coach, 
aml :\fr. -Williams, of Sydne~· , '.' ' as 
s01 ectcd. Mr. ·wmiams is very enthus ia s­
tic. and pos. es.. es a great knowled¥"e of 
foot hall tactics, and the Club can JU· ~ly 
~aY t1iat the pitch of enthusiasm to wh1.ch 
he. lias brought the players justifi e.' it" 
act ion in taking- this very necessary 
cnurfie . 
rro date the A team has played h\~O 
games, losing to We~tern Suburbs. 21-12, 
amu to Coorparoo, 36-13. The scores are 
110 indication of the nature of tlrn games-
The election of officers in t11e teamc;; re­
sulted:- y·
A teiwn: Captajn. -w. ~hern; ir~-
C<1ptain..T. Lynam: Committccrn~n . \v · 
McDougall_ __ ,r, . 
B team: ('Hptain , P. T,ntv ey; v1cr -l <li)­
tain. G. \¥i1 so_1L . ._ 
Unofficial " ·ord has heen 1·ecervef1 d1~1t 
the Svdne:v Univrrsit,v Ijeagne . tr~m "'.ill 
tour t.he North this month. so. Jt 1s. qmte 
;bl that t,he Int er- 'Var.•i'ty f1xtnre poss, e ~ l 1 f 1\fay
will take place either at t 1e enr .n , .< 
m· early in June. Melbourne Umvers1ty 
ha s also written, suggesting that Queens ­
land 1TniYersity should play Melbourne 
in Sydney on August 22nd. The Secretary 
communicated with Sydney UniYer sity, 
but to date no answer has been receiYed. 
'rhe C'lub wishes to congratulate J .. 
Lynam on his inclusion in the Briisbane 
Team, and G. Bird on his selection as. 
emergenc:v back for the same learn. 
---0--­
SPORTS UNION. 
rrhe Annual General :\ferting of the 
Spmts Union was held in the Men's Com­
mon Room on April 27th. 
'fhe annual report and balance sh-eet 
were adopted. 'fhe credit balance showed 
a slight increase over that of last year. 
This year the treasury is in t11e care of 
Mr. Cramb, and we v;rill be quite satisf.ied 
if the change justifies itself to the same­
extent as it did when the University 
Pnion took the same tep last year. 
Th e election of officers resulted as. 
follows :-Patron , Professor H. Priestley : 
President , Mr. L. C. Pisher; Vice-Presi-
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEXT 
TENNIS RACQUET 
SEE OUR LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
ALL MAKES . 
E ,·en· Racket in our shop is st-rm1g in 
Australia. 
HOCKEY STIOl\:S AT 
REDUCED rRIOES. 
A. N. ROBINSON'S 
SPORTS DEPOT, 
ALBER 'T STREE ·T, 
RRISBANE. 
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dents, Professors Michie, Parnell, and 
Hawken, Rev. M. V. Henderson, Mr. 
Bryan, and Mr. V. Grenning; Hon. Secre­
tary, Mr. J. E. G. Martin. 
The attendance at the annual general 
meeting was very poor, not fifty per 
cent. of the members being present. 
'l1hjs lack of enthusiasm extends into 
the Committee itself. Clubs, in electino· 
delegates, should see that th ey apr>o.int 
men w:110 possess enough energy and 
enthusiasm to carry t~em jnto the few 
meetings of the T, nion. 
---0--­
WOMEN'S SPORTS UNION. 
The Annual General Meeting of the 
Women's Sports Union was held in April. 
The follovv•ing officer1s for the year were 
elected :­
Patr.oness: Mrs. Thynne. President : 
Miss Bartholomew; Vice-Presidents, Mrs. 
Goddard, Todd and Mis Bage; Secretary, 
Miss B. Osborne; Treasurer, Miss Spur-
gm.. 
We extend a welcome to the Swimming 
Club, which has affiliated with the Unjon. 
Before Jong we shall be sendjng repre­
. entatives to the Inter- 'V.arsity match e.. 
Considerin g the· short time the Union 
has existed, the financial aspect is very 
pleasing. Inter-'Varsity Tennis is being 
held at the end of first vacation, and we 
hope the results of .the matches will be as 
gratifying to us, as were those of the 
Hockey matches played in Brisbane last 
year. 
---0--­
WOMEN'S TENNIS CLUB. 
Last year was on the whole successful , 
though the membership of t1rn Club was 
very small. The Tennis Tournament tt1ok 
place in third term, and resulted Rs 
follows:­
Champions;hip. Singles, A. Hooper, v. E. 
Doak (to be played) ; Championship 
Doubles, A. Hooper and M. Hibbard; 
Handicap Singles, N. Appel; Handicap 
Doubles, A. Dent and G. Ferguson. 
The new year has begun well, and mem­
bers are showing more enthusiasm. Our 
thanks are due to MT. ca ..tlehow and l\1r. 
Ross, who have very kindly arranged f( 1r 
ns to have the use of the staff courts· 
This has helped us greatly in arranging 
regular practices, and ·will, we hope. mertn 
:m increased membership . 
.:================================================= - -~-== 
TENNIS 
PLAYERS 
Before B u y i n g your 
Tennis Rackets or 
Tennis Balls 
Call and See Our Stocks. 
We have the finest selection of 
Sporting Goods in Australia. 
Send for Price List 
Massey Sports Depot ~ 
in CREEK STREET. BRISBANE. 
~======== 
II 
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The Inter- 'Varsity T.ennis matches will 
be held in Brisbane on the Milton Court s, 
0n :May 25th to 28th (inclusive). Adelaide , 
Mel1>ourne, and Sydney Universities are 
sending teams to compete. Our r.epresen­
tatives ·will be E. Doak (capt.), A. 
Hooper, R. Don, and L . Drake. This team 
has joined the Ladies' Association at 
:Milton, and is playing in the fixtures 
there. 
The Tenni s Club h eld its annual danc.e 
on April 18tb, at the University , and his 
wa. · more successful than had been the 
r.ase in preYious years. 
---0--­
WOMEN 'S SWIMMING CLUB. 
T;he Women 's Swimming Club has only 
come into existence this year, but its be­
g inning promises well for futur e seasons. 
'Ihe committee has arranged for a regular 
practice day. but with the coming of 
winter, it is doubtful if there will be 
sufficient internst to maintain thi s. It will 
be started again , how·ever , later in the 
yea r. 
Th e Annual Carnival was held at the 
Ithaca Baths on W ednesday , April 15th, 
and t1he women's events resulted as 
follows :­
:) 0 Y ds. Championship.-M. P ark 1, L. 
D~ ake 2, No. Hooper 3. 
2;) Y cls. Breast Str oke Championship.­
N . Hooper 1, H. McCullough 2. 
2:) Yds. Ba ck Stroke Championship .­
C. Greenham 1. M. Park 2. 
Xe<it Diw .- IJ. Drake, 1. 
2:) Yds . ITanCl;cap.- G. Spurgin 1. K 
Smith 2 . 
... ovelty Ennt.-M. Park 1. C. Gr0en ­
ham 2, B. Barker 3. 
Relay Race.- Third and fo urth years 
(h Drake, l'\. I-Iarris, F. Oxnam, D. Scott ) 
1 ; Second :vear 2, First year 3. 
---0--­
SWIMMING CLUB. 
The third annual CamiYa l of the 1 ni.­
versity Swimming Club was h eld on 
Wednesday, April 5th, at the Jtba ca 
Baths. The numerous events aroused 
much attention, and displays of scientific 
and fancy swimmin g, and of diving , 
hel'ped to sustain the interrst of the spec­
tators throughout the afternoon. 
Although the number of competitors. 
this year was slightly, greater than the 
number competing last year, tlrn Com­
mittee ,,·ould like to see more of th.e 
entrant taking an active part in the 
CarniYal instead of giving only financial 
support. 1.1 he Carnival wa.s most success­
ful financially. 
The fo llowing events we-re decided:­
50 Yards Championship (Men) .-Gib­
son, 1 ; Boulton, · 2; Lahey, 3. Time, 
29 3/ 5th sees. 
f)O Yards Championship C\Vomen ) .-M. 
Park, 1; L. Drak e, 2; N. Hooper, 3. rrirue, 
45 3/ 5tih sees. 
50 Yards H andicap (l\fen) .-McDou­
gall', 1 ; F ew, 2; Pollock, 3. rrime, 37 1-5th 
sees. 
25 Yards Handicap ( Women).--G~ 
Spurgin, 1 ; E. Smith, 2. 'rime, 24 sees. 
Neat Dive (Women ).-L. Drake. 
N eat Dive (Mrn) .-Gib;)on 1, 1.'homas 
:2 , Parnell 3. 
Novelty Race (Men ) .-Mellor 1, Par­
nell 2 
HATS~ 
Latest shap :: s and colours 
in all leading makes : ­
STETSONS , BoRSALINOS , 
SovEREIGNS, etc. 
BOOTS~ 
Fashioned on the latest 
last8, by best makers. 
D.S. CARTER 
MEN'S OUTFITTER, 
Opp. BR ISBANE ARCADE, 
QUEEN STREET. 
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Yovel1,v Race (Women).·-::\l. Park 1. 
100 Yards Championsh ip (::\len) .-".\fc­
Dougall l , Gibson 2. Time 1 min. 18 2/5th 
SCCS. 
50 Yards Breast and Back Stroke 
Championship (l\'Ien).-LntYe~· L J,ayery 
2. 'rime, 39 l /5th sees. 
2.) Yards Breast Stroke Championship 
(Women).-N. Hooper 1, H. McCullough 
2. Time, 33 l /5th sees. 
25 Yards Back Stroke Championship 
CW.omen) .-C. Greenham l , 1\1. Park 2. 
Time, 23 2/5th sees. 
Inter -Year Relay Race CW omen) .-­
'l 'hird and Fourth years (L. Drake, F. 
Oxnam, D. Scott, J. Stephenson). '11ime, 
l min., 27 sees. 
Inter-College and 'Varsity Relay.­
The Rest (Gibson, Lahey, Douglas, 
l JaYery) 1, St. Leo's 2, Emmanuel 3. 
The Inter-College heat of the 50 Yards 
Championship resulted as follows:-· 
Boulton (Leo's) 1, ·F'owler (Emmanuel), 
2 . 'I'ime, 32 sees. 
:\fay we here take the opportunity of 
expressing our thanks to ]\fr . and Mrs. 
Venning', to Mr. Gibson and Mr. Wann, 
and to the officials, whose generous sup­
port contributed largely to the success of 
the Carnival. 
---0--­
MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
At the annual general meeting, held on 
I<.,riday, 2lst March, 1925. Mr. A. F. 
Clappison was elected President, Mr. 0 . 
A. ,Jone<;, vice-president, and ~fr. M. E. 
Outridge , secretary. The comm~ttee was 
completed by the election of ·Messrs. R. 
(1. :Mundell, J. Mulholland and II. '1'. 
Peo·o· 
This year a team is to journey to tl:e 
Inter-Varsity Carnival, to be hekl m 
Melbourne, and in oTder to raise funds 
for this trip a dance was held on -:\fay 
9th, in the Main Hall. 
DAKIN & DAKIN. 
TUTORS. 
I, A. DAKIN, B. A. 31 Tel. Chbrs. 
j. E DAKIN, B.A. Phone 3 7 4 8. 
\\' e ha Ye, this season, fortunately been 
a blc to enter a second team in Q.H·A. 
fixtures . Although this team which plays 
in B gr ade fixtures, has suffered two de­
frats, it will not be long before it is 
a team to be treated with considerable 
respect . 
'11.he first team, which commenced "~\." 
grade fixtures on 18,th .April has, up to 
the 11rcsent, played one clraw and suf­
fered one defeat. 
The enthusiasm displayed at prnctices 
is highly gratifying. and already there 
is a marked improvement in new players. 
In conclusion, we wish to express our 
gratitude to the Women's Hockey Club. 
1vhich has on seYernl occasions assisted 
us greatly with its enthusiastic support. 
---0--­
WOMEN'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
A general meeting of the H ockey Club 
was 'held on April 7th, office bearers be­
ing elected as follows :-Captain, 1\fiss C. 
Yates; vice-captain, Miss H. Leslie; sec­
r etary, Miss E. Smith; third mern ber, 
Miss A. Dent. 
\Ve were yery sorry io receiYe th e 
resignations of last year's captain and 
Yice-captain, who by hard work and 
neYcr-failing enthusiasm raisell the stan­
dard of the play. 
The new members of the club arc fnll 
of interest, and some of the "freshers'· 
promise remarkably well. Two teams 
were entered for the Association fixturrs . 
On May 2nd, Varsity A met Taxation T. 
and Varsity B, 'raxation II, both tram-, 
being successful. 
\Ve are deeply grateful to ::\Iiss Bar­
tholomew, Mr. 1\'Iundell, and ::\fr. Dim­
rnock for coaching the players. 
On .April 4th a dance was held which 
was a success, socially and financially. 
C. B. FREEMAN, L.D.Q., 
DENTAL SURGEON, 
City Chambers, 
Edward St.root. 
Tel. 2844. 
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Vestibularia. 
~\.rom1 cl the "Shop" there have been a 
frw changes in thP disposal of furniture 
and effects. The Registrar still occupies 
the same room. t,Jiough his beloYed library 
ii' now housed in a more remote spot, a 
building belonging to the Central Techni­
cal C'ollrge group. 'l'he "Enquiry" office 
has returned to its old haunts, so that the 
vestibule is now free for the posting of 
neoticrs and for a generaL meeting ground 
a~ of old. 'l'he lawn in front of tJ1e 
\Vomen 's Common Room has been taste­
fully adorned bY Professor Goddard with 
two' bunchy-top. bananas and 8ome calico, 
while a little nearer the Ohern. buil'dings 
8tands a mag·nificent bush house , with 
s11lashing fonntai1rn and croaking frogs 
scattered about inside. These and the 
Jc;ss of \Yalter's moustache cons,titute the 
-external changes. 
And of the 1wople who walked abont 
the place last year: 
,J. II. ~icklin. last year's Union Presi­
<l<'nt is assistant engineer to A. E. Hard­
ir!.!· Fre\\". B.E., etc .. and i» resident on the 
eonstruction works of the Bowen 
<'~ectrical scheme. 
F. ~- :\farshall, last year's Sports Union 
Pr<>>iident. is now assistant .engineer at 
IIadfield's. Ltd. 
F. GavdOJJ, C. \Vell'er , S. ·walker, and 
S. Bacl~strom arr assisting R. J. 11. 
Ril'son and ,J. E. Morwood .to run the Bris­
bane Tramway Trust's engineering 
affairs. 
H. Cannon. TraYelling Scholar. 1924, 
is liYing in DiYinity Road, Oxford, and 
mentions that Harry Roberts popped up 
there about the beginning of March. 
N. E. Raymond still oscillates between 
C'anungTa and Brisbane, though he ha8 
announced his intention to study sheep 
in the Central West. 
Po'St-gradnate courses ;;till warrant the 
presence of 0. A. Jones, R. Morwood, and 
Miss W A. Oxnam. To Miss Oxnam and 
E. B. F~eeman felicitations are tendered 
on their engagement. 
St. John's Coll'ege has lost W. J. Cham­
berlain as a resident. He is still in charge 
of the Analytical branch of the Metro­
politan \Vater Supply and Sewerage 
Board. 
John Grice has also departed. He is 
teaching at All Souls' School, Charters 
Towers. 
J. R. L. Cooper has ben appointed Vice­
W arden of St. John's College. In his spare 
time he is assistant eng·ineer with A. E­
I-larding Frew. 
G. Vv. Harding is lubricating engineer 
for the Vacuum Oil Co. Pty. Ltd . He l'iveR 
in Ring's. 
I. John Paull is teaching at the Central 
1'echnical College, and taking a couple 
of Arts subjects'. 
Galmahra 's editor and sub-editor of 
Jast year have left John's. C. Hadgraft is 
teaching at Rockhampton Grammar 
School, and A. J. Bennett at Herberton 
State High School. 
R. Mundell is in the employ of the 
Great Barrier Reef Committee as a !:reo­
logical biologist. He also captains , the 
'Varsity A. Hockey team. 
D. Lee has left Leo 's to pursue mec1ici11e 
in Sydney. 
The Women's College welcomed back 
their Principal, Mi, s Freda Bage. from 
her tour of Europe and the United States. 
She brought them back a bell from 
Shrewsbury-a model of an antiquc­
which is used to bring people to Oscars­
lwlme from the other houses; also some 
brasswork, some blue Delhi pottery. and 
some books of cross-word puzzles. 
Miss J. Smart has returned to the 
\Yomen 's Col1ege where she is tutor in 
History. 
Misses G. Horton and K. Hassler are 
teaching at St. Hilda 's School, Southport. 
Miss Ilma Sterne is teacl1ing at the 
Presbyterian Cotterslo e School (W.A.) 
Miss 0. Binns is somewhere in the Blue 
Mountains, Miss A. Hooper either at Laid­
ley or playing tennis in Brisbane. and 
Miss C. Cherry in Mackay. 
The \Vomen's College have decided to 
dispense with gas as a means of brighten­
ing their evenings. Electric light is now 
being installed. 
Misses R. Calford and M. Cherry are 
teaching in Mackay. 
Misses R. George and M. Hulbert arB 
teaching at the Rockhampton Girls' 
Grammar School. 
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.As a result of the activities. of the 
"'\Vomen's College Campaign Committee, 
the College has acquired freehold rights 
over two more houses-Chislehurst and 
OscaTSholme. 'l'here now remains only one 
of the four for which rent and breakages 
haye to be paid. 
Recent visitors at the ·women's College 
included Miss Ethel Bage, who talked 
one night of h-er trayels in Korea and 
other plac-es. 
Miss M. Hibbard dwells peace.full'y in 
Southport, embrvidering supper cloths, 
and looking very sweet. 
MiRs K. Harsant is teaching at the 
Rockhampton State High School, which 
also claims the service of A. Bryson. 
Misses J . Birkbeck, L. Mc vVatters, and 
M. Macpherson are teaching at Mt. Mor­
gan State High School. 
Miss H. Marks is teaching at Cairns 
State High Sclio.ol. 
Miss L . Galfor d is tea0hing at the Her­
herton State H igh School. 
l\hsses M. Jones and M. Lilley are 
teaching at Bundaberg State High School. 
Miss S. Drake is teaching at St. Hilda 's 
School, Southport, and Misses P. Fullar­
ton and E . Muir at the Gympie State 
High School. 
Miss M. Arundel is lecturing at the 
Teac,hers' Training College, Brisbane. 
Miss v'. Baggaley is teaching· at St. 
Gabriel 's, Charters Towers. 
l\fi. s E . Reid is at the State High 
Rchool. Townsville. 
"'\Yarwick Sta,te High School upports 
l\iisses ::\IT . Shipley and D. Sterne, and G. 
A. Fisher. 
D. Huxham recently returned from 
Engiand. 
Miss M. Smith is teaching at Burwood 
J\Iethodist Ladies' College. 
Miss R. Moore is at Cremorne Church 
of England Grammar School. 
Miss D. Spark is in Sydney, working at 
foe Conservatorium of Music. 
Miss N. Barrie is engaged in researc-h 
work in a hospital in New York, U.S.A. 
Miss B. Graham is teaching at the Bris · 
bane State High School. 
:Jfiss l\L W . Smith · has recently been 
appointed Head Mistress of the Rock­
hampton Girls' Grammar School. 
Miss Florence Phipp has been ap­
pointed Head Mistress of the Church of 
England Girls' School at Warwick. 
Miss Hodson has been appointed Head 
Mistress of St. Faith's School, Y eppoon. 
Miss Agnes Sevington is Head Mistress 
of the Church of England Girls' Grammar 
School, Ivanhoe, Melbourne. 
Miss Lexie MacMillan is teaching 
English at a training college at Lours 
(France.) 
Miss Ethel Campbell is travelling in 
Europe. 
Miss Mavis "'\Valker, who has been doing 
research work at Manchester, is returning 
to Queensland shortly. She is engaged to 
Mr. John Sinclair. 
Miss Edna Campbell and Miss Dorothy 
Denniss are Joint Hon. Secretaries to the 
Committee on Place Names. Miss Den­
niss is also Honorary Treasurer of the 
Women Graduates' Association, of which 
Miss Freda Bage was recently elected 
President. 
Mrs. Walter Douglas is Honorary Sec­
retary to the National Council of Women. 
Miss I. Bartholomew and Arthur Bell 
are engaged. Miss Bartholomew teaches 
at the Brisbane High School for Girls, 
while Arthur studies plant pathology at 
th-e University of California, Berkeley, in 
connection with his sugar scholarship. 
Miss Alex McLean and C. Hughes are­
engaged. 
F. Barlow and Miss Zoe Green, the ReY. 
u
E. H. Smith and Miss Walker. and Her­
bert McCulloch and Miss Mogridge were 
1 arried recentlY. So were C. :'.'L 
Calder and Miss M. Mott (of Brisbane ),v 
c:nd .J. W. Dowrie and 1\fiss I. Mott. of 
Armidale. 
R. L. Mi-lls and Miss I. Brown were 
married in April. He teaches at Rock­
hampton Grammar School. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Dunstan live in 
'J'oowoomba, where Frank works for the 
Toowoomba Foundry Co. 
Unto Dr. and Mr~. Bagster a son-only 
a boy-has been born. Unto Mr. and Mrs. 
0. Bingham, a daughter. Unto Mr. and 
Mrs N. C. Aitken, likewise. Unto Mr. and 
Mrs.RA. Percy, a "cheild", and to Mr. 
aiid Mrs. M. Todd, a son-"the mo·st 
wonderful child in the world." 
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:Jfiss C. :Jfoxon and Mr. M. Briggs were It is with great pleasure that we note 
married a short time ago. the appointment of Professor H awken as 
Chairman of the Commission of ExpertsA. E. Axon is in Pittsburg, U.. S.A. 
appointed by the Greater Brisbane Coun­
Georg·e Boulton is engineer on the cil to investigate the question of cross­
Yaamba Road ·water Scheme, Rockhamp ­ river communication, and also the ap­
t.on. George Bailey is resident engineer pointment of R. M. Wilson as one of the 
for the Tinaroo Shire Council, Atherton. two other members. 
Felix Brazier is City Engineer at P . R.. Stephenson is in residence in 
'l'ownsville. Queen's College, Oxford, E ngland. 
E. W. Kennedy left recently to take up ,J. H. Rendle is on the staff of the 
an engin eering position in the Federated ''Japan Times,'' Tokio. 
:\Ialay States. 
·w e welcome Mrs. F. W . Robinson, after 
J . H. Berry is resident engineer at her year's absence in the Old Country. 
Rathdo"·ney, on the Brisbane-Mt. Lind­ Our sympathy is ex.tended to Dr. Robin­
esay Road. son in his r ecent severe illness. 
.J. A. T. Horsley is still engaged with F . G. Holdaway is chasing the pink 
the Anglo-Egyptian Surveys, near Khar~ boll worm on an experimenta,l farm in the 
kum. Callide Valley. He is now Assistant 
Government ~ntomologist.T. Lawton, Rhodes scholar 1921, re­
turned to Queensland recently. H . S. Roberts , A. Mayes, L . Halber ­
r;;tater, and F . Larwell have obtainedH. Burton. Rhodes scholar 1922, is ex­
their degrees in medicine.pected back towards the end of this year. 
His last term, with examinations, ends in P. 0. Brookes has been ordained a 
June. deacon. 
F. IT. (" Ozzy ") Roberts is in charge of J. Lawri e w1·ites from E din burgh
the Pri ckly Pear Station , Gravesend, 
'"V;arsity where he is doing very well. ~.S.W. He will sit foT his final honours in ,Tune. 
C. -:\I. Longbottom is lecturing at the E. Mor-w<ood is engaged to Miss Lilley. 
University in completion of his Walter 
r.nd Eliza Halt EngineeTing F ellowsl1ip. M. W. Carseldine is doing medicine at 
F. Tnin e is still at Wi,lmington. Dela- Sydney. 
"·are . in spite of the United States immi~ N. Craigie iis with the Public Works 
gra tion author itie. . Department, New South Wales. 
........... ... ................................ ...................................................................................................................................... ........ 
BOOKS and ST AT IONERY.. 
We specialise in BIBLES, THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE and 
Books suitable for Presentation. You are Cordially Invited to Inspect 
our stock; shelves and tables are arranged to facilitate personal selection 
at your comfortable leisure. 
DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS. PLAIN AND ARTISTIC STATIONERY. 
FOUNTAIN PENS, PENCILS, &c. 
QUEENSLAND BOOK DEPOT, Epworth House, 
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Letters to to the Editor. 
EDlfCA'l'IONAL RECONSTRUCTION. 
Dear Sir,-The searchlight of vigorous 
inquiry, whic'h of r .ecent years has re­
vealed the cobwebs of intellectual stag­
nan·cy in so many of our traditional 
systems, has now been turned on educa­
tion. and what scenes its broad beams 
haYe revealed! How rapidly in England 
haYe the .educationists worked, and what 
changes they have br ought about! The 
overthrow of the traditional classics as 
the only subjects wort:hy of serious stncly, 
is only one of the many reforms realised 
in this century. H owever, I clo not wish 
to discuss what England has clone, so 
much as to suggest the way whereby we, 
too, may progress towards the goal which 
sl1 e has in sight. Tlhat a forward step is 
essential is borne out by Dr. Jo:lm Adams, 
who declar ed on his r ecent visit, that 
although our system was excellent at its 
inauguration , it w'as now some twenty 
odd year s behind .that of England, and 
even more behind the Continental system. 
Tlre Continent seeks to provide schools 
of two distinct types, one whose curricu­
lwn is essentially technical, the other 
designed essentially for those w~10 are 
preparing for that wider field of .learning, 
the University. vVe in Australia allow 
the small percentage who will pass on to 
the UniveTsity to dominate the c\ur icu­
lum of our secondary schools. This is 
manifestly unfair, and its rectification is a 
matter for earnest consideration. Th e 
sea ttered nature of our population, and 
the uncertain number of those who intend 
to proceed to the University, utterly bar 
for the present any idea of differentiated 
schools in t:Jiis countrv. But for the sake 
of the great majori ty who pass out into 
the 'vorld without· crossing the portico of 
the Fniversity, ther e should be a broaden­
inO' of this seconclarv school teachin!! to 
m;ke ~enior subject.s more gcnrral in 
nature and application. 
To bring abont this broader outlook 
it is essential to stock the secondary 
schools with a new type of teacher-one ­
wl10 will awaken in his nunils a new 
intrrest in the subject studied, so that 
they "-ill pt~rsue that subject even when 
they have left school, and no longer have 
the teacher to depend upon for guidance. 
\Ve all know isolated cases of teachers of 
the type to which I refer-why are tihey 
not more numerous ? They could be-they 
ought to be-the world wants them. 
To the Universi ty has been committed 
the task of preparing teachers for 
secondary schools. How does it meet this 
resiponsibil,ity ? Specialised departments 
produce specialists. The department of 
c.Jrnmistry aims at giving to the world 
men who are capable as chemists excel­
lent as analysts, and competent to 1deal on 
scientific lines with any problem that 
may be presented to them. In like man­
ner, other departments produce highly­
qualifiecl specialists who are recognised 
as such in the commercial world. But if 
a prospective teacher wishes to pass 
through a scicnce··course, he can specialise 
in anything except teaching. 
for you~ Universityor College \! 
functions you require Printing : ' 
.. ' 
' 
'of a High Degree. .. ' 
' 
' 
' 
' · C. ]. WALKER 
•
•
' 
of 129 GEORGE STREET 
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Not only is all idea of the future voca­
tion of a large percentage of science 
students completely ignored, but those 
students are completely barred from tak­
ing any Arts subjects which they may 
desire to pursue bryond Senior standard. 
It has often been remarked, with much 
truth, that the person -who reads most 
widrly, and who delves most deeply into 
literaturr after completing his degrrr 
course, is the science man. He realisrs 
that a very important part of his educa­
tion has been neglected, and he must 
make up for that neglect. Why the neg­
lect? Merely because those persons in 
charge of t·he Education ection have 
failed to realise that besides those passing 
through the Arts Faculty there are sl11­
dents who might wish to become teachers, 
and that these might benefit by contact 
with their department. VTriting recently 
in a Brisbane newspaper, a correspondent 
said: " .... there is little connection be­
tween the University and the schools ex­
crpt that candidates for the University 
Public Examinations come from the 
><chooh, and thrre is no F'acul.ty of Edu­
cation. and t11e course provided in educa­
tion is a theoretical one, and of nry little 
p:·actical value.'' 
~o. there is no Faculty of Education: 
The University does not admit that it is 
preparing the secondary school teachers 
of the State for their duties! How futilr 
then are criticisms of teaching· meti110ds, 
as published yearly in the Manual of 
Public Examinations! The activitieR of 
the Education section muRt be extended, 
anc1 provision made for science students 
who contemplate entering the teaching 
JH'OfPssion. It is preposterous that sciencr 
trachers should know nothing of their 
own language beyond Sei1ior Standard. 
and know nothing of that great subject 
which lies so near their hearts-Educa­
tion. An engineer in his first year has 
seyen subjects-a scientist studies 1mt 
four; the former in his srcond :vear still 
has senn subjects-the latter has had 
his subjects reduced to three. The science 
teacher can afford to pursue-and is 
generally eager to do so-one or two 
additional subjects especially designed to 
meet his nreds. Tt mcairn extra work for 
1.he Education section, but if they have 
at heart the education of this State, they 
will not shirk the extra responsihiJity 
which will thereby be 'thrust upon them. 
'With we11 educated teachers, inspired 
by the nobility of tibeir vocation, who can 
foretell the consequent elevation of true 
education throughout the State 1 The 
spark of youthful enthusiasm glows in the 
breast of each prospective pedagogue : 
will not a sympathetic Education section 
fan it into fierce flame so that it ma:v 
become a consuming fire. purging our 
present educational system of its man~' 
petty defects, and leaving as nohl'e metal 
that true desire of learning for its own 
s<,ke.-Yours, etc., 
"JUST SO." 
---0--­
8ir,­
1 was one who took part in the second 
offensive in March, following the Novem­
ber Armistice. From behind the three­
lcgged, or two-legged, barricade (1 
forget which) 1 sent over pounds and 
pounds of v.erbal shell, blazing away at 
each skirmish, until my guns ran hot. 
But the enemy must have been too busy 
with the firing going on all around, as he 
didn't even so much as return a ''dud.'' 
At the next offensive, or rather defensive. 
T suppose I'll need more ammunition and 
better guns. Guns, 1 think, was the 
trouble. A quick-firer was what 1 wanted 
-a macl1ine irnn. Tf the protocol remains 
unresurrected. T'll over the top with a 
typewriter? \Vill the Powers disqualif,v 
me?-Yours, etc., 
''MACHINE G"UN.'' 
................................................................................................ 
MR. LEONARD FRANCIS. 
VOICE CUI/l'IVATION AND ~INGING. 
One Subject Only. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
Treasury Chambers, George Street . 
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Ex .. .. 
Advertisers. 
Advertisers in '' Galmahra'' complain, 
and we fear, with justification in manv 
cases, that the students show a very poo~ 
response to the requests for patrona"e. 
If the Magazine is to nr.v its wav "'it 
must retain the confiden~e ~f advert;R~rs. 
and in order to do that it mw;;t ensure 
them a certain rrturn. Tt is up to the 
f-1udents to buy their requirements. where 
possible, from the firms which support 
'' Galmahra.'' 
Magazine Sa les. 
'fhis year the Magazinr Committcr i;;; 
making a determined effort to wipe ont 
the debt which .has accumulated on ''Gal 
mahra" over the past few years. An 
increase in circulation would help con­
siderably towards that end. and stuclents. 
therefore, are asked to canvass H1eir 
friends for subscriptions to the Magazine. 
Failing success in that directio11. the 
purchase of extra copies by the under­
graduates themselves might not prove to 
be beyond their financial resources. 
Cathedra. 
Back Numbers on Hand. 
Copies of the following numbers of 
'· Galmahra" ar.e on hand, and may be 
obtained from the Business Manager, at 
the' rate of 1/6 a copy: 
August 1919, October 1920, August 
J!121, October 1921, May 1922, August 
J 922, October 1922, August 1923, October 
1923, August 1924, October 1924. 
EXCHANGES. 
'l'he following publications have been 
i·eceived :­
''The Viking,'' ''Adelaide Medical 
Students' Review,'' "'l'he Magazine of St. 
Andrew's College,'' Sydney University; 
"University College IIospital ~fa.;a­
zine"; "University College Magiazi11P," 
Fniwrsity of London; "Adelaide Vni­
Yersity Magazine;'' '' 'fhe Magazine of 
St. .Joseph 's College," Sydney; "The 
Clayfield Collegian ; " '"fhe Con­
dc;minian" (Warwick); "Otago Urn­
'.'Prsity Review' ;" "St. Peter 's College 
::\i.agazine" (Adelaide): "MelbournP 
l 'niversity Magazine:" "Hermes;" "Tl1e 
S+udrnt \Vorld;" "The ·waitakian." 
---o--­
THE EXA::\ll_ TER. 
The power is great of the statesman's 
word, 
For nations a re oft by its accents stirred; 
And greater than this, we' r e pr epared to 
yie ld­
!<; that which the mass of the people wield . 
\Vhen by vc·te they determ ine affairs of 
State. 
But greatest of all to the ones who wait 
Results of the yearly exams. to see­
rs that which rests in the hands of the 
Examin er . 
In fancy they picture him calm, austere, 
Around him a learned atmospher e; 
And to the aspi r an ts whose papers lie, 
Beneath his d issecting and critical eye, 
Mor e hangs on his j udgment than ever hung 
Upon the stern accents of Crasar's tongue; 
Of greater importance than ages fled, 
Is the decisicns of the dread-
Examiner. 
Yet with always the same impartial spirit, 
He pronounces a "fail," or awards a ''merit." 
He counts up the marks-now the sum is 
told-
The knell of some candidate's hope is 
"knolled." 
For nothing can move his relentless heart, 
And naught from his judgment make him 
depart: 
He passes his sentences year by year, 
Forever the same aloof, severe­
Examiner . 
-Z.C.M.S. 
(ESTABLISHED 1900) 
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